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Abstract
This thesis evaluates the efficacy of the Model Me Kids® curriculum for
increasing social skills in children and adolescents with High Functioning Autism
Spectrum Disorder (HFASD). The evaluation was achieved by first conducting a
pilot study using a single-subject research design (SSRD). The findings of the pilot
study were then used to inform methodological features of two proceeding
randomised controlled trials (i.e., RCTs; Chapters 4 and 5). Prior to the empirical
examinations however, a review of the evidence-base and efficacy of three social
skills interventions, two of which are employed in Model Me Kids® curriculum (i.e.,
VM and role play), was conducted.
Chapter 2 conducted a systematic review of VM, role play, and computerbased instruction (CBI) for teaching social skills to children and adolescents with
HFASD. Positive findings were indicated across all three interventions in the
measurement of treatment efficacy; conversely, only one of the three interventions
evaluated (i.e., CBI) was found to have the evidence necessary to be classified as
“established” according to Reichow’s (2011) criteria for determining evidence-based
practices (EBP). Further analysis of the quality indicators however, showed that
research strength ratings were roughly comparable across studies evaluating VM,
role play and CBI interventions. Such analysis cautions interpretation of the
classification of EBP in Chapter 2 and highlights the need for continued research,
with an emphasis on improved methodological rigor, across all three interventions
evaluated.
A SSRD was employed in Chapter 3 to conduct a pilot evaluation of the
Model Me Kids® curriculum for five child and young adolescent participants with
HFASD. A multiple baseline design across behaviours was used to investigate the
outcomes associated with the curriculum. For child and young adolescent
participants, three social skills were selected from the modules “Time for a Playdate”
and “Conversation Cues”, respectively. Following instruction on the curriculum,
increases in knowledge and performance of the target social skills were observed
across all participants; however, instruction on the curriculum did not effect
performance across persons and settings (i.e., generalisation).
Chapters 4 and 5 extended upon Chapter 3 by conducting an evaluation of the
Model Me Kids® curriculum using RCTs. In Chapter 4, three modules of the
curriculum were implemented with an EXP Group (EXP) of 14 child participants,
v

while a WLC Group (WLC) of 12 participants received treatment as usual. Using
within-group analyses, significant increases in performance of the social skills were
observed for participants of the EXP group. Between-groups analyses however, did
not indicate significant differences at post-testing on standardised measures of social
skills.
A similar methodology was implemented for participants of Chapter 5, with
the exception that children and adolescents, aged 9 to 17 years, participated in the
study. In Chapter 5, the Model Me Kids® curriculum was implemented with an EXP
group of 18 participants, while a WLC group of 16 participants received treatment as
usual. Statistically significant differences between groups were found on
standardised measures of mannerisms associated with Autism Spectrum Disorder
(ASD) at post-testing. Additionally, significant decreases in impairments, from preto post-test, were detected on measures of social cognition and social communication
for participants of the EXP group only. Similar to the findings reported in Chapter 4,
for participants of the EXP group, performance of the social skills was positively
affected by instruction on the curriculum in the small group context.
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Chapter 1:
Literature Review

1

Literature Review
1.1 Social Skills
Social Skills can be defined as a set of rules that guide individuals on the
behaviours necessary to engage and interact with others, to participate in social
activities with independence and to demonstrate emotional reciprocity (Holloway,
Healy, Dwyer & Lydon, 2014). An individual’s performance of social skills
predominantly results in positive social interactions with others (Elliot and Gresham,
1987; Gresham, 1986) and has been linked to peer acceptance, the development and
maintenance of friendships, academic achievement and positive mental health across
the lifespan (Hartup, 1989).
Social skills differ in their presentation from childhood to adolescence. In
childhood, social skills occur in the context of play when interactions and the
development of friendships depend on the child’s ability to demonstrate skills such
as: (1) knowing how and when to enter on-going games; (2) sharing with others; (3)
playing the other persons way; (4) letting a friend choose a game; (5) using eye
contact for conversation and; (6) talking on topic. As the child grows older, social
skills move beyond a reliance on play related activities and interests towards a
sharing of experiences and intimacy (Hartup, 1993). In adolescence, social skills
occur in the context of talk and conversation and depend upon the adolescent’s
ability to demonstrate skills such as: (1) initiating and maintaining conversations; (2)
tactfully providing emotional support (i.e., being understanding and empathetic) and;
(3) maintaining friendships (i.e., by remembering personal information about friends
and/ or by making plans to spend time together; Waugh & Peskin, 2015).
1.2 Psychological Perspectives of Social Skills
Psychological perspectives present different ways to understand social skills.
Some perspectives examine the underlying cognitive (i.e., cognitive perspective) and
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biological (i.e., biopsychological perspective) processes while others are concerned
with the evolution of the brain (i.e., evolutionary perspective) and its impact on
social development. Each perspective offers a unique contribution to programmes of
research and clinical interventions; however, it is the developmental and behavioural
perspectives that have influenced our understanding of social skills and the
development of clinical interventions to the greatest extent.
1.2.1 Developmental Perspective of Social Skills
The developmental perspective is concerned with how people grow and
change psychologically over the course of human life. Some psychological changes
can be unpredictable, although many others can be forecast with reasonable certainty
long before they occur. Such predictable changes, known as “developmental
milestones”, are age related patterns of change that occur from: (1) simple to
complex forms; (2) single behaviours to large behavioural repertoires and; (3) fixed
ways of responding to ways that can be strategically chosen (Birren & Birren, 1990).
An examination of social skills from a developmental perspective indicates several
milestones that are important junctures for psychological growth from infancy
through to adulthood (Peterson, 2013).
During infancy, social skills emerge as the use of eye contact, imitation of
facial movements, gesture and voice, which function to make contact with people,
and to maintain their attention. Additionally, early infancy marks the development of
a significant social milestone, the smile. The smile emerges at approximately 2
months and becomes well established by 4 months. By 20 months, children typically
show signs of preference for and attachment to familiar adults (Noller, Feeney &
Peterson, 2001) and watch and imitate their body language. At this stage, children
also begin to point with eye contact, to share interest and to make a request.
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From the age of 2 to 6 years, children begin to develop and enjoy
increasingly important relationships with siblings and peers outside of the family.
Concurrently, the ability to communicate for social purposes (Tomasello, 2006),
from initiating conversations and talking freely about the home and community
contexts to speaking to others about their needs and interests, begins to develop.
These years also mark an increase in the complexity and versatility of cooperative
work (i.e., working as part of a group) and social play (i.e., fantasy and sociodramatic play; Watson & Fischer, 1980).
From the age of 6 to 12 years, social milestones include the development of
mutual friendships and status assignment in the wider peer group as either popular,
neglected, controversial or rejected. During these years, children begin to compare
themselves to others and become concerned about their own abilities. This can result
in a dependency on peer approval to feel confident rather than the approval of a
primary caregiver. These years also mark improvements in the understanding of
emotions in the self and others (Wellman & Liu, 2004) and the ability to use this
understanding to describe how they relate to problems and conflicts.
As children enter into adolescence, they become increasingly more skilled at
resolving conflict and begin to learn from mistakes and change their actions
accordingly. At the same time, friendships with peers become more important. Peers
become social-interaction partners, models for conformity, companions and
confidantes as relationships with parents become dependent and influential.
Typically, friendships in early adolescence consist of a small group of same-sex
peers, which begin to increase in numbers and include members of the opposite sex
as a child reaches middle adolescence. By the end of adolescence, larger groups of
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friends begin to disintegrate as dating and couple hood begins. This marks a
significant milestone in the adolescent’s social maturation (Peterson, 2014).
The developmental perspective recognises that all milestones, including
social skills, are shaped by factors within cultures such as the role of the family.
According to the developmental perspective, cultures comprise of beliefs about how
social development should happen. These beliefs inspire decisions that people make
as they lead their lives as offspring, siblings, parents, friends, romantic partners and
work colleagues (Peterson, 2014). The developmental perspective somewhat
accounts for the role of environmental factors in social development; however, the
behavioural perspective would assert that the account is inadequate and that the role
of the environment is at the core of the presentation and development of social skills.
1.2.2 Behavioural Perspective of Social Skills
The behavioural perspective posits that human behaviour occurs as an
interaction between an organism and its surroundings, that is the environment
(Johnston & Pennypacker, 1993a). The environment includes an expansive and
complex range of events that differ from instance to instance and influences
behaviour by stimulus changes that occur prior to and immediately after the
behaviour (Michael, 2004). In contrast to the developmental perspective, the
behavioural perspective asserts that the only predictable human behaviours are those
that we are born with. These behaviours, termed unconditioned responses, assume
that no prior learning has occurred. Examples of unconditioned responses include
pupil constriction to bright light, coughing to relieve irritation in the throat,
withdrawal of a body part from a painful stimulus and salvation at the smell of food.
In addition to unconditioned responses, the behavioural perspective asserts that
humans enter the world with behaviour that is uncommitted and highly susceptible to
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change (Glenn, 2004). This behaviour is termed operant behaviour and can be
defined as any behaviour whose future frequency is determined by its history of
stimulus changes that have followed the occurrence of the behaviour (i.e.,
consequences; Catania, 1992).
According to the behavioural perspective, social skills are operant behaviours
in that they have been selected, shaped and maintained by consequences that have
followed them in the past (i.e., operant conditioning). Reinforcement is a type of
consequence that influences the development of social skills. Reinforcement occurs
when behaviour is followed closely in time by a stimulus change, the result of which
increases the behaviour in future and similar conditions (Michael. 2004). There are
two types of stimulus changes that can occur during reinforcement: (1) a new
stimulus is added to the environment; (2) an already present stimulus is removed.
These types of changes refer to positive and negative reinforcement, respectively.
The development of the social smile can be explained using positive
reinforcement, as the frequency of a baby’s smile increases following the repeated
presence of a smiling parent (i.e., reinforcer). Similarly, a child’s ability to take turns
during play increases in frequency as a result of a parental praise and attention.
Interestingly, the development of social skills can be explained using negative
reinforcement. For example, it is possible that the frequency of a child’s
conversational initiations and maintenance (i.e., ask questions and add comments)
during freetime in class increases as a result of the temporary termination of an
aversive classroom activity.
The motivating operation is another principle of behaviour that may account
for the development and frequency of social skills. According to Laraway, Snycerski,
Michael and Poling (2003), a motivating operation is any environmental variable that
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alters the effectiveness of some stimulus, object or event as a reinforcer and alters the
current frequency of all behaviour that has been reinforced by that stimulus, object or
event. From a behavioural perspective the stimulus changes that function as
reinforcers for increasing social skills depends significantly upon the current
motivating operations. For example, when sharing and showing gratitude (i.e., saying
thank you) has been positively reinforced by a teacher’s attention, deprivation of the
teacher’s attention as a result of school holidays would increase the effectiveness of
such attention as a reinforcer. In addition to this, other social skills that had been
reinforced by the teacher’s attention could concurrently be evoked.
When reinforcement occurs it not only strengthens the behaviour
immediately preceding it, it also selects the environmental stimulus that in the future
may increase instances of the response (i.e., the three-term contingency; Moxley,
2004). This increase in frequency of the behaviour in the presence of a given
stimulus is known as stimulus control. From a behavioural perspective, stimulus
control is a principle that may account for the development of social skills. For
example, a child may share with others more in the presence of a grandparent than in
the absence because of past experiences, when in the presence of a grandparent,
attention and edibles repeatedly followed sharing with others. Stimulus control may
also explain how social skills are higher in frequency in one context than in another.
For example, a child may frequently talk to and play with peers in the home
environment but in the school environment the performance of these skills may
decrease in frequency. Similar to the previous example, performance as such could
be explained by the repeated delivery of reinforcement in the presence of the home
environment. Alternatively, the number of peers in the environment could equally
serve as the discriminative stimulus (SD) in this example.
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1.3 High Functioning Autism Spectrum Disorder
The publication of the fifth edition of the Diagnostic and Statistical Manual
of Mental Disorders (DSM 5; American Psychiatric Association, 2013) marked
significant changes in the categorisation and diagnostic criteria for Pervasive
Developmental Disorders (PDD).
The fourth edition of the Diagnostic and Statistical Manual of Mental
Disorders (DSM-IV; American Psychiatric Association, 1994) recognised five
spectrum disorders under the category of PDDs. These included Autistic Disorder
(AD), Asperger Syndrome (AS), Retts Disorder, Childhood Disintegrative Disorder
(CDD), and Pervasive Developmental Disorder-Not Otherwise Specified (PDDNOS). According to the DSM-IV, the five spectrum disorders were distinct and were
reliably differentiated from one another during initial field trials (Volkmar et al,
1994). The years following the publication of the DSM-IV saw the revision of the
earlier edition (i.e., DSM-IV-TR; American Psychiatric Association, 2000), with no
noteworthy changes made to any of the five spectrum disorders. Concurrently, these
years marked an increase in debate regarding the differentiation of the disorders,
which was underpinned by the diagnostic difficulties associated with the overlapping
symptoms (Freeman, Cronin, & Candela, 2002). Studies conducted by Prior et al
(1998), Eaves, Ho, and Eaves (1994) and Verte et al (2006) illustrate this debate in
their examination of the ability to differentiate children based on their symptom
profiles. Using a cluster analysis of 135 children diagnosed with a PDD, Prior et al
(1998) found that although three separate clusters emerged (i.e., autistic-like,
Aspergers-like, and mild PDD), there was a lack of correspondence between the
clusters the children were assigned to and their previous clinical diagnosis. A recent
study reported similar findings (Verte et al, 2006). In a sample of 135 children three
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clusters emerged and, similarly to Prior et als (1998), study correspondence between
cluster assignment and clinical diagnosis was not observed. Based on their findings
both teams of researchers suggested a revision of the diagnostic criteria with an
emphasis on a spectrum or dimensional approach. Providing a contrasting picture
and support for the classification by categories endorsed by the DSM-IV (American
Psychiatric Association, 1994) and the DSM-IV-TR (American Psychiatric
Association, 2000) were the findings of a study conducted by Eaves et al (1994). In a
sample of 166 children with a diagnosis of Autism Spectrum Disorder (ASD), four
subtypes emerged (i.e., typically developing autism, low-functioning, highfunctioning and hard-to-diagnose) and assignment to these sub-types strongly
correlated with previous diagnoses. Interestingly, Eaves et al (1994) contributed to
the concurrent debate of whether AS was distinct from High Functioning Autism
Spectrum Disorder (HFASD) as they found that children with a diagnosis of AS
were assigned to either cluster 1 (i.e., typically developing autism) or cluster 4 (i.e.,
hard-to-diagnose).
Research efforts continued to investigate the differentiation of the various
ASDs and began to document conflicting evidence regarding differences in the
associated features (e.g., cognitive and language functioning and adaptive behaviour)
and defining characteristics of the disorders (Buitelaar, Van der Gaag, Klin &
Volkmar, 1999; Eisenmajer et al, 1996; Koyama, Tachimori, Osada, Takeda &
Kurita, 2007; Ozonoff, South & Miller, 2000; Tonge, Brereton, Gray & Einfield,
1999; Walker et al, 2004). Following from the lack of consistent evidence and the
almost identical overlap of the defining characteristics of the disorder, some
researchers believed that there were no differentiating differences and called for
revisions of the that diagnostic criteria (Walker et al., 2004).
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In 2013 the DSM-IV-TR (American Psychiatric Association, 2000) was
revised and the DSM 5 was published (American Psychiatric Association, 2013).
Under the DSM 5, a dimensional approach to the diagnostic criteria was adopted and
all subcategories of PDDs were excluded from the revision. This meant that ASD
was now an umbrella term and individuals with a previous diagnosis of AD, AS,
PDD-NOS and CDD would fall under this broader diagnostic category. To facilitate
this change, the DSM 5 refined ASD as a neurodevelopmental disorder characterised
by a dyad of impairments that include persistent deficits in social communication and
interaction, and the presence of highly repetitive and stereotyped patterns of
behaviour or interest. The degree to which the dyad of impairments impacts the
individual, together with the presence of a co-occurring intellectual disability or
language impairment, is what defines the severity of the diagnosis.
The DSM 5 (American Psychiatric Association, 2013) employed three levels
to categorise the severity of the diagnosis. Progression from levels one to three
signifies greater severity in the dyad of impairments and the presence of co-occurring
difficulties. For example, individuals with a diagnosis of ASD Level 3 may present
with severe impairments in social communication and interaction and repetitive and
stereotyped patterns of behaviour that are considered to be in excess. In addition to
this, those with a diagnosis of ASD Level 3 may present with a co-occurring
intellectual disability or language delay. According to the DSM 5 (American
Psychiatric Association, 2013), treatment for individuals with a diagnosis of ASD
Level 3 requires increased resources and care across the lifespan.
Conversely, individuals who present with less severe difficulties across the
dyad of impairments and who present without a co-occurring intellectual disability or
language delay represent those diagnosed with ASD Level 1. Under previous
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editions of the DSM, individuals with a diagnosis of ASD Level 1 would be
comparable to individuals with a diagnosis of HFASD or AS. According to the DSM
5 (American Psychiatric Association, 2013), individuals with a diagnosis of ASD
Level 1 require fewer resources and care, and usually participate in the mainstream
social, and educational environments.
1.3.1 Prevalence of HFASD and Age of Diagnosis in Ireland
A recent surveillance study conducted by the Centers for Disease Control and
Prevention’s (CDC) Autism and Developmental Disabilities Monitoring (ADDM;
Christensen et al, 2016) Network estimated the prevalence of ASD among the 11
ADDM Network sites (i.e., Arkansas, Arizona, Colorado, Georgia, Maryland,
Missouri, New Jersey, North Carolina, South Carolina, Utah and Wisconsin) as 14.6
per 1,000 (one in 68 or 1.47% of the total population) children aged 8 years. Similar
prevalence rates were found in a study that investigated the prevalence of ASD in
Ireland (Boilson, Staines, Ramirez, Posada & Sweeney, 2016). Children, aged 6 to
11 years, from National Schools across three cities in Ireland (i.e., Galway,
Waterford and Cork) participated in this study. Of a sample of 7, 951 children, 63
were in receipt of a diagnosis of ASD, indicating a prevalence rate of 1%. When
accounting for the total population of Ireland, this figure approximates to 45, 950
people in Ireland with a diagnosis of ASD.
For individuals diagnosed with HFASD, prevalence rates can only be
indicated from research conducted 17 years ago, where 48 in 10,000 people were
found to have a diagnosis of HFASD (Kadesjo et al 1999). Applying these figures
approximates that there are 22, 056 people in Ireland today with a diagnosis of
HFASD; however, it is likely that these figures have increased over the past 17 years.
In fact there is empirical and clinical evidence to suggest that HFASD and AS may
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be the fastest growing segment of the autism population (Rao, Beidel & Murray,
2008).
In a report conducted in 2011, 3% of individuals with a disability and who
were enrolled in higher education in Ireland were diagnosed with HFASD or AS
(AHEAD, 2011). In 2011 this percent equated to 208 people. This figure seems
disproportionate to the estimates previously cited; however, it is likely to reflect is
the decreased engagement in social, occupational, vocational and indeed educational
activities synonymous with the disorder in late adolescence and adulthood.
The age at which HFASD is diagnosed appears to complicate the situation
further, whereby diagnosis typically occurs later than more severe forms of ASD. In
a study conducted in the United Kingdom, Howlin & Asgharian (1999) reported a
significant delay in the diagnosis of HFASD, as children, presenting with
impairments in social communication skills and who did not have a clinical diagnosis
of an intellectual disability, received a diagnosis of HFASD at on average 11 years of
age. When these figures are considered in the context of the decreased engagement
(i.e., social, occupational, vocational and educational activities) associated with the
disorder in later adolescence and adulthood, there appears to be a short and critical
window (i.e., from approximately 11 to 17 years) for therapeutic intervention to
address the needs of those diagnosed with HFASD. Interestingly, the situation
appears more promising in the United States, as according to the CDC (Baio, 2012)
the median age at which a child receives a diagnosis of HFASD is 6 years old.
1.4 Impairments in Social Skills and HFASD
For individuals with HFASD, impairments in social skills manifest in ways
where an individual lacks the behaviours necessary to interact with others according
to social convention (Rao, Beidel & Murray, 2008). It is widely agreed that
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impairments in social skills are the core deficit of HFASD (Mitchell, Regehr,
Reaume & Feldman, 2010) and that such impairments differ in presentation from
childhood to adolescence. For children and adolescents with a diagnosis of HFASD,
the impairments in social skills can be adverse, negatively impacting the quality of
experiences and interactions in childhood and adolescence (Schmidt & Stichter,
2012).
1.4.1 Impairments in Social Skills and Impact in Childhood
For children with a diagnosis of HFASD, impairments in social skills present
in ways where the child demonstrates difficulties sharing with others, playing the
other person’s way, receiving feedback and showing interest by asking questions and
complimenting others. Additionally, children with HFASD engage in less reciprocal
social conversation (Bauminger et al, 2008) and more parallel play than their
typically developing peers (Waugh & Peskin, 2015). Impairments in social skills,
together with the presence of repetitive and stereotyped patterns of behaviour,
contribute to descriptions that children with HFASD can appear insensitive, selfcentred, overbearing and uninterested (Waugh & Peskin, 2015).
Research investigating friendships in school has indicated that children with a
diagnosis of HFASD experience fewer stable friendships when compared to their
nuerotypical peers (Bauminger & Kasari, 2000; Chamberlain, Kasari & RotheramFuller, 2007; Kasari, Locke, Gulsrud & Rotheram-Fuller, 2011). Children with
HFASD typically report having at least one friend in school (Bauminger & Kasari,
2000); however, only one-third of identified friendships are reciprocated
(Chamberlain et al, 2007). This is in contrast to the experiences of their neurotypical
peers, as approximately 60% experience friendships that are reciprocated.
Additionally, a number of studies have examined friendship quality in children with
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HFASD and have repeatedly demonstrated that, when compared to their neurotypical
peers, children with HFASD report friendships that are poorer in quality (Bauminger
& Kasari, 2000; Bauminger, Shulman & Agam, 2004; Chamberlain et al, 2007).
Kasari et al (2011) conducted a study that examined friendships and peer interactions
in children with HFASD and found that, in a sample of 60 children with HFASD
who were fully included in regular education classrooms for 80% or more of the
school day, friendships were rated significantly lower on several quality-related
dimensions, including companionship (i.e., spending free time together), helpfulness
(i.e., helping each other), closeness (i.e., the bond between friends) and security (i.e.,
listening each other’s problems).
The mainstream educational environment is thought to promote social
inclusion as it: (1) provides access to mainstream education curricula; (2) multiple
opportunities for peer interactions, and; (3) decreases differentiation of individuals
from their peer group (Majoko, 2016). Recent studies have indicated a contrasting
picture however, as neurotypical peers have been shown to poorly accept and engage
less frequently with children with HFASD (Kasari et al, 2011). In addition to this, in
a study conducted by Sigman et al (1999), children with HFASD themselves were
observed to make fewer initiations to engage with neurotypical peers and were less
responsive to their initiations for social interaction. These missed opportunities,
together with less reciprocated and poorer quality of friendships, reflect the social
inclusion experiences of children with HFASD within the mainstream educational
environment. For example, the findings from Kasari et al’s (2011) study indicated
that 13.3% (i.e., eight of 60) of the participants experienced social isolation, 41.6%
(i.e., 25 of 60) were on the periphery of their peer group (i.e., having very few
connections with other students in the classroom), 36.6% (i.e., 22 of 60) were well
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connected with other students in the classroom and only 5% (i.e., 3 of 60) were
considered “popular”. In addition to this, according to Kasari et al (2011), all
children who participated in this study were observed to engage with their peers for
only a third of the observation intervals in the playground.
It has been suggested that social inclusion may occur at a cost for children
diagnosed with HFASD, in that inclusion in mainstream educational settings places
them at an increased risk for victimisation and bullying. A recent study, conducted
by Bitsika and Sharpley (2014), investigated the prevalence and experiences of
bullying in 48 boys with HFASD, who were 7 to 12 years old. Both the participants
and their mothers provided the data for the study by completing an online
questionnaire. Results indicated a high level of agreement between participant and
maternal responses, as 81.3% of boys (i.e., 39 of the 48) and 83.3% of mothers (i.e.,
40 of the 48) reported the occurrence of bullying. In addition to this, the results
indicated that 41.7% of the boys with HFASD reported being bullied on a daily basis.
Research has shown that it is the social vulnerability that children diagnosed with
HFASD present with that is the strongest independent predictor of bullying
(Sofronoff, Dark and Stone, 2011). Other predictors include poor social skills and
symptoms of anxiety and depression.
It is often assumed that children with HFASD may prefer social isolation and
minimal social contact; however, many children with HFASD are intensely aware of
their social impairments and seek for their experiences to be different (Attwood,
2000). It is, therefore, understandable that the social impairments experienced by
children with HFASD engender co-occurring symptoms of anxiety (White, Oswald,
Ollendick & Scahill, 2009). In a study exploring the relationship between anxiety,
loneliness and social disability in a sample of 7 to 14 year olds (N= 20) with a
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diagnosis of HFASD, 25% self-reported symptoms of anxiety falling in the clinical
range (White & Roberson-Nay, 2009) and a further 35% of the sample reported
elevated scores in social anxiety. As social relationships and demands become more
complex throughout middle childhood and adolescence, the risk for experiences of
internalising psychopathologies in HFASD increase.
1.4.2 Impairments in Social Skills and Impact during Adolescence
In adolescence, impairments in social skills present in ways where the
individual experiences difficulties communicating effectively in social situations. For
example, adolescents with HFASD show significant difficulties in initiating and
maintaining conversation, taking turns, selecting information that is relevant to the
topic at hand (Krasny, Williams, Provencal & Ozonoff, 2003) and fluently
responding to the non-verbal cues of the conversational partner (Weiss & Harris,
2001). Such efforts to participate in and maintain conversations are further
complicated by the requirement to show interest in topics that may not be of interest
to adolescent themselves. In addition to this, impairments in social skills negatively
impact the development and maintenance of meaningful friendships and the
psychological and vocational outcomes later in life.
Research investigating the social inclusion experiences and friendship quality
of adolescents with HFASD document a deteriorating situation from childhood.
Locke, Ishijima, Kasari and London (2010) conducted a study examining the quality
of friendships in a sample of adolescents with a HFASD. Results indicated that
participants nominated at least one best friend; however, the majority of nominations
were other adolescents with a diagnosis of HFASD (i.e., 22 of 24 nominations).
Additionally, findings indicate that friendship quality was similar to that reported by
children with HFASD, in that, when compared to the friendships of their
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neurotypical peers, adolescents with HFASD experience significantly poorer
friendship quality on the dimensions of companionship (i.e., spending free time
together) and helpfulness (i.e., helping each other).
In a further examination of social inclusion experiences, Locke et al (2010)
identified that adolescents with HFASD were either isolated or on the periphery of
the peer group (i.e., having very few connections with other students in the
classroom) for 71.4% of classroom time. In fact, Locke et al’s (2010) findings
indicated that the adolescent participants with HFASD were connected to each other,
forming smaller groups on the periphery of the classroom. This finding was in
contrast to neurotypical peers who participated in this study and who, for 92.4% of
the classroom time, were found to be either well connected to other students in the
classroom or “popular”.
Research has indicated a positive correlation between age and the presence of
co-occurring symptoms of anxiety and depression in individuals with HFASD.
Symptoms and clinical levels of anxiety and depression have been reported to
emerge as early as childhood, with the prevalence and risk increasing as the
individual approaches adolescence (De-la-Iglesia & Olivar, 2015; Kuusikko et al,
2008). It is thought that the fewer opportunities to refine social skills, poorer quality
friendships, self-awareness of social impairments and the onset of adolescence fuels
social isolation and loneliness, which in turn negatively contributes to greater levels
of anxiety and depression (De-la-Iglesia & Olivar, 2015).
As adolescents with HFASD approach adulthood, the impairments in social
skills, the poor quality friendships and the presence of co-occurring symptoms of
anxiety and depression, appear to have far reaching consequences. In a study
comparing the long-term natural outcomes of individuals with a diagnosis of AS to
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individuals with a diagnosis of “classic” ASD, Cederlund, Hagberg, Billstedt,
Gillberg and Gillberg (2008) found that although long-term outcomes for participants
in the AS group were considerably better (i.e., 74% participants in the AS group,
compared to 7% of participants in the “classic” ASD group, reported fair to good
outcomes), they experienced continued dependency on others in activities of daily
living, decreases in engagement with employment and/ or higher education and
experiences of isolation in relationships.
1.5 Social Skills Interventions
Social skills interventions are commonly used to teach children and
adolescents with HFASD the skills necessary to navigate the social environment
(Rao, Beidel & Murray, 2008). Although many social skills interventions do not
originate in the field of Applied Behaviour Analysis, they are governed by a
combination of more than one principle of behaviour (Cooper, Griffith & Filer, 1999;
Nikopoulous & Keenan, 2006). Social skills interventions are influenced by the
stimulus changes that follow the occurrence of the behaviour (i.e., reinforcement)
and, with the repeated presentation of these stimulus changes, social skills
interventions become environmental stimuli that, when presented in the future,
increase the occurrence of the behaviour (i.e., stimulus control). Examples of social
skills interventions include, but are not limited to, Video Modeling (VM; Axe &
Evans, 2012, Bellini, Alcullian & Hopf, 2007), role play (Kassardjian et al, 2014;
Leaf et al, 2012; Gutman et al., 2010), animated or virtual Computer-Based
Instruction (CBI; Stichter, Laffey, Gaylen & Herzog, 2014; Ke & Im, 2013; LeCava,
Golan & Baron-Cohen, 2007; Beaumont & Sofronoff, 2008), Peer Mediated
Interventions (PMI; Chan, Lang, Rispoli, O’ Reilly, Sigafoos & Cole, 2009;
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Thiemann & Goldstein, 2004) and Social Stories (Scattone, 2008; Sansoti & PowellSmith, 2008).
Historically behavioural research has focused on the use of single-subject
research designs (SSRD) to investigate the effects of social skills interventions for
increasing social skills in children or adolescents with HFASD. Although SSRDs are
considered useful for investigating the behaviour of particular individuals, group
research design such as randomised controlled trials (RCT) are thought to be more a
robust method of evaluating intervention effects. RCTs have the ability to control for
threats to internal validity and to generalise findings beyond the people and situations
actually studied (Odom et al, 2005). For more homogeneous groups such as
individuals with HFASD, RCTs are becoming more frequently employed for
evaluating the outcomes associated with social skills interventions.
Additionally, there has been a concurrent shift in the focus of social skills
interventions towards the development and use of social skills curricula. Social skills
curricula employ didactic methods of instruction together with interventions
governed by the principles of behaviour to target a range of social skills. Three
interventions that are frequently and increasingly employed in social skills curricula
include VM, role play and animated or virtual CBI.
1.5.1. Video-Modelling
Video-Modeling (VM) is the process of recording the performance of target
behaviours with the expectation that the observer will cognitively internalise and
later reproduce the observed behaviours (Bellini & Akullian, 2007). VM integrates
technological modalities into instruction, providing a precise and accurate exemplar
of the skills being taught (Ayres & Langone, 2005). There are three types of VM: (a)
video-modeling with other as a model (VMO), which involves an adult or a peer
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acting out a script and demonstrating the targeted skill; (b) video self- modeling
(VSM), which involves recording the targeted individual’s performance of the skill
and; (c) point-of-view modeling, which involves recording the model from the
perspective of the model (Shulta- Mehta, Miller & Callahan, 2010).
As an intervention for increasing social skills, VM provides the benefit of
being able to view the model repeatedly, through a medium that is appealing and
socially acceptable to all age groups. Additionally, VM offers a way to create
multiple exemplars of models of the behaviours being taught, which is a variable that
is imperative for the generalisation of social skills (Stokes & Baer, 1977). With the
advent of smart phones and IPads, as a methodology VM has become portable and
discrete.
Recent reviews of the VM literature have documented the supporting
evidence for VM interventions (Shulta-Mehta et al, 2010; Reichow & Volkmar,
2010); however, some researchers have expressed concerns regarding the boundaries
of the intervention’s effectiveness. In 2009, Rayner, Denholm and Sigafoos argued
that definitive evidence indicating for who VM interventions benefit is lacking, and
that it is likely that characteristics such as visual processing and language skills
influence the intervention’s effectiveness. In support of this, other researchers have
indicated that imitation and attention skills are necessary pre-requisites for VM
interventions to be effective (McCoy and Hermansen, 2007). It would therefore be
logical to conclude that VM interventions would be best suited to, and more socially
valid for, children and adolescents with a diagnosis of HFASD. An analysis of the
research evaluating VM interventions reflects a contrasting picture however, as
empirical evaluations of the intervention for children and adolescents with HFASD
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are limited to date. Further research is therefore necessary to examine what
behaviours that change and for whom (Reichow and Volkmar, 2010).
For children with HFASD, VM has been shown to significantly improve
social skills such as perspective taking, compliments initiated and responded to,
greetings, appropriate play, conversation skills and appropriate affective responses
for appreciation, sympathy and disapproval (Apple et al, 2005; Gena et al, 2005;
Kagohara et al, 2013; Nikopoulos & Keenan, 2003; Radley et al, 2014). For
adolescents with HFASD, empirical evaluations of VM are limited to one study
conducted by Allen, Wallace, Renes, Bowen and Burke (2010). In this study, VM
was used to teach vocational social skills that were necessary to entertain customers
and promote products in a retail setting (i.e., waving to customer, shaking hands,
giving high-fives). Two male adolescents with HFASD, who were 16 and 17 years of
age, participated in the study. The participants were observed to perform the skills in
scripted and naturalistic contexts before and after watching the video model. Results
of the study indicated that the participants learned to perform the social skills in
sequence and performance generalised to a novel, untrained setting. Pursuant to other
evaluations of VM for increasing social skills in children and adolescents with
HFASD, Allen et al (2010) used a SSRD to examine the efficacy of the intervention.
1.5.2 Role Play
Role play interventions typically involve two or more people who are
provided with equal opportunities to practice the role and responses of the actor(s)
and the reactor(s) within a given scenario. As an intervention for increasing social
skills in children and adolescents with HFASD, role play has been increasingly
applied in clinical settings and is widely considered to be a socially valid
intervention.
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Studies evaluating role play interventions have documented positive
outcomes, increasing social skills that are associated with play (Kassardjian et al,
2014), sportsmanship (i.e., giving compliments and making positive post-game
comments) and conversation (e.g., conversational turn taking and maintenance;
Ferguson, Gillis & Sevlever, 2013; Leaf et al, 2012). Empirical evaluations of the
intervention indicate that role play has rarely been applied alone and has usually
combined with other behavioural interventions, such as feedback (Gutman et al,
2010), behavioural rehearsal (Dotson, leaf, Sheldon & Sherman, 2010) and selfmanagement strategies (Palmen, Didden & Arts, 2008) in multi-component treatment
packages.
Several studies show the positive outcomes associated with the Teaching
Interaction Procedure, a multi-component treatment package employing role play as
an intervention component for increasing social skills (Leaf et al, 2009; Leaf, Dotson,
Oppenheim, Sheldon & Sherman, 2010; Leaf et al, 2012; Kassardjian et al, 2014).
For example, Dotson et al., (2010) used a SSRD (i.e., multiple probe across
behaviours) to evaluate the effects of the Teaching Interaction Procedure on the
conversational behaviours of five adolescents with a diagnosis of ASD (n=3), PDDNOS (n=2) and AS (n=1). The conversational behaviours targeted for intervention
included maintaining eye contact and appropriate distance, using an appropriate tone
of voice and volume, providing positive feedback to the speaker and answering and
asking open-ended questions. Following the intervention, conversational behaviours
increased across all five participants, with gains maintaining up to three months post
intervention.
In a similar way to the VM research, SSRDs have been largely used to
evaluate the efficacy of role play interventions for increasing social skills in children
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and adolescents with HFASD. In almost 10 years, there has been one study that has
employed a single group research design to examine the effectiveness of a social
skills intervention that used role play as a primary component of a treatment package
(Tse, Strulovitch, Tagalaskis, Meng & Fombonne, 2007). In this study, a curriculum
combining psychoeducational and experiential methods of teaching, with an
emphasis of learning through role play, was delivered once weekly for a duration of
12 weeks. 46 adolescents between the age of 13 to 18 years, with a diagnosis of
HFASD and AS, participated in this study. Standardised measures of social skills
were used to evaluate the effectiveness of the social skills intervention and were
administered at pre- and post-test to parents and participants. Following intervention,
significant pre- to post-test differences were found, with adolescents reporting
greater improvements to parent reports. The researchers in this study caution
interpretation of the findings, highlighting that the absence of a control group
presents questions regarding whether or not the findings were due to spontaneous
improvement or participation in the treatment group. The researchers, therefore,
recommend further research using controlled group comparison designs.
1.5.3 Computer-Based Instruction
There has been a growing recognition for the value of using CBI for
increasing social skills in individuals with a diagnosis of ASD (Ben-Sasson, Lamash,
Gal, 2012). CBI typically uses animated or Virtual Reality (VR) environments, in
that the user autonomously navigates around and interacts with objects or characters
(Mitchell, Parsons & Leonard, 2007) at a pace experienced in the real world. CBIs
provide multiple opportunities for practice and repetition of social skills and
immediate feedback to the user. In contrast to animated CBI, VR CBI provides
representations of environments that have realistic appearance, as the image
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appearing on the screen simulates what the person sees with his/ her eyes, rather than
an artificial view. This authentic simulation helps the individual perceive relevance
to the real world (Mitchell et al., 2007), which is thought to maximise on generalised
outcomes (Strickland, Marcus, Mesibov & Hogan 1996).
CBIs are thought to be promising interventions for increasing social skills for
individuals with ASD as they provide multi-sensory interventions in controlled and
structured environments and minimise the need for real world social interactions in
the initial acquisition of social information, thereby reducing a common source of
anxiety (Chen & Bernard-Opitz, 1993; Golan & Baron-Cohen, 2006). For example,
Chen and Bernard-Opitz (1993) compared CBI to a more traditional personal
instruction methodology across four children with ASD. Results indicated that three
of the four participants exhibited greater motivation to learn and less disruptive
behaviour during CBI.
Several studies have documented positive outcomes associated with CBI
interventions for increasing social skills in children and adolescents with a diagnosis
of HFASD (Stichter et al, 2014; Ke & Im, 2013; LeCava et al, 2007; Beaumont &
Sofronoff, 2008). Animated and VR CBIs have been used to teach a range of social
skills from conversational turn taking and maintenance, understanding body
language and facial expressions to emotional recognition in the self and others
(Stichter et al, 2014; Ke & Im, 2013; LeCava et al, 2007).
In contrast to other behaviourally based interventions (i.e., VM, role play,
PMI and SSTGs), both SSRDs and group research designs have been used to
examine the outcomes associated with CBI interventions. Additionally, there is
evidence of the increasing use of RCTs to examine intervention effects. For example,
Hopkins et al., (2011) used an RCT to evaluate the outcomes associated with a VR
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CBI. In the VR CBI intervention, life-like avatar assistants provided instruction on
eye gaze, discrimination of facial expressions and recognition of faces and emotions.
Participants in this study were children and adolescents aged 6 to 15 years with a
diagnosis of both Low Functioning ASD (LFASD) and HFASD. At post-test,
experimental participants across both sub-groups made significant improvements on
standardised measures of emotion and facial recognition. Improvements extended to
observations in each participant’s school environment, as experimental participants
in both the LFASD and HFASD sub-groups showed less inappropriate social
interactions at post-test. It is currently unknown whether CBI interventions
generalise across stimuli, persons and settings, as Hopkins et al’s (2011) study is the
only study to examine intervention effects in natural and everyday contexts.
1.5.4 Evidence-Based Practice
According to Reichow, Volkmar and Cicchetti (2008), evidence-based
practices (EBP) exist when quality research provides empirical evidence to inform
practice and to identify the best interventions available in a field. Guidelines that
systematically evaluate research quality in group comparison designs are widely
available; however, there has been increased effort to identify similar guidelines and
standards for studies employing SSRDs. In addition to this, researchers have
extended the effort to develop methods for synthesising the quality of research where
both group comparisons designs and SSRDs have been used to evaluate the efficacy
of an intervention (Reichow et al, 2008; Reichow, 2011).
Quantitative methods for assessing treatment efficacy and for determining
EBPs have been applied in systematic reviews evaluating VM and CBI interventions
for increasing social skills (Bellini & Akullian, 2007; Ramdoss et al., 2012; Reed,
Hyman & Hirst, 2011; Reichow & Volkmar, 2010; Wang & Spillane, 2009). These
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reviews however, document the efficacy and evidence-base of the interventions for
children and adolescents across the broader spectrum of ASD. A recent systematic
review of social skills interventions conducted by Reichow and Volkmar (2010)
provides an example of this. In their research synthesis, Reichow and Volkmar
(2010) found that Social Skills Training Groups (SSTGs) and VM were the only
interventions to have the accumulated evidence to be classified as established and
promising EBPs, respectively. Although studies investigating the effects of VM for
children and adolescents with HFASD contributed to the classification of evidencebase, a separate analysis for this sub-group of ASD was not conducted. The
researchers acknowledged this, calling for future research to examine for whom VM
interventions are effective. For role play interventions, a synthesis and evaluation of
the literature through systematic review for children and adolescents with a diagnosis
of ASD, and the sub-group of HFASD, has yet to be conducted.
1.6 Other Components of Social Skills Interventions
There are a number of other components that are applied together with, but
can be independent of, social skills interventions. These components include; (1) the
number and measurement of targeted social skills; (2) the facilitator of instruction
(i.e., adults or peers or a combination of both); (3) the method of delivery (i.e.,
individually or within a group) and: (4) programming for generalisation.
1.6.1 Number of Social Skills
The number of skills targeted in social skills interventions differs according
to how the interventions are employed. For example, when social skills interventions
are applied alone, individual or single social skills are targeted. When this occurs in
empirical investigations, the studies are usually single-subject in design (Allen et al,
2010; Apple et al, 2005; Cheng, Chiang & Cheng, 2010; Nikopoulous & Keenan,
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2003). Conversely, when social skills interventions are applied as a treatment
package or part of a social skills curriculum, an increasing number and range of
social skills are targeted. When treatment packages and social skills curriculum are
empirically evaluated, the studies are usually group comparison in design
(Bauminger-Zviely, Eden, Zancanaro, Weiss & Gal, 2013; Beaumont & Sofronoff,
2008; Tse et al, 2007). Teaching a range of social skills using social skills curricula
may be specifically suited to children and adolescents with HFASD, who share
impairments in social skills but additionally share cognitive and language abilities
that are usually within average range.
1.6.2 Measurement
Direct and indirect measurement procedures are used to evaluate the effects
of social skills interventions. Direct measurement procedures involve observations of
performance of social skills under contrived and/ or natural conditions. Under
contrived conditions, antecedent stimulus changes (i.e., the presentation of
discriminative stimuli or manipulation of motivating operations) that occasion the
occurrence of the social skills are artificially “contrived” or set up. Under natural
conditions, social skills are observed in situations where performance of the social
skills is more likely to occur. Direct measurement is thought to yield data that is
valid and unfiltered.
Empirical evaluations of social skills interventions that use SSRDs more
commonly employ direct measurement procedures. When multiple baseline,
alternating treatments and multi-element designs are used to evaluate the outcomes
of a social skills intervention, performance of social skills are measured during
baseline, intervention and/ or maintenance phases in contrived and natural contexts
(i.e., generalisation). For example, a series of studies conducted by Leaf et al (2009,
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2010, 2012) used direct measurement procedures (i.e., event recording), in multiple
baseline and probe designs, to evaluate the effects of a social skills intervention that
used role play as a primary component of a treatment package (i.e., Teaching
Interaction Procedure). A sample of children with a diagnosis of HFASD who ranged
in age from 4 to 8 years participated in Leaf et al’s (2009, 2010, 2012) studies.
Following intervention, the findings indicated increases in social skills such as
joining a game, losing graciously and remaining on-topic during a conversation
across intervention, generalisation and maintenance phases.
Indirect measurement procedures rely on the use of second-hand information
to assess the performance of social skills. Examples of indirect measures include
interviews, surveys and standardised or non-standardised rating-scales. Indirect
measurement procedures are thought to benefit social skills interventions as they
provide the ability to obtain judgments about a variety of social skills from more than
one source in a time efficient manner (Demaray et al, 1995). In addition to this,
indirect measurement procedures that are well constructed include a wide variety of
items representing the broader domain of social functioning, which may extend
beyond the measurement of specific and sometimes isolated social skills in direct
measurement procedures.
Indirect measurement procedures are more frequently used in studies that
employ group comparison designs. In the social skills intervention research,
standardised ratings scales of social skills are used to evaluate intervention outcomes.
For example, in a study conducted by Beaumont and Sofronoff (2008) standardised
measures of social skills were used in a RCT to evaluate the outcomes associated
with a computer-based social skills intervention (i.e., the Junior Detective Training
Programme). In this study the sample included 49 participants, aged 7.5 to 11 years,
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with a diagnosis of AS. Over the course of the intervention, participants in the
experimental group showed greater improvements in standardised measures of social
functioning.
Although there are advantages and disadvantages of direct and indirect
measurement procedures, best practice in assessment calls for gathering information
using multiple types of validated outcome measures (Demaray et al, 1995). It is
therefore agreed that, when used together, both direct and indirect measurement
procedures provide invaluable information in the measurement of social skills.
1.6.3 Facilitators of Instruction
The facilitator of instruction is another component that is part of but differs
across social skills interventions. According to Paul (2003), social skills
interventions can either be: (1) adult mediated, where a teacher, clinician, researcher
or parent delivers instruction (e.g., VM/ social stories/ role play): (2) peer mediated,
where peers are taught to deliver instruction (e.g., PMIs) or; (3) combination
approaches, where adults and peers may share in the deliver of instruction (e.g.,
SSTGs). In addition to this, with the rapid growth in and widespread use of
technology over the past decade, facilitators of instruction have expanded to include
those that are computer-based (Gordon, Pierce, Bartlett & Tanaka, 2014; Ke & Im,
2013; Mitchell et al, 2007; Stichter et al, 2014).
1.6.4 Individual versus Group Delivered Social Skills Interventions
Social skills interventions can be delivered in either an individual or group
format (i.e., SSTGs). Delivery in the individual format is characterised by the
participation of the individual receiving the intervention and the facilitator of
instruction. The individual format allows for social skills interventions to be tailored
to the specific needs of the individual, to measure and monitor progress closely and
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to adjust the intervention accordingly (Smith, Jordan, Flood, Hansen, 2010). In
addition to this, the individual format allows for variability in the intensity of the
intervention and, therefore, advancement at a rate that is driven by the needs and
progress of the individual. Social skills interventions that are delivered in an
individual format are particularly beneficial to individuals who present with
variability in social skills impairments and in levels of functioning (e.g., wider ASD
population).
SSTGs can be characterised by participation of two to six individuals in
therapy sessions that are led by one to three adults mediating the delivery of the
intervention (Reichow et al, 2013). SSTGs employ a range of behavioural
methodologies to teach social skills, from rule following and rehearsal, video
modeling and social vignettes (Bauminger, 2007), to role play and individualised
performance feedback (Koenig, De Los Reyes, Cicchetti, Scahill & Klin, 2009).
SSTGs often include some form of parental education to support the acquisition of
the targeted social skills and to increase opportunities for generalisation beyond the
classroom or clinic setting (Beaumont & Sofronoff, 2008, Laugeson, Frankel,
Gantman, Dillon & Mogil, 2012).
SSTGs have the potential to be effective in terms of intervention and cost and
efficient in terms of the ability to deliver intervention to larger groups of individuals.
The group format provides multiple opportunities for social interaction in which
structured and unstructured practice of newly acquired social skills with peers can
occur (Hansen, Nangle & Meyer, 1998). SSTGs are therefore considered a logical
method for delivering social skills interventions that aim to increase skills for routine
social engagement, as well as for developing long-term, quality social relationships
(Rogers, 2000). Additionally, SSTGs are more likely to facilitate opportunities for
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peer support, whereby problematic experiences are normalised, shared problem
solving is promoted and stigma is reduced (Spain & Blainey, 2015). It is for these
reasons that SSTGs are often used to deliver interventions for people with ASD,
particularly those with average or above average cognitive ability (i.e., HFASD;
Reichow, Steiner & Volkmar, 2012).
1.6.5 Generalisation
Generalisation is considered one of the most desired outcomes of behavioural
change procedures, including social skills interventions. According to Stokes and
Baer (1977), for a therapeutic behavioural change to be effective, it must occur over
time, persons and settings, with the effects of the change spread to a variety of
related behaviours. This view has remained unchanged for over 30 years and is a
current issue in research investigating social skills interventions. Research indicates
that social skills interventions are characterised by a lack of focus on generalisation,
with generalisation data being either unreported, underreported (i.e., lack of longterm documentation of generalisation data over time) or untargeted in the research
base (Schmidt & Stichter, 2012). This calls for cautious interpretation of the research
base when evaluating treatment efficacy and EBP.
It must not be assumed that response generalisation automatically occurs
because a behaviour change is accomplished (Stokes & Baer, 1977). Rather testing
and programming for generalisation effects is more likely to produce socially
significant change and is considered to be best-practice in research and the applied
setting. Further to this, social behavioural change could be enhanced by selecting
interventions that are evidenced based and include technologies designed to
programme for generalisation. In 1977, Stokes and Baer categorised these
technologies as train and hope, sequential modification, the introduction of naturally
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maintaining contingencies, training sufficient exemplars, training loosely, using
indiscriminable contingencies and programming common stimuli.
1.7 Social Skills Curricula
Social skills curricula employ didactic methods of instruction to teach social
skills. The didactic method of instruction involves the direct presentation of
information from the instructor to the child, in that the instructor selects and
introduces the topic, controls the instructional stimuli, obligates and evaluates
responses from the child and provides performance feedback (Austin, 2013). In
social skills curricula, didactic methods of instruction are frequently accompanied by
social skills interventions that are governed by the principles of behaviour such as
modeling and behavioural rehearsal (i.e., verbal rehearsal and role play; Elliot &
Gresham, 1993).
The ability to target multiple social skills is a core characteristic of social
skills curricula. The social skills that are targeted are usually related and grouped
according to stages of social development. For example, for children, social skills
curricula usually target a range of skills for play, for school and for establishing and
maintaining friendships. For adolescents, social skills curricula continue to
emphasise the skills necessary for the development of friendships but may also target
related skills for initiating and maintaining conversations. In addition to this, the
skills targeted in social skills curricula may be sequenced and cumulatively presented.
This permits review of the social skills previously acquired and continued and
repetitive practice as the individual progresses through the curriculum.
Although social skills curricula can be delivered in an individual format, they
benefit from the group-based format when implemented in SSTGs (Reichow et al,
2012). As groups of individuals participate in the intervention and progress through
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the sequence of social skills, multiple and repeated opportunities are facilitated for
peer support. Peers become realistic and natural role play partners, models of the
targeted social skills and mediators of performance feedback (Spain & Blainey,
2015). They fulfill this role in and beyond the instructional setting, at a rate that
cannot be equaled by adult instructors. It is for this reason, together with the ability
to target multiple and related social skills and to use a range of instructional
methodologies, that social skills curricula are becoming a popular treatment for the
social impairments experienced by children and adolescents with HFASD.
For example, the Superheroes Social Skills programme is a social skills
curriculum that employs several strategies found to be effective for increasing social
skills in children with HFASD. The strategies employed range from the inclusion of
neurotypical peers who function as models for social skills to the use of social skills
interventions such as VM and self-monitoring. In addition to this, the Superheroes
Social Skills programme includes 17 social skills that are considered critical from
ages 5 to 11 (i.e., from kindergarten to grade 6). Examples of the targeted social
skills include but are not limited to “following directions”, “reducing anxiety”,
“taking turns”, “responding to questions and requests”, “conversation”, “recognising
emotions in yourself and others” and “recognising and reporting bullying”. In the
programme, characters are used to introduce the social steps, peers provide video
models and examples of narratives for the social skills are viewed on digital comics.
In addition to this, social skills are then practised in role plays, social games and
free-time contexts.
Recent studies conducted by Radley et al (2014a) and Radley, Jenson, Clark
and O’Neill (2014b) investigated the effects of the Superheroes Social Skills
programme on the demonstration of social skills in children with a diagnosis of
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HFASD and AS. Although both studies employed multiple-baseline designs to
evaluate the effects of the programme and used SSTGs as the modality of instruction,
the studies differed in two ways. Firstly, in Radley et al’s (2014a) study, four skills
were identified for intervention at baseline using indirect (i.e., parent or guardian
completed checklists) and direct measures (i.e., observational recording) of social
skills. This approach meant that the social skills identified were not sequenced or
cumulatively presented. In contrast, in Radley et al’s (2014b) study, social skills
were presented in their original sequence, however only the first eight social skills
were targeted due to their position as foundational skills within the Superheroes
Social Skills programme. Secondly, the studies differed according to the programme
facilitators. Student researchers facilitated the programme in Radley et al’s (2014a)
study, whereas parents were trained as the primary facilitators in Radley et al’s
(2014b) study. Following the implementation of the Superheroes Social Skills
programme, the results of both studies indicated improvements in the social skills
targeted.
The UCLA PEERS programme is a social skills curriculum that is designed
to teach the social skills necessary in adolescence and adulthood to individuals with a
diagnosis of HFASD. In the UCLA PEERS programme, 13 social skills are targeted
and delivered through a didactic methodology of instruction together with social
skills interventions that are governed by the principles of behaviour. Examples of the
13 social skills include “trading information”, “conversational skills”, “choosing
appropriate friends”, “get-togethers” and “handling teasing”. A series of recent
studies have investigated the effects of the UCLA PEERS programme for teaching
social skills to adolescents with HFASD (Laugeson, Frankel, Mogil & Dillon, 2009;
Laugeson, Frankel, Gantman, Dillon & Mogil, 2012; Laugeson, Ellingsen,
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Sanderson, Tucci & Bates, 2015; Mandelberg et al, 2014; Schohl et al, 2013; Yoo et
al, 2014). Similar to studies investigating the Superheroes Social Skills Training
programme (Radley et al, 2014a; Radley et al, 2014b), the UCLA PEERS
programme was delivered through SSTGs. In contrast, the participants in all studies
received instruction on the programme in its sequence and in entirety. In addition to
this, investigations of the programme explored the use of parent-assistance in the
programme (Laugeson et al, 2012) and facilitation of the programme by mainstream
teachers in a classroom setting (Laugeson et al, 2014). Using group comparison
designs, significant improvements were indicated in the areas of assertion,
cooperation, and responsibility as measured by the Social Skills Rating Scale (SSRS;
Gresham & Elliot, 1990). Concurrent improvements were also indicated in the areas
of social communication, social cognition, social awareness and social motivation,
with concurrent decreases in autistic mannerisms, as measured by the Social
Responsiveness Scale (SRS; Constantino & Gruber, 2005).
1.7.1 Model Me Kids®
Model Me Kids® (Model Me Kids®, 2004) is a social skills curriculum that
combines didactic methods of instruction with VM and role play to teach social skills
to children and young adolescents to adults with ASD. Model Me Kids® curriculum
targets a range of social skills that are grouped according to the stages of
development and sequenced in their presentation. For example, for children between
the ages of 2 and 13 years, Model Me Kids® teaches the social skills necessary for:
(1) school; (2) successful play; (3) understanding the facial expressions and emotions
of others; (4) community settings and; (5) everyday interactions. For young
adolescents to adults between the ages of 9 to 21 years, Model Me Kids® teaches the
social skills necessary for: (1) successful and reciprocal conversations; (2) the
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development of meaningful friendships; (3) organisation and maintaining motivation;
(3) building confidence and preventing and addressing occurrences of bullying; (4)
securing and maintaining employment; and (5) everyday interactions. The Model Me
Kids® curriculum therefore comprises of 13 modules that each contain
approximately 12 social skills. The social skills targeted in each module are grouped
according to the stages of development and sequenced in their presentation. Table
1.1 outlines the modules and sample social skills for children to young adolescents to
adults.
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Table 1.1 Modules and sample social skills for children, young adolescents and
adults from the Model Me Kids® curriculum

Children to young
adolescents aged 213years

Module
Time For a Playdate

Time for School

I Can Do It

Going Places

Airplane

Faces & Emotions

Pre- adolescents to
adults aged 9 to 21
years

Conversation Cues

Friendships

Tip & Tricks

Organisation &
Motivation
Confidence & Bullying
Prevention
Job Skills

Model Me Movement
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Sample Social Skills
Sharing
Guest Chooses
Turn Taking
Say Hello
Listen to Teacher
Say Sorry
Doing What is Asked
Wait
Criticism
Doctor
Hairdresser
Dentist
Security
Boarding
Flying
Happy
Afraid
Tired
Cue: Interested
Cue: Not Interested
Maintain Conversation
Say Hello
Empathy
Interests
Voice Modulation
Blurting
Tact
Do My Best
Planning Ahead
Note-Taking
Self-Advocacy
Peer Pressure
Choosing Friends
Interview
Dress
Mistakes
Superman Roll
Ball Crunches
Leg Lifts
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The Model Me Kids® curriculum can be delivered individually or within
SSTGs; however, individuals in receipt of instruction may benefit greater from
delivery through SSTGs as the group format provides multiple opportunities for
social interaction. Additionally, the inclusion of peers in SSTGs may enhance the
effects of the intervention as they offer a naturalistic means of connecting
experiences in the training setting to that of the natural environment. For example,
when compared to interactions with adults, peers offer reinforcement at a schedule or
rate that is unpredictable. To date, the Model Me Kids® curriculum has not been
empirically evaluated, therefore the utility and effectiveness of the intervention for
teaching the social skills necessary in childhood and adolescence to individuals with
HFASD is unknown.
1.8 Summary and Research Aims
The current research therefore aims to contribute to the literature by seeking
to: (i) conduct a systematic review evaluating the treatment efficacy and evidencebase of VM, role play and CBI; (ii) conduct a pilot investigation of the outcomes
associated with the Model Me Kids® curriculum and; (iii) evaluate the effects of the
intervention for children and adolescents with a diagnosis of HFASD. Chapter 2 will
use Reichow’s (2011) criteria for evaluating EBP in ASD to conduct a focused
review of VM, role play and CBI for increasing social skills in children and
adolescents with HFASD. In addition to this, a separate analysis of the efficacy of
each intervention will be conducted. Chapter 3 will employ a SSRD to provide a
pilot investigation of the outcomes associated with the Model Me Kids® curriculum.
Chapters 4 and 5 will then employ two RCTs to investigate the effects of the
intervention when delivered in SSTGs, and to further examine the impact of the
social skills intervention on direct and indirect measures of social skills. Chapter 4
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will evaluate three of the social skills modules for children diagnosed with HFASD
and Chapter 5 will evaluate three of the social skills modules for adolescents
diagnosed with HFASD.
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Chapter 2:
A Systematic Review and Evaluation of Video Modeling, Role Play and
Computer-Based Instruction as Social Skills Interventions for Children and
Adolescents with High Functioning Autism Spectrum Disorder
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2.1 Introduction
Children and adolescents with a diagnosis of ASD present with impairments
in social functioning, which is one of the defining diagnostic features of the
condition. Such deficits vary within the spectrum resulting in social skills profiles
that can present in multiple ways across different individuals (Flynn & Healy, 2012).
Other factors including verbal and intellectual difficulties can further impact on the
repertoire of social skills of an individual with ASD. Children and adolescents with
ASD who are considered to be “high functioning” (i.e., HFASD) do not present with
IQ or language impairments and as a result the nature of their social skills deficits are
considered to be different to those individuals diagnosed with autism who present
with more complex needs (DSM 5; American Psychiatric Association, 2013).
Individuals with HFASD are often motivated to interact socially with others but may
not have the required social skills to successfully fulfill such interaction (Schopler &
Mesibov, 1983; Tse et al, 2007).
The effects of social interaction deficits can be adverse, transcending from
childhood into adulthood (Schmidt & Stichter, 2012). For children and adolescents
with HFASD, these deficits can negatively impact their management of everyday
interactions with others, their development and maintenance of meaningful peer
relationships and their inclusion opportunities in both school and community settings
(Koegel, Ashbaugh, Koegel & Detar, 2013). Long-term outcome studies have
documented the continued struggle with inclusion, as adults with HFASD experience
difficulties securing meaningful relationships (Goode, Howlin & Rutter, 1999),
maintaining employment (Szatmari, Bartolucci, Bremner, Bond & Rich, 1989) and
achieving independence, placing them at risk for increased stress, loss of self-esteem,
anxiety, and depression (Howlin, 2004).
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Within the field of behavior analysis, there is a breadth of research
investigating the effects of social skills interventions for remediating social
challenges and teaching social skills to children and adolescents with HFASD. Social
skills interventions typically break down complex social behaviors that are
determined by chronological and developmental age levels into more feasible steps
(Cappadocia & Weiss, 2011). They aim to produce generalised social outcomes that
can be applied to everyday social situations. Examples of social skills interventions
include, but are not limited to VM (Axe & Evans, 2012, Bellini et al, 2007), PMI
(Chan et al., 2009), role play (Gutman et al., 2010), Social Stories (Sansosti &
Powell-Smith, 2008; Scattone, 2006), and CBI (Beaumont & Sofronoff, 2008;
Mitchell, Parsons & Leonard, 2007).
Of the available social skills interventions for children and adolescents with
HFASD, VM, role play and, more recently, CBI have been increasingly applied and
empirically examined for teaching social skills. For example, VM has been applied
in the literature to teach perspective taking and problem solving skills, greetings and
social initiation and conversational skills (Kagohara et al., 2013; Radley et al., 2014;
Sansosti & Powell-Smith, 2008). Similar to this, interventions that include role play
have been shown to have positive outcomes, effectively increasing social skills such
as sportsmanship (i.e., giving compliments and making positive post-game
comments) and conversational turn taking and maintenance (Ferguson et al, 2013;
Leaf et al., 2012). Animated or VR CBI interventions have been successful in
teaching conversational turn taking and maintenance, recognition of body language,
facial expressions and emotions in the self and others (Ke & Im, 2013; LaCava et al,
2007; Stichter et al, 2014).
For over a decade ASD intervention research has experienced a growing
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demand to identify interventions that have the accumulated evidence necessary to be
considered EBPs. The identification of EBPs originated in the medical field but
spread quickly to other disciplines including the social sciences (Reichow et al,
2008). EBPs exist when quality research provides empirical evidence to inform
practice and to identify the best interventions available in a field (Camargo et al,
2014; Reichow et al, 2008). Although research synthesis organisations and
professional associations (e.g., Cochrane Collaboration, Campbell Collaboration,
What Works Clearinghouse) propose standards for determining EBPs, there is debate
over the types (i.e., research design), strength and amount/magnitude of evidence
that is required (Odom et al, 2005). Most standards for determining EBP equate
evidence of effectiveness and research quality to RCTs, in so far as they offer the
greatest capacity to control for threats to internal validity (Odom et al, 2005). This
highlights a particular issue in the ASD and special education literature, as the
heterogeneity of participant characteristics pose a significant challenge to research
designs that require establishing equivalent groups (i.e., RCTs). Although SSRDs are
being acknowledged for their contribution to the identification of EBPs, standards for
determining strength of evidence or research quality are required. In addition to this,
methods for synthesising the strength of evidence of RCTs and SSRDs are especially
required when different research methodologies are used to evaluate intervention
outcomes. Reichow et al (2008) addressed this issue by developing the Evaluative
Method for Determining Evidence-Based Practice in Autism. The evaluative method
accounts for the lack of an operational method for evaluating research quality by
including a rubric for determining research quality or report rigor and guidelines for
accumulating results from the rubrics to inform the strength of the research report.
Following from this, the evaluative method sets forth criteria for determining EBPs.
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Outcomes from efforts to identify EBPs are further enhanced when
quantitative methods are used to assess the magnitude of effects. In group
comparison research, the calculation of effect size is commonly employed. In singlesubject research, non-overlap methods have long been employed as an indicator of
performance difference between phases (Sidman, 1960) and, therefore, as a
calculation of effect size. According to Parker and Vannest (2009), non-overlap
methods measure the extent to which baseline (A) versus intervention (B) phases do
not overlap. There are a number of non-overlap methods available for synthesising
single-subject research, however there is no agreement on which method best
measures and interprets the strength of treatment effects (Peterson-Brown, Karich &
Symons, 2012; Carr, Anderson, Moore & Evans, 2015). Efforts to address this have
focused on evaluating and comparing each method according to the presence of an
underlying distribution, their relationship to other established effect sizes, their
ability to discriminate among published studies, their statistical power for small N
studies and lastly their ease of calculation (Parker, Vannest & Davis, 2011). Of the
nine available overlap methods non-overlap of all pairs (i.e., NAP; Parker & Vannest,
2009) and tau for non-overlap with baseline trend control (i.e., Tau-U; Parker,
Vannest, Davis & Sauber, 2011) have been: (1) credited as ‘complete’ non-overlap
indices as both NAP and Tau-U compare all phase A and phase B data points; (2)
shown to have the greatest statistical power in that they demonstrate the ability to
reliably identify smaller treatment effects; (3) shown to discriminate better among
results from a large group of published studies (Parker et al, 2011) and lastly; (4) are
compatible with results from visual analysis (Rakap, 2015). Tau-U extends upon
NAP in control for undesirable positive baseline trends (i.e., trends in a therapeutic
direction; Parker et al, 2011). In a recent review, the suitability of applying NAP to
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studies in both the self-management and exercise single-subject research for the ASD
population was evaluated (Carr et al, 2015). As a measure of effect size, NAP was
unrestricted by the volume of data points collated during intervention and, therefore,
was found to be an appropriate index to apply to studies that employ SSRDs (Carr et
al, 2015). At the time of this current study, a similar comparison of the Tau-U has yet
to be conducted. Given the similarities between NAP and Tau-U, both are considered
appropriate indices of effect size in single-subject research.
Systematic reviews that have evaluated VM interventions for teaching social
skills have applied both quantitative methods for assessing treatment efficacy (i.e.,
percentage of non-overlapping data; PND) and methods for determining evidencebased practice (Bellini & Akullian, 2007; Wang & Spillane, 2009). These reviews,
however, document the efficacy and evidence-base of VM for children and
adolescents across the broader ASD spectrum. Reviews and evaluation of the
evidence-base of the VM intervention for children and adolescents with a diagnosis
of HFASD are limited to one study (Reichow & Volkmar, 2010). A similar situation
exists for the evaluation of CBI interventions for increasing social skills. Systematic
reviews conducted to date have applied both methods for assessing treatment
efficacy and determining evidence-based practice but reviews are limited in number
(i.e., n=2) and include children and adolescents with ASD alone (Ramdoss et al.,
2012; Reed, Hyman & Hirst, 2011). For role play interventions, a synthesis and
evaluation of the literature through systematic review, for children and adolescents
with a diagnosis of ASD and its subgroup, HFASD, has yet to be conducted.
Although there are reviews of the literature that evaluate a myriad of social
skills interventions specifically for children and adolescents with a diagnosis of
HFASD, they are narrative in methodology and do not evaluate the efficacy or
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evidence base of the interventions (Cappadocia & Weiss, 2011; Rao et al, 2008). In
order to determine best practices for homogenous groups on the autism spectrum (i.e.,
HFASD) evaluation through systematic review, with methodologies for determining
EBP and treatment efficacy, is necessary. This critique of the literature would
provide valuable information for both progression of research in the area and for
clinical practice.
The purpose of the current review was to evaluate the evidence-base of the
extant literature on VM, role play and CBI as interventions for increasing the social
skills of children and adolescents with HFASD. This review extends upon past
reviews in the area by evaluating VM, role play & CBI as interventions for the
HFASD subgroup of ASD. In addition to this, both a measure of intervention
efficacy for SSRDs (i.e., NAP) and an evaluative method that includes rigorous
research quality standards (i.e., the Evaluative Method for Determining EvidenceBased Practice in Autism) were used to determine the efficacy and evidence-base of
the studies identified for each respective intervention. Lastly, this current review
provides a review of focus in that three interventions that are increasing in clinical
use are compared according to their efficacy and evidence-base.
2.2 Method
2.2.1 Search Procedures
Systematic searches were carried out using the following six electronic
databases: (1) Educational Resources Information Centre (ERIC); (2) PsycINFO; (3)
Psychology and Behavioral Sciences; (4) Web of Science; (5) Scopus and; (6)
MedLine. In all databases, searches were conducted by inputting the term “social
skills” in combination with the following keywords: “role play” or “video*” or
“computer*” plus “autis*” or “asperger*” (i.e., social skills AND video* AND
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autis*). The abstracts of the resulting studies were reviewed to identify studies for
inclusion. The reference lists for studies meeting the inclusion criteria, together with
the reference lists from relevant review articles, were then manually reviewed to
identify additional articles for inclusion. These searches were conducted at two time
points from March to October 2014 and from September 2015 to October 2015.
Searches were limited to peer-reviewed studies written in the English language. All
articles from 1980 to 2014 were searched.
2.2.2 Inclusion Criteria
In order to be included in this review, a study was required to meet the
following criteria: (a) all participants in the study were required to have a diagnosis
of HFASD, with an IQ >85 or AS; (b) the study was required to report an evaluation
of either a role play, VM or CBI intervention, used alone or as a primary component
of a treatment package, to improve one or more social skill(s) of the participant with
AS or HFASD; (c) the evaluation of the intervention must have been conducted
using SSRDs (e.g., alternating treatments, multiple baseline, reversal/withdrawal
designs) or group research designs; (d) the study must have included children, up to
and including 12 years, or adolescents from age 13 to 17 years; (e) the study must
have been published or accepted for publication with online availability in English
within a peer-reviewed journal.
2.2.3 Data Extraction
Studies selected for inclusion in this review were then summarised in terms
of: (a) study design; (b) participant characteristics, including total number of
participants, age range, gender, diagnosis, co-occurring diagnosis and cognitive
functioning; (c) dependent variables; (d) standardised and behavioral measures used;
(e) intervention characteristics, including intervention type, intervention density
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(duration of a session and/or the number of sessions per week, and/or the total length
of the intervention), setting, intervention delivery agent; (f) generalisation and/ or
maintenance procedures (including assessments); (g) treatment integrity; (h) social
validity measures, and (i) intervention outcomes. Generalisation procedures,
treatment fidelity and social validity were further coded according to the type of
procedures used.
2.2.3.1 Generalisation
Each study was coded according to the presence of Stokes and Baer’s (1977)
nine technologies of generalisation. These include: (1) train and hope; (2) sequential
modification; (3) applying naturally maintaining contingencies; (4) training sufficient
exemplars; (5) training loosely; (6) using indiscriminable contingencies; (7)
programming common stimuli; (8) mediating generalisation and; (9) training “to
generalise”. Each study was further coded to determine if technologies of
generalisation were applied alone or in combination.
2.2.3.2 Treatment Integrity
Each study was coded according to the method used to monitor treatment
integrity. The methods included: (a) pre-intervention training taught to a predetermined criterion (i.e., 90% accuracy of treatment implementation); (b) direct
observation, with/out feedback and/or inter-observer agreement on the occurrence
and non-occurrence of the target social behavior; (c) intervention checklists,
completed during the intervention and by the interventionists and/or independent
observers; (d) use of a manual that provided a step by step guide of intervention
implementation.
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2.2.3.3 Social Validity
Each study was coded according to the type of method used to monitor
intervention satisfaction/social validity. The types of methods included: (1)
standardised scales developed to evaluate the acceptability of an intervention, (2)
child, parent or teacher completed surveys or questionnaires, and (3) satisfaction
interviews.
2.2.4 Determining Treatment Efficacy
2.2.4.1 NAP (Parker & Vannest, 2009)
The NAP statistic was applied to determine the treatment efficacy of each
study by calculating the overlap between each phase A datapoint and each phase B
datapoint, in turn. NAP equals the number of comparison pairs showing no overlap,
divided by the total number of comparisons. When studies included several
experiments, NAP scores were combined by calculating the weighted average. A
treatment was categorised as showing a “large” effect when the NAP effect size was
calculated between 0.93-1.0. If the NAP effect size was calculated between 0.660.92, a treatment was categorised as showing a “medium” effect and if the NAP
effect size was calculated between 0- 0.65, a treatment was categorised as showing a
“small” effect (Parker & Vannest, 2009). To calculate the overall NAP effect size for
each intervention investigated in this study, the median was calculated.
2.2.4.2 EBP (Reichow, 2011)
The purpose of this review was to classify the empirical support for role play,
VM and CBI as interventions for teaching social skills to children and adolescents
with HFASD. This was achieved by applying Reichow’s (2011) evaluative method
for determining if an intervention constituted an EBP. This method was selected
because it was designed to evaluate research involving specific interventions and it is
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equally suited to the evaluation of research that employed either single-subject or
group comparison designs (Reichow, 2011). Other researchers have demonstrated
the utility of this method in evaluating both single-subject and groups designs
(Lydon, Healy, O’Reilly & McCoy, 2013).
The evaluative method involved a comprehensive protocol implemented
across three stages. Firstly, research report rigor was rated according to two rubrics,
one for research conducted using group comparison research designs and the other
for research conducted using SSRDs. Each rubric provided a grading scheme that
evaluated the quality of the methodological elements pertaining to the design. In
addition to this, and within each rubric, methodological elements were categorised
according to primary and secondary quality indicators. According to Reichow (2011),
primary quality indicators are methodological elements that are considered critical
for demonstrating the validity of a study. Primary quality indicators for group
comparison designs include: (1) information on participant characteristics; (2)
independent and dependent variables that are described with replicable precision; (3)
the use of a comparison condition; (4) the demonstration of the link between the
research question and the data analysis and lastly; (5) the use of accurate statistical
analysis. Primary quality indicators for SSRDs include: (1) information on
participant characteristics; (2) independent and dependent variables described with
replicable precision; (3) the demonstration of a stable baseline condition and lastly;
(4) the demonstration of experimental control. Across both rubrics, each primary
indicator was rated as either “high quality” (H), “acceptable quality” (A) or
“unacceptable quality” (U). According to Reichow (2011), secondary quality
indicators are elements of the research design that, although important, are not
considered necessary for determining the validity of a study. Secondary quality
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indicators for group comparison designs include: (1) random assignment; (2) the use
of interobserver agreement and blind raters; (3) the measurement of treatment
fidelity; (4) details of participant attrition; (5) the measurement of generalisation and
maintenance outcomes; (6) the reporting of treatment effect sizes and lastly; (7) the
demonstration of social validity. Secondary quality indicators for SSRDs include: (1)
the use of interobserver agreement and blind raters; (2) the calculation of the Kappa
statistic; (3) the measurement of treatment fidelity; (4) the measurement of
generalisation and maintenance outcomes, and lastly; (5) the demonstration of social
validity. Across both rubrics, secondary quality indicators were rated on a
dichotomous scale, when indicators were either present or absent.
Following this, ratings of primary and secondary quality indicators were
synthesised using a scoring criterion whereby each study received a strength rating
(i.e., “strong, “adequate” or “weak”). Similar to the primary and secondary quality
indicators, the scoring criterion for the strength ratings differed according to the
research design. For example, to score a “strong” strength rating, a study using a
group comparison design needed to receive high quality grades on all primary quality
indicators and to show evidence of four or more secondary quality indicators,
whereas a study using a single-subject research design needed to receive high quality
grades on all primary quality indicators and to show evidence of three or more
secondary quality indicators.
Lastly, studies for each intervention were collated based on the number of
participants, in studies that used a SSRD, and in the number of studies, in group
comparison designs, that received “strong” and “adequate” strength ratings. The
following formula was then applied, per intervention, to determine EBP (“Groups”
equals the total number of group design studies with an overall “strong” rating ,
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“GroupA” equals the total number of group design studies with an overall “adequate”
rating, “SSEDS” equals the total number of single-subject studies with an “strong”
rating, and “SSEDA” equals the total number of single-subject studies with an
“adequate” rating) :
(Groups *30) + (GroupA *15) + (SSEDs *4) + (SSEDA *2) = Z
Lastly, a Z score, indicating the total number of points per intervention, was
employed with > 60 points indicating “established EBP” and > 30 indicating
“probable EBP”.
2.2.5 Inter-rater agreement
Reliability measures were collected for each step of the data extracted and
evaluation for EBP. For the data summaries, the first author extracted information
from each study to develop an initial summary. In order to ensure accuracy of the
information extracted, the fifth author evaluated the accuracy of each summary using
a checklist developed by Lang et al. (2012). The checklist included nine questions,
specifically: (a) Is this an accurate description of the participants?; (b) Is this an
accurate description of the diagnosis and cognitive functioning of the participants?;
(c) Is this an accurate description of the assessment procedures?; (d) Is this an
accurate description of the dependent variables?; (e) Is this an accurate description of
the intervention procedures?; (f) Is this an accurate description of the design of the
study?; (g) Is this an accurate description of outcomes; (h) Is this an accurate
description of the treatment efficacy for SSRD; (i) Is this an accurate description of
the certainty of evidence or evidence-base practice. From the checklist there were
216 items (i.e., 24 studies with nine checklist items per study) on which there could
be agreement and disagreement. Initial agreement was obtained on 201 items (93%).
When information extracted was considered inaccurate, the co-authors discussed the
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study and reached agreement. This process was repeated until 100% accuracy on the
summaries was achieved. The resulting summaries were used to create Tables 2.1 to
2.3.
Inter-rater agreement for NAP was calculated on 89.47% of the included
SSRDs. An agreement was defined as both raters recording the same percentage of
non-overlapping data per behavior. Overall agreement was determined by the
following formula:
# of agreements/ [# agreements + disagreements] * 100= %
Initial inter-rater agreement for the calculation of NAP was 89%. When NAP
calculations were considered inaccurate, the co-authors reached agreement through
discussion. This process was repeated until 100% agreement was achieved.
Inter-rater agreement for EBP was calculated on 48.3% (N=14) of the studies
identified in the literature search. Agreement was defined as obtaining identical
quality and strength ratings for EBP. The first and fifth authors calculated all interrater agreement for this study. Inter-rater agreement was calculated using the same
formula outlined above. Initial agreement for the calculation of primary and
secondary quality indicators was 87.9% and inter-rater agreement for research
strength ratings was 79.2%. When primary and quality indicators and strength ratings
were considered inaccurate, the co-authors reached agreement through discussion of
the indicators evaluated. This process was repeated until 100% agreement was
achieved.
2.3 Results
The systematic search procedures and the application of the pre-determined
inclusion criteria resulted in the inclusion of 29 studies in this review. Of these 29
studies, eight studies were categorised as evaluating the use of VM, either alone or
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within a multi-component treatment package, of which all were SSRDs. Nine studies
were categorised as using role play, either alone or within a multi-component
treatment package. Of these studies, eight utilised SSRDs and one utilised a group
comparison design. The remaining 12 studies used CBI as the primary intervention.
Of these twelve studies, three were SSRDs and nine were group comparison designs.
Table 2.1 provides a summary of the participant, intervention, and methodological
characteristics, as well as the intervention outcomes for studies that employed a VM
intervention. Table 2.2 summarises the participant, intervention, and methodological
characteristics, as well as the intervention outcomes for studies that employed a role
play intervention. Table 2.3 summarises participant, intervention, and
methodological characteristics, as well as the intervention outcomes for studies that
employed a CBI intervention.
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Table 2.1 Summary of participant characteristics, intervention characteristics, methodological characteristics and methodological outcomes for included Video
Modeling studies
Reference

N

No. of P.
incl. with
Diagnosis

Allen et
al.
(2010)

4

1 x AS
1 x HFA

Apple et
al.
(2005)

Gen.
(M:
F) &
Age
2:0

Intervention
& Setting

Density

Design & Measures

G/M

Fidelity

Social
Validity

TSB & Outcomes

VM

Up to
approx.
45 mins
x 1 day

SSRD-MB, across
participants

G- No
M- Yes

No

Yesparticipant
completed
survey

Increases in the TSBs (i.e.,
waving, shaking hands and
giving high-fives) in an average
of 79% of intervals during the
intervention phase and of 70% of
intervals during the maintenance
phase

No

Increases in one TSB (i.e.,
compliments responded to) only;
For 2 participants, when VM was
combined with tangible
reinforcement there were
increases in the remaining TSB
(i.e., compliments initiated); For
2 participants there was no
change in scores on the social
skills questionnaire from pre- to
post- intervention, however the

16 & Retail
17 yrs warehouse

4

2 x AS
2 x HFA

3:1

VM

5-5.9
yrs

Preschool
classroom

1 session
x 3 times
per wk
for a
total
duration
of 1 to 4
wks

Direct observation
(i.e., partial interval
recording) of the
TSBs at baseline,
intervention and
maintenance phases
SSRD-MB, across
participants
Direct observation
(i.e., frequency
count per
observation period15 minutes) of the
TSBs at baseline,
intervention and
generalisation
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G-Yes;
Yes
Training
Sufficient
Exemplars
for stimuli
&
responses,
Intro. of
Natural
Maintainin
g

Gena et
al.
(2005)

3

1 x HFA

1:0

VM

3.11

Preschooler
’s homes

phases. Parent and
teacher reported
social skills
questionnaires were
administered preand postintervention
2-4 times SSRD-MB, across
per wk,
participants with
with
embedded ABAC
each
design
session
lasting
Direct observation of
15-20
the TSB at baseline,
min
intervention,
generalisation and
maintenance phases

56

Contingen
cies, Prog.
Common
Stimuli.
M-No

G- Yes;
Yes
Training
Sufficient
Exemplars
for stimuli
&
responses,
Intro. of
Natural
Maintainin
g
Contingen
cies, Prog.
Common
Stimuli.
M- Yes

remaining 2 participants received
a score that was one point higher
post- intervention

No

Increases in all three TSB (i.e.,
appropriate affective responses
for appreciation, sympathy and
disapproval type situations)

Kagohara
et al.
(2013)

Nikopoul
os &
Keenan
(2003)

2

2 x AS

1:1

VM with
social
stories

NP

P1 &
P2:
10 yrs School

7

1 x AS

0:1

VM

9 yrs

School

SSRD-MB, across
participants

G- No
M-Yes

Yes

No

Increases in the TSB (i.e., partial
greetings) during both the social
stories and VM phases; Increases
in the TSB (i.e., full greetings)
during the VM phase only;
Results were replicated across
both participants

Yesobservation
of the TSBs
by mothers
of schoolaged
children

Increase in appropriate play,
with a reduced latency to
socially initiate

Direct observation
(i.e., frequency
count per session) of
the TSBs at baseline,
intervention and
maintenance phases
35 secs x
for an
average
of 37
sessions

SSRD-Multiple
treatment with
reversal design
Direct observations
of the TSBs at
baseline,
intervention,
generalisation and
maintenance phases

57

G-Yes;
No
Training
Sufficient
Exemplars
for stimuli,
Training
Loosely
for
responses,
Prog.
Common
Stimuli
M-Yes

Radley et
al.
(2014)

Sansosti
&
PowellSmith
(2008)

3

1 x AS

1:0
10.7
yrs

3

1 x AS

1:0
6.6
yrs

VM with
role play
(i.e.,
Superheroes
Social
Skills
Manual)
Universitybased clinic

10 x 1.5
– 2hr
sessions,
across 5
wks

SSRD-MB, across
behaviors

Treatment
1 session
package- SS x 10
& VM
days

SSRD-MB, across
participants

School

Direct observations
of the TSBs (i.e.,
probes of the target
social behavior) at
baseline,
intervention and
generalisation
phases; Standardised
measures included
ASSP (Bellini &
Hopf, 2007) &
PSI/SF (Abidin,
1995)

Direct observation
(i.e., partial interval
recording) of the
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G- Yes;
Training
Sufficient
Exemplars
for stimuli
&
responses,
Sequential
Modificati
on, Intro.
of Natural
Maintainin
g
Contingen
cies, Prog.
Common
Stimuli
M- Yes
G-Yes;
Training
Sufficient
Exemplars
for
responses,

Yes

Yes: BIRS
(Elliot &
Treuting,
1991)

Increases in all four TSB (i.e.,
participation, conversation,
perspective taking & problem
solving); generalisation across
stimuli, persons and settings;
Maintenance at levels greater
than baseline for three TSBs
(i.e., participation, conversation
& perspective taking); Observed
improvements, though not
significant, on the measure of
social functioning (i.e., ASSP);
Significant and clinically
meaningful reduction was found
in total stress scores (i.e.,
PSI/SF)

YesSelf
report
checkli
st

Yes- IRP15 (Martens
et al, 1985)

Increases in the TSB (i.e.,
initiating and maintaining
conversations) in 100% of
intervals during intervention plus
prompts phase

TSBs at baseline,
intervention and
generalisation
phases

Scattone
(2008)

1

1 x AS

1:0
9 yrs

Treatment
24
package- SS session,
& VM
across 15
wks
Medical
center

SSRD-MB, across
behaviors
Direct observation
(i.e., partial interval
recording) of the
TSBs at baseline,
intervention and
generalisation
phases

Intro. of
Natural
Maintainin
g
Contingen
cies, Prog.
Common
Stimuli
M-Yes
G-Yes;
Train and
hope
M-No

YesYes- IRPParent
15 (Martens
complet et al, 1985)
ed
checkli
st

Increases in two TSBs (i.e., eye
contact and initiations) during
intervention; Large generalised
gains were demonstrated for one
TSB (i.e., eye contact) and
smaller gains were demonstrated
for the two remaining TSBs (i.e.,
smiling and initiations)

Note. P= participants, YRS= years, Incl.= included, AS= asperger syndrome, HFA= high functioning autism, VM= video modeling, SS= social stories, MIN= minute, WK= week, NP= not
provided, SSRD= single-subject research design, MB= multiple baseline, MP= multiple probe, Autism Social Skills Profile= ASSP, Parenting Stress Index-short form= PSI/SF, G=
Generalisation, Intro.= Introduction, Prog.= Programming, M= maintenance, BIRS= Behavior Intervention Rating Scale, IRP= Intervention Rating Profile, TSB= target social behavior.
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Table 2.2 Summary of participant characteristics, intervention characteristics, methodological characteristics and methodological outcomes for included role play
studies
Reference

N

Dotson et
al. (2010)

6

No. of P.
incl. with
Diagnosis
1 x AS

Gender
(M: F)
& Age
1:0
17 yrs

Ferguson et
al. (2013)

9

3 x AS

3:0
7-10 yrs

Intervention &
Setting

Density

Design & Measures

Role play
delivered in a
treatment
packageTeaching
Interaction (TI)
procedure

1.5hr
sessions
x2
sessions
p/wk

SSRD-MP, across
behaviors

G/M

G-Yes;
Train
Loosely for
Direct observation of the
stimuli
TSBs (i.e., frequency count M- Yes
of the steps of each skill
during probes) measured
during teaching and
Classroom of a
generalisation probes,
University
conducted at baseline,
intervention and
maintenance
Role play
90 min. x SSRD-MB, across
G-Yes;
treatment
1 session participants
Train
packagep/wk x10
Loosely for
Teaching
wks
Direct observation (i.e.,
stimuli &
Interaction (TI)
frequency count) of the
responses
procedure
TSB during the baseline
M-No
and intervention phases.
Clinic
Generalisation probes were

60

Fidelity

Social
Validity

TSB & Outcomes

Yes

No

Increases for the TSBs
(i.e., conversational
basics, providing
feedback & asking &
answering on-topic
questions) in 84% of
teaching probes and
60% of generalisation
probes across
intervention and
maintenance phases

No

No

Increases in the TSBs
(i.e., sportsmanship
skills: giving
compliments, taking
turns, making positive
postgame comments)
across three
participants

Kassardjian
et al
(2014)

3

Leaf et al
(2012)

3

3 x HFA

2:1
P1, P2
& P3:
5 yrs

2 x HFA

2:0
4&8
yrs

conducted following the
intervention phase.
Role play
45 min. x Alternating treatment
delivered in a
1
design
treatment
session ,
packageranging
Direction observation of
Teaching
from 4-8 the TSB (i.e., frequency
Interaction (TI) sessions count of the steps of each
procedure
for the TI skill represented as percent
procedur correct) during
Setting- not
e
performance probes,
provided
conducted at baseline,
intervention and
maintenance
Role play
treatment
package- Cool
versus Not
Cool Procedure
Clinic

Approx.
60 min. x
1-5
sessions
p/wk,
ranging
from 325
sessions

SSRD-MB across
behaviors
Direction observation of
the TSB (e.g., frequency
count of the steps of each
skill and intervals correct)
during probes, conducted
at baseline, intervention
and maintenance phases

61

G-No
M-Yes

Yes

No

Increases in the TSBs
(i.e., changing he
game when bored)
that received the TI
procedure across all
three participants

G-No
M-Yes

Yes

No

Increases in the TSBs
(i.e., joint attention,
changing the
conversation and eye
contact) when the
intervention (i.e., cool
versus not cool
procedure) was
combined with
participant role play

Leaf et al.
(2012)

6

1 x HFA
1 x AS

2:0
5&6
yrs

Role play
delivered in a
treatment
packageTeaching
Interaction (TI)
procedure
P1: Both the
research room
in a university
and home
P2: Research
room in a
university

45 min.
sessions
x 3-6
times
p/wk

SSRD-MB across
behaviors, with a parallel
treatment design
Direction observation of
the TSB (i.e., frequency
count of the steps of each
skill) during performance
and generalisation probes,
conducted at baseline,
intervention and
maintenance

62

G- Yes;
Train
Loosely for
stimuli &
responses,
Intro. of
Natural
Maintaining
Contingenci
es
M- Yes

Yes

No

Increases in the TSB
(i.e., joining a game,
clarifying instructions,
losing graciously,
remaining on topic
during a conversation,
and cheering up a
friend) during
intervention and
maintenance phases;
Responding on the
TSB ‘losing
graciously’ was
variable for the
performance (i.e., P2)
and generalisation
probes (i.e., P1)
during the
maintenance phase

Leaf et al.
(2010)

5

1 x AS
2 x HFA

3:0
4-5 yrs

Role play
delivered in a
treatment
packageTeaching
Interaction (TI)
procedure

2 x 1.5hr
sessions,
across
20-28
wks

Pre-school
classroom at a
university
Leaf et al.
(2009)

3

2 x HFA

2:0
5&6
yrs

Role play
delivered in a
treatment
packageTeaching
Interaction (TI)
procedure
Summer school
programsetting not

SSRD-MP, across
behaviors
Direct observation of the
TSBs (i.e., frequency count
of the steps of each skill)
during teaching and
generalisation probes,
conducted at baseline,
intervention and
maintenance

G-Yes;
Train
Loosely for
stimuli &
responses,
&
Sequential
Modificatio
n

Yes

Yes: 17
item
parental
survey

Increases for the TSB
(i.e., making an
empathetic statement
& changing the game)
in 91% of teaching
probes and 56% of
generalisation probes
across intervention
and maintenance
phases

No

No

Increases in TSBs
(i.e., absence of
inappropriate
conversations, playing
what his friend wants
to play, giving a
compliment, choosing
the same friend for
activities, sharing,
remaining on-topic
during a conversation,

M-Yes
30 min.
sessions
x 3 days
p/wk
x 8 wks

SSRD-MB, across
behavior
Generalisation probes of
the TSB following each
teaching session during the
intervention phase and
across the maintenance
phase

63

G-Yes;
Train
Loosely for
stimuli &
responses,
Intro. to
Natural
Maintaining
Contingenci
es
M-Yes

provided

Palmen et
al. (2008)

9

2 x HFA

2:0
17 yrs

Tse et al.
(2007)

4
6

46 x AS/
HFA

NP
13-18
yrs

Role play
delivered in a
treatment
package (i.e.,
selfmanagement
and feedback)

choosing the same
friend for activities) in
96% of generalisation
probes during the
intervention phase;
Gains maintained at
intervention levels for
one behavior for P1
and for three
behaviors for P2
1hr p/wk
x 6 wks

Therapy room
Role play1-1/2 hrs
adapted from
x 12 wks
the book:
Skillsstreaming
the Adolescent

SSRD- non-concurrent
MB, across participant
groups
Direct observation of the
TSB (i.e., partial interval
recording) during a weekly
one hour meeting with the
participants coach
Pre-test, Post-test, with no
group comparison
Standarised measures: SRS
(Constantino, Przybeck,

64

G- No
M- Yes

No

Yes:
coach
and
participa
nt
complete
d survey

Increases in the TSB
(i.e., question asking
during a conversation
& response efficiency)
in 100% of sessions;
Gains were
maintained at follow
up

No

No

Yes:
participa
nt and
parental
surveys

Significant pre- to
post-treatment gains
were found on
measures of both
social competence and

Conference
room of a child
and adolescent
psychiatry
clinic

Friesen, & Todd, 2000),
ABC (Aman, Singh,
Stewart, & Field, 1985),
and the N-CBRF (Aman,
Tasse, Rojahn, & Hammer,
1996)

problem behaviors
associated with
AS/HFA

Note. P= participants, YRS= years, NP= not provided, Incl.= included, AS= asperger syndrome, HFA= high functioning autism, VM= video modeling, CBI= computer-based instruction, WK=
week, MIN= minute, SSRD= single-subject research design, MB= multiple baseline, MP= multiple probe, SRS=social responsiveness scale, ABC=aberrant behavior checklist, NCBRF=Nisonger Child Behavior Rating Form, G= generalisation, Intro.= Introduction, M= maintenance, TSB= target social behavior.
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Table 2.3 Summary of participant characteristics, intervention characteristics, methodological characteristics and methodological outcomes for included ComputerBased Intervention studies
Study

N No. of P.
incl. with
Diagnosi
s
Bauminger- 2 22 x
Zviely et al 2 HFA
(2013)

Gender
(M:F)
& Age

Intervention
& Setting

CBI- ‘Join
in’ and ‘No
M=9.83 Problem’
yrs
School
18:4

Density Design & Measures

G/M

Fidelity

Social
Validity

TSB & Outcomes

12 x 45
min
lessons

No

No

No

Significant increases in the
understanding of the
concepts of collaboration
and social conversation and
in the participants ability to
generate active problem
solving solutions;
Significant increases in
social engagement
following intervention for
the entire sample, with
greater improvements in
collaborative social
engagement skills for
participants who received
the ‘Join-In’ intervention
first

GCD
Direct social cognitive
measures (not standardised)Problem Solving measure,
Concept Clarification:
Cooperation and Social
Conversation; Non-direct
social cognitive measure
(not- standardised)- Theory
of Mind (ToM): Strange
Story measure
Direct observation of overt
social engagement (i.e.,
collaboration and social
conversation)-
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Companionship MeasureThe Drawing Task
(Bauminger, 2007)
Beaumont
&
Sofronoff
(2008)

4
9

49 x AS

44:5
7.5-11
yrs

CBIJunior
Detective
Training
Program
Universityclinic

2 hr x 7 RCT
G- No
session
Ms
Standardised measures- SSQ Yes
(Spence, 1995a), ERSSQ,
Assessment of Perception of
Emotion from Facial
Expression (Spence, 1995b),
Assessment of Perception of
Emotion from Posture Cues
(Spence, 1995b),
Knowledge of emotion
management strategiesJames and the Maths Test
(Atwood, 2004a) & Dylan is
being teased (Atwood,
2004b)

67

Yes-direct
observation
and
checklist

No

Participants in the
experimental group showed
greater improvements in
social skills (i.e., social
functioning) over the course
of the intervention

BernardOpitz et
al. (2001)

1
6

8 x HFA

6:2

CBI

5.8-8.5
yrs

Cheng et al. 3
(2010)

3 x HFA

3:0
8, 9 &
10 yrs

10
session
s

GCD

No

No

No

No

No

No

Yes-open
ended
questionnair
e

Frequency of novel ideas
during probe and training
sessions

Collaborativ 1 x 40
SSRD-MB, across
G- No
e virtual
mins x participants
Mlearning
22 days
Yes
environmen
Standardised measures- ERS
t (CVLE)(Lin, 2008)
3D empathy
system

Steady increase in the TSBs
(i.e., social problem solving)
across sessions; However
participants with HFA
generated fewer alternative
solutions to their
neurologically typical peers
Increases in the TSB (i.e.,
empathy) in 100% of
intervention sessions;
Maintenance of gains at
follow up

School
Cheng &
Ye (2010)

3

3 x HFA

2:1
1x7
yrs; 2 x
8yrs

Collaborativ
e virtual
learning
environmen
t (CVLE)3D empathy
system

1 x 40
min
session
for 5
days

SSRD-MP, across
participants
Direct observation (i.e.,
frequency occurrence) of the
TSB during baseline,
intervention and
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G- No
MYes

Increases in all TSBs (i.e.,
appropriate answers,
understanding the
expressive feelings of
others, recognizing nonverbal behaviors-facial
expression and body

School

Gordon et
al (2014)

Hopkins et
al. (2011)

3
4

4
9

17 x
HFA/AS
D

24 x
HFA

maintenance phases;
Standardised measures- SSP
and the BC (Jeanie, Jack,
Vicki, Linyan & Eric, 2007)

HFA
CBIgroup:
Facemaze
M=
10.89;
TD
control
group;
M=10.7
6

2
games
(i.e.,
Happy
and
Angry
maze)
of
approx.
4 mins
in
duratio
n

GCD

21:3

10-25
mins x

RCT

CBIFacesay

No

No

No

No

No

No

Direct observations of TSBs
pre-and post-intervention
A rating scale was used to
measure the presence and
absence of the
demonstration of the TSB

69

language, eye contact,
appropriate manner &
listening to others during
intervention) across all
participants; Maintenance of
gains at follow up
Increases in the target social
behaviors (i.e.,facial
expressions) from pre-test to
post-test of the participants
in the HFA/ASD group,
with the control ‘surprise’
expression showing no
changes in quality ratings;
While the quality of the
HFA/ASD groups ‘happy’
expression was not
comparable to the TD
control group at pre-test,
post-test results revealed
comparable expressions at
post-test
Significant improvement in
the TSBs- emotional and

M= 10
yrs

Ke & Im
(2013)

4

4x
AS

2:2
3 x 10
yrs;
1 x 9 yrs

LaCava et
al. (2007)

8

8x
AS

6:2
8-11 yrs

School

12
session
s,
across
6 wks

Virtual Reality 60
(VR) social
mins x
skills program 2-3
session
Home/ school/ s p/wk
parent’s office for 6-9
session
s

CBI:
Mindreading
programme

10 wks

Direct observations of social
skills at baseline and postintervention
Standardised measuresSSRS (Gresham & Elliot,
1990), & the Benton Facial
Recognition test (Benton,
1980); Other measuresEmotion Recognition test,
with photos selected from
Ekman & Friesen (1975)
SSRD-MB, across
participants

facial recognition; While
improvements in social
interactions skills (i.e.,
measured by the SSRS)
were not significant there
were significant
improvements in the
observational measure of
social skills

No

No

Yessatisfaction
interview

No

Yessoftware
use was

Yeschecklist

Direct observation (i.e.,
frequency count) of the TSB
during baseline and
intervention phases;
Standardised measures- SSQ
(Spence, 1995)
Pre-test, Post-test, with no
group comparison
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P1 & P2: increases in
66.66% of TSB (i.e.,
recognizing body gestures
and facial expressions,
responding to and
maintaining interactions &
leading or initiating
interaction) by Task 3; P3 &
P4: increases in 50% of
TSB
Significant improvement
from pre- and posttest on all
three measures of the TSBs

Home (five
participants) &
school (three
participants)

Mitchell et
al. (2007)

7

3x
HFA

0:3
14.4-15.9
yrs
(M=14.9
yrs)

Stichter et
al. (2014)

1
1

11 x
HFA

11:0

CBI, with
virtual
environmental
training

40
mins
session
s
across
6 wks

iSocial

31-45
mins x
2-3
days
p/wk x
10 wks

11-14 yrs School
(12.6 yrs)

Standardised measuresCAM-C (Golan & BaronCohen, 2006), C-FAT
(Golan, 2006), RMF-C
(Golan, Baron-Cohen, &
Golan, 2008)
GCD, with crossover

monitored
on data
from the
computer
software
No

No

No

Yeschecklist

Frequency of correct
responding to social
scenarios at three time
points

Pre-test, Post-test, with no
group comparison
Standardised measures- SRS
(Constantino & Gruber
2005), BRIEF (Gioia et al.
2000), Faux Pas Stories
(Baron-Cohen et al. 1999) &
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(i.e., emotional recognition
of self and others)

No

Small to modest
improvements in judgments
and explanations
about where to sit, both in a
cafe and a bus, across all
three participants; Modest
improvements in social
reasoning for two
participants, with a
decrement in social
reasoning for the remaining
participant
Yes-IRP-15 Significant pre- to post(Martens et treatment gains were found
al 1985) and on the measure social skills
a
as rated by parents only;
satisfaction Participants recognition of
survey
others’ perspectives in
(Wheeler,
social situations (e.g., Faux

Tartaro et
al (2014)

7

6x
HFA

5:2
8.11-12.0
yrs

CBIAuthorable
Virtual Peer
intervention

2 hrs x
1 day
p/wk x
11 wks

Strange Stories (White et al.
2009), D-KEFS (Delis et al.
2001), & CPT-II (Conners &
Staff, 2000); Other
performance measures
include: Reading the Mind
in Eyes test (Baron-Cohen et
al. 2001), DANVA-2-CF
(Nowicki & Carton
1993)
Within subjects, counterNo
balanced design
Standardised measures- SRS
(Constantino & Gruber
2005); Direct observation of
TSB during role play

No

Carter,
Mayton &
Thomas,
2002)

Pas Stories, Strange Stories
Mental States) was variable
and results did not indicate
improvement pre to post
intervention; No statistically
significant improvements on
measures of executive
functioning

No

Significant increases in the
appropriate use of
reciprocity components
directly following use of the
Authorable Virtual Peer
intervention and over the
course of the entire
intervention; Significant
difference for the social
communication subscale of
the SRS

Note. P= participants, YRS= years, M= mean, TD= typically developing, Incl.= included, AS= asperger syndrome, HFA= high functioning autism, VM= video modeling, CBI= computer-based
instruction, VR= virtual reality, MIN= minute, WK= week, SSRD= single-subject research design, MB= multiple baseline, MP= multiple probe, RCT= randomized control trial, GCD= group
comparison design, SRS=social responsiveness scale, D-KEFS= delis–kaplan executive functioning system, CPT-II=conners continuous performance test-II, DANVA-2-CF=diagnostic analysis
of non-verbal accuracy-2, child facial expressions, SSQ=social skills questionnaire, SSP=social situation pictures, BC=behavior checklist, ERS=empathy rating scale, SSRS=social skills rating
scale, ERSSQ=emotional regulation and social skills questionnaire, CAM-C=cambridge mindreading face–voice battery for children, C-FAT= child feature-based auditory task, RMFC=reading the mind in films test–childrens version, G= generalisation, M= maintenance, TSB= target social behavior.
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2.3.1 Participants
There were a total of 330 participants across the 29 studies. Of these,
results for 235 participants were included in this review, having met the inclusion
criteria (i.e., diagnosis of HFASD with an IQ >85 or AS). The mean age of the
participants was 9 years (range 3.11 years-17 years). Studies (n=8) that included
the age range of the participants were not included in the calculation of the mean
age across studies. 23 studies (79.3%) included children <13 years as the
participant sample and five studies (17.2%) included adolescents between 13-17
years. One study (3.44%) included a mixed participant sample of 11-14 year old
children and adolescents (Stichter et al., 2014). Some 39.7% of participants were
diagnosed with AS and 59.8% were diagnosed with HFASD. One study (Tse et
al, 2007) did not differentiate the diagnoses of participants. Other co-occurring
diagnoses included ADD (Dotson et al., 2010), ADHD (Kagohara et al., 2013;
Ke & Im, 2013; Nikopoulos & Keenan, 2003), Dyslexia (Dotson et al., 2010)
and PDD-NOS.
2.3.2 Experimental Design
Tables 2.1, 2.2 and 2.3 provide a summary of the type of experimental
design employed by the studies reviewed. 19 studies utilised SSRDs. Of these,
10 studies (52.6%) employed a multiple-baseline design across participants and
seven (36.8%) employed a multiple-baseline design across behaviors. The
remaining studies utilised a multi-element treatment design (n=1; 5.26%) and an
alternating treatments design (n=1; 5.26%).
Of the 10 studies that employed group comparison designs, two studies
(20%) used RCTs and four studies (40%) used group comparison designs
without random allocation to the experimental and control groups. The remaining
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four studies (40%) used a single group design and examined treatment
effectiveness at pre-test and post-test (LeCava et al., 2007; Stichter et al., 2014;
Tartaro, Cassell, Ratz, Lira & Nanclares-Nogués, 2014; Tse et al., 2007).
2.3.3 Dependent variables
The 29 included studies examined a variety of dependent variables. For
the purpose of this review, dependent variables were organised into the following
categories: (1) verbal and non-verbal social communication; (2) recognising and
expressing emotions and showing empathy; (3) social problem solving and; (4)
social skills for play. Examples of verbal and non-verbal social communication
behaviors include greetings, initiating and maintaining conversations,
conversational turn taking, initiating and responding to compliments, identifying
facial expressions, eye contact and smiling. Examples of behaviors included in
the category recognising and expressing emotions and showing empathy are
identifying and expressing the feelings of the self and others, perspective taking
and providing empathetic statements. Examples of social problem solving
behaviors include negotiation and identifying and responding to teasing and
bullying. Lastly, time spent in appropriate play and allowing a friend to choose a
game are examples of behaviors included in the category social skills for play.
The majority of the studies (n=20; 69%) targeted verbal and non-verbal
social communication either alone (n=10; 50%) or in conjunction with
recognising and expressions emotions and showing empathy (n=3; 15%) or
social skills for play (n=4; 20%) or social problem solving (n=2, 10%). One
study (n=1; 5%) targeted verbal and non-verbal social communication together
with both recognising and expressing emotions and showing empathy and social
problem solving. Of the remaining studies (n=9; 31.03%), three studies targeted
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recognising and expressing emotions and showing empathy alone (n=3; 33.3%),
although one study targeted recognising and expressing emotions and showing
empathy together with social skills for play (n=1; 11.1%). In addition to this,
social problem solving was targeted alone in two studies (n=2; 22.2%). Overall
social functioning (n=2; 22.2%) and community social responses (i.e., responses
required in a café or on a bus) (n=1; 11.1%) were social behaviors targeted alone
and that did not fall into the four categories of dependent variables described.
2.3.4 Measures
The measures used to assess intervention outcomes differed according to
study design (see Tables 2.1, 2.2 and 2.3). Of the 19 SSRDs, 14 studies (73.7%)
used direct observation with event recording alone to measure the dependent
variables during baseline, intervention and/or maintenance and generalisation
phases and one study (5.26%) used standardised assessments to measure the
dependent variables and/or overall social functioning. The remaining four studies
used a combination of direct observation and standardised assessment (n=3;
15.8%) or direct observation with non-standardised measures or questionnaires
(n=1; 5.26%) to measure the dependent variables and overall social functioning.
Of the studies that employed group comparison designs, standardised measures
of social skills were used alone in four (40%) of the 10 studies. In addition to this,
three of the 10 studies (30%) used direct observation (e.g. frequency counts)
alone pre- and post-intervention and a further two studies (20%) used both
standardised assessments and direct observation. The remaining study (n=1;
10%) combined non-standardised measures with direct observation to measure
the dependent variables.
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2.3.5 Generalisation and Maintenance
Of the 17 studies that employed SSRDs, 10 (58.8%) included measures of
generalised outcomes, with five of these 10 studies (50%) employing a VM
intervention, and the remaining five (50%) studies employing a role play
intervention. Of the seven group comparison design studies, there was not one
study that programmed for and/ or included a measure of generalised social
outcomes. In addition to this, studies employing a CBI intervention neither
programmed for nor measured generalised outcomes. Of the five VM studies that
programmed and measured for generalised outcomes, all five (100%) employed a
combination of technologies for programming for generalisation (Stokes & Baer,
1977). Of these studies, all five (100%) included ‘Training Sufficient Exemplars’
and ‘Programming for Common Stimuli’. In addition to this, four (80%) of the
five studies included the ‘Introduction of Natural Maintaining Contingencies’,
one (20%) of the five studies included ‘Training Loosely’ and one (20%) other
study included ‘Sequential Modification’ to program for generalisation. Of the
five studies that employed a role play intervention, all five (100%) studies
included ‘Training Loosely’ to program for generalisation. In addition to this,
one (20%) of the five studies combined ‘Training Loosely’ with the ‘Introduction
of Natural Maintaining Contingencies’, and one (20%) other study combined
‘Training Loosely’ with ‘Sequential Modification’. Tables 2.1, 2.2 and 2.3
describe the combination of technologies employed in each study.
Similar overall results were found for maintenance, as 15 of 19 SSRD
studies (78.9%) and one of the 10 group comparison studies (10%) measured the
maintenance of gains across time. Across these studies maintenance assessments
ranged from one week to five months post- intervention.
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2.3.6 Treatment Fidelity
Of the 29 studies reviewed, 14 studies (48.3%) included a measure of
treatment fidelity. Studies evaluating VM (n=6; 42.8%) included the majority of
measures of treatment integrity compared to role play (n=5; 35.7%) and CBI
(n=3; 21.4%).
2.3.7 Social Validity
With regard to the evaluation of social validity, 10 of the 19 SSRD
studies (52.6%) included a method to measure intervention satisfaction. Three of
the 10 SSRDs (30%) employed a standardised measure of social validity (i.e.,
Intervention Rating Profile-15) with the remaining studies employing either
parent or participant completed surveys (n=4; 40%), satisfaction interviews (n=1;
10%) or opened ended questionnaires (n=1; 10%). One study (n=1; 10%)
measured social validity by having blind observers score the presence or absence
of the target behavior. Of the 10 studies that employed a group comparison
design, three studies (30%) included a measure of social validity. One study
(33.3%) used an adolescent and parental completed survey to measure social
validity (Tse et al., 2007). Another study (n=1; 33.33%) used a checklist adapted
from a standardised measure of social validity (LeCava et al., 2007) and the
remaining study (n=1; 33.3%) used a standardised measure of social validity (i.e.,
Intervention Rating Profile-15; Stichter et al., 2014).
2.3.8 Treatment Efficacy Calculations
It was possible to calculate treatment efficacy for 16 studies employing
SSRDs using the NAP statistic. Seven of these studies used a VM intervention to
increase social skills, producing a median NAP effect size of 0.84, with a range
of 0.69-0.99. According to Parker and Vannest (2009), a NAP effect size of
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between 0.66-0.92 reflects a treatment of medium effect. Seven of the 16 SSRD
studies used a role play intervention to increase social skills, producing a median
NAP effect size of 0.92, with a range of 0.78-1.0, therefore reflecting a treatment
of medium effect (Parker & Vannest, 2009). Two of the SSRD studies used a
CBI intervention to increase social skills, producing a median NAP effect size of
1.0. A NAP effect size between 0.93-1 reflects a treatment of large effect. Table
2.4 provides a summary of the NAP effect size for each individual study.
2.3.9 Research Strength and Evidence-Based Practice Evaluation
The research strength of the included studies across intervention type was
calculated in accordance with Reichow’s (2011) criteria. For studies that used a
VM intervention, one (12.5%) received an “adequate” rating and seven (87.5%)
received a “weak” rating. None of the included studies that used a VM
intervention were rated as strong. An evidence-based status Z score of 2 was
calculated [(0*30) + (0*15) + (0*4) + (1*2) = 2], indicating that VM
interventions could not be categorised as evidence-based practice (Reichow,
2011).
For the studies that used a role play intervention, four (44.4%) were rated
as “adequate” and five (55.5%) were rated as “weak”. An evidence-based status
Z score of 20 was calculated [(0*30) + (0*15) + (0*4) + (10*2) = 20], indicating
that role play interventions could not be categorised as evidence-based practice
(Reichow, 2011).
For studies that used a CBI intervention, one (8.33%) study was rated as
“strong” and two (16.6%) studies were rated as ”adequate”. The remaining nine
studies (75%) were rated as “weak”. An evidence-based status Z score of 60 was
calculated [(1*30) + (2*15) + (0*4) + (0*2) = 60], indicating that CBI
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interventions could be categorised as an established evidence-based practice
(Reichow, 2011). Table 2.4 provides a summary of the strength ratings for each
study included in this review.
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Table 2.4 Summary of treatment efficacy and strength ratings for included studies
Reference

NAP

Strength rating

Video Modeling
Allen et al (2010)
Intervention- 0.84, 90% CI [0.59, 1]; Maintenance0.80, 90% CI [0.43, 1]
Apple et al (2005)
Intervention- 0.75, 90% CI [0.52, 0.99];
Generalisation- 0.93, 90% CI [0.45, 1].
Gena et al (2005)
Intervention- 0.69, 90% CI [0.37, 1]; Maintenance0.88, 90% CI [0.38, 1].
Kagohara et al (2013) *Unable to calculate NAP as the Video Modeling
phase was not adjacent to the baseline phase

Weak
Weak
Weak
Weak

Nikopoulos & Keenan Intervention- 0.76, 90% CI [0, 1]; Maintenance- 1,
Weak
(2003)
90% CI [0.31, 1])
Radley et al (2014)
Intervention- 0.99, 90% CI [0.75, 1]; Generalisation- Weak
0.96, 90% CI [0.73, 1]; Maintenance of intervention
data- 0.96, 90% CI [0.73, 1]; Maintenance of
generalisation data- 0.98, 90% CI [0.76,1].
Sansoti & PowellIntervention- 0.91, 90% CI [0.36, 1]; Generalisation- Weak
Smith (2008)
0.60, 90% CI [0.47, 0.87]; Maintenance- 1, 90% CI
[0.39, 1]
Scattone (2008)
Intervention- 0.91, 90% CI [0.62, 1]; Maintenance- 1, Adequate
90% CI [0.35, 1]
Role Play
Dotson et al (2010)
Intervention- 0.93, 90% CI [0.54, 1]; Generalisation- Weak
0.51, 90% CI [0.21, 1]; Maintenance for intervention
probes- 0.90, 90% CI [0.52, 1]; Maintenance for
generalisation probes- 0.87, 90% CI [0.33,1].
Ferguson et al (2013) *Unable to calculate NAP as the mean for each phase Weak
(baseline, intervention & generalisation) was provided.
Kassardjian et al (2014) Intervention- 0.78, 90% CI [0.36, 1]; MaintenanceAdequate
0.93, 90% CI [0.43,1]
Leaf et al (2012)
Intervention- 0.81, 90% CI [0.59,1]; MaintenanceAdequate
0.95, 90% CI [0.67,1]
Leaf et al (2012)
Intervention- 0.86, 90% CI [0.65, 1]; Generalisation- Weak
0.91, 90% CI [0.61, 1]; Maintenance of intervention
data- 0.98, 90% CI [0.75, 1]; Maintenance of
generalisation data- 0.84, 90% CI [0.58,1].
Leaf et al (2010)
Intervention- 0.92, 90% CI [0.71, 1]; Generalisation- Adequate
0.73, 90% CI [0.50, 0.96]; Maintenance for
intervention probes- 0.99, 90% CI [0.77, 1];
Maintenance for generalisation probes- 0.81, 90% CI
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[0.47,1].
Leaf et al (2009)
Intervention- 0.97, 90% CI [0.71, 1]; Maintenance0.94, 90% CI [0.65, 1].
Palmen et al (2008)
Intervention- 1, 90% CI [0.40, 1]; Maintenance- 1,
90% CI [0.13, 1]
Tse et al (2007)
N/A
Computer-Based Instruction
Bauminger-Zviely et al N/A
(2013)
Beaumont & Sofronoff N/A
(2008)
Bernard-Opitz et al
N/A
(2001)
Cheng et al (2010)
Intervention- 1, 90% CI [0.63, 1]; Generalisation- 1,
90% CI [0.59, 1]
Cheng & Ye (2010)
Intervention- 1, 90% CI [0.60, 1]; Generalisation- 1,
90% CI [0.48, 1]
Gordon et al (2014)
N/A
Hopkins et al (2011) N/A
Ke & Im (2013)
*Unable to calculate NAP as data points were not
clear on the graphs provided
LeCava et al (2007)
N/A
Mitchell, Parsons &
N/A
Leonard (2007)
Stichter et al (2014)
N/A
Tartaro et al (2014)
N/A
Note. CI= Confidence Interval, NAP= Non-Overlap of All Pairs

2.4 Discussion
The present review aimed to assess the extant literature on the utility of
VM, role play and CBI as interventions for increasing social skills in children
and adolescents with a diagnosis of HFASD. For all studies included in this
review (i.e., both SSRDs and group comparison designs), an evaluation of the
empirical support was undertaken by applying Reichow’s (2011) methodology
for determining EBP. For studies that included a SSRD only, treatment efficacy
was assessed using the NAP statistic (Parker & Vannest, 2009).
Reichow’s (2011) criteria describe two levels of EBP which include an
“established” EBP and a “promising” EBP. The findings of the current review
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reveal that only CBI had the accumulated evidence necessary to be classified as
an established EBP. Furthermore, according to Reichow’s (2011) criteria and the
inclusion criteria set forth in this current review, VM and role play could not be
classified as EBP. For the VM intervention, this finding is in contrast to other
reviews evaluating the evidence base of the intervention for children and
adolescents with ASD, where VM has been shown to have positive outcomes for
social behavioral increase (Shulta-Mehta et al., 2010) and to be classified as a
promising EBP (Reichow & Volkmar, 2010). This review marks the first
evaluation of the evidence base for role play intervention for social skills.
Although the findings of the review support the positive outcomes for
CBI interventions in the area of social skills training and HFASD (i.e., Beaumont
& Sofronoff, 2008; Bernard-Opitz, Sriram & Nakhoda-Sapuan, 2001; Hopkins et
al., 2011), it reflects the current status of the methodological rigor of the three
interventions evaluated. For example, only one CBI study received a strong
strength rating (Beaumont & Sofronoff, 2008), with the variables responsible for
this including a large sample size and the use of a RCT to evaluate intervention
outcomes.
Of the remaining CBI studies, two studies received an adequate strength
rating (Bauminger-Zviely, Eden, Zancanaro, Weiss & Gal, 2013; Hopkins et al.,
2011) and nine studies received a weak strength rating (Bernard-Opitz, 2001;
Cheng et al, 2010; Cheng & Ye, 2010; Gordon et al, 2014; Ke & Im, 2013;
LeCava et al., 2007; Mitchell et al., 2007; Stichter et al., 2014; Tartaro et al,
2014). Six of the nine studies that received a weak strength rating were group
comparison in design. From an analysis of the Reichow’s (2011) primary and
secondary quality indicators, failure to provide a comparison control group
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(Tartaro et al, 2014) and operationalised information regarding the participant’s
characteristics impacted on the outcome (LeCava et al., 2007; Mitchell et al.,
2007; Stichter et al., 2014). Other variables that contributed were an insufficient
sample size (Mitchell et al., 2007) and an operationalised definition of the
dependent variable (Bernard-Optiz et al., 2001; Mitchell et al., 2007). Consistent
across all three SSRDs that received a weak strength rating was the failure to
describe the dependent variable with operational precision (Cheng et al., 2010;
Cheng & Ye, 2010; Ke & Im, 2013). Further to this, the strength ratings for these
studies were negatively impacted by the description of the independent variable
and baseline conditions (Cheng et al., 2010; Cheng & Ye, 2010).
For studies that employed a VM intervention, only one study received an
adequate rating (Scattone, 2008) and seven studies received weak ratings (Allen
et al., 2010; Apple et al, 2005; Nikopoulos & Keenan, 2003; Radley et al., 2014;
Sansosti & Powell- Smith, 2008). Insufficient participant and methodological
characteristics were responsible for this finding. For example, four of the seven
studies failed to provide an operationalised definition of the diagnosis (i.e.,
including the specific diagnosis and the diagnostic instrument) for all participants
or to provide adequate information on the characteristics of the interventionists
(i.e., Allen et al., 2010; Apple et al., 2005; Nikopoulos & Keenan, 2003). Further
to this, insufficient demonstration of experimental control was consistent among
these studies, as experimental effect varied with the manipulation of the
independent variable (i.e., Scattone, 2008) or there were insufficient numbers of
demonstrations (i.e., Apple et al., 2005, Nikopoulos & Keenan, 2003).
The studies included in this review that employed role play interventions
received slightly more positive strength ratings. For example, five of the nine
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studies received a weak strength rating, with the remaining four studies receiving
adequate strength ratings. The variables responsible for an adequate strength
rating include operationally defined participant characteristics (i.e., age, gender,
diagnosis etc.) and independent and dependent variables, as well as adherence to
the characteristics of the baseline condition and the criteria for demonstrating
experimental control. Expectedly, insufficient information on the characteristics
of the interventionist and the description of baseline conditions (i.e., Ferguson et
al, 2013; Palmen et al, 2008) were responsible for the receipt of weak strength
ratings.
In support of the established evidence base for CBI interventions, is the
finding that CBI interventions produce large effects according to Parker and
Vannest’s (2009) statistic for measuring treatment efficacy. Although this
finding reflects the positive outcomes of the intervention, it was calculated from
two SSRDs (Cheng et al., 2010; Cheng & Ye, 2010) that received weak strength
ratings according to Reichow’s (2011) criteria for evaluating EBP. These
findings should, therefore, be interpreted with caution, as further research in the
area, with an emphasis on ensuring methodological rigor, is required.
Treatment efficacy results for VM studies included in this review
accumulate to reflect an intervention of medium effect. Although this finding is
in contrast to the present reviews finding on the evaluation of EBP for VM
interventions, as studies that contributed to the calculation of a medium effect
were also found to have methodological weaknesses, it is in support of a past
systematic review that evaluated the efficacy of VM interventions for the general
ASD population (i.e., Reichow & Volkmar, 2010).
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Somewhat contrary to the findings on the evidence base of the role play
interventions (i.e., identified as not an EBP) evaluated in this review is the
finding that role play interventions produce medium effects (Parker & Vannest,
2009). Similar to the treatment efficacy results for both CBI and VM
interventions, this present review highlights that the findings should be
interpreted with caution, as weaknesses in methodological rigor could impact on
accurate interpretation of the quantitative effects of the intervention.
Generalised outcomes have widely been considered the gold standard and
the only measure of treatment efficacy, in the area of behavioral research (Stokes
& Baer, 1977). Taking this into consideration, this review highlights the
variability of technologies employed, in studies that evaluate VM and role play
interventions, when programming for generalisation. In addition to this, this
review highlights the insufficient emphasis on assessing or programming for
generalised social outcomes within the CBI literature base. For instance, of the
studies included in this review, it is evident that the assessment of generalised
social outcomes has not received evaluation in the CBI research base, although it
is more established in the VM (62.2%) and role play (71.4%) research base.
2.4.1 Limitations
Although the findings of the current review highlight the need for further
evaluation of all three interventions, with an emphasis on improved
methodological rigor (i.e., both participant and intervention characteristics), there
are limitations that require consideration at this point. Firstly, this review found a
discrepancy between identifying treatment efficacy alone and determining that an
intervention is evidence-based in practice. This finding was consistent across two
of the three interventions evaluated. The discrepancy could be reduced by
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applying a less stringent evaluative method. However, best-practice in
methodological rigor and therefore certainty of evidence could be compromised.
Future research is required to examine the utility of Reichow’s (2011) evaluative
method with methods for determining treatment efficacy in SSRDs. Secondly,
the examination of the presence of the discrepancy for studies that employ group
comparison designs is a limitation of this study and should be addressed in future
research. Research in the area would provide further information on whether
treatment efficacy is correlated with experimental quality.
2.4.2 Conclusion
The findings of this review have implications for both research and
clinical practice. Firstly, the efficacy of the three interventions requires
evaluation using methodologically rigorous RCTs. Secondly, improved
methodological rigor is required among the SSRDs used to evaluate social skills
interventions. Lastly, a greater emphasis on the evaluation and planning for
generalised social outcomes following the implementation of each of the three
interventions is required. Chapters 3, 4 and 5 of the current thesis aim to extend
research in the area by using an SSRD and two RCTs to provide a thorough
evaluation of Model Me Kids®, a curriculum designed to teach social skills to
children and adolescents to adults with diagnoses of ASD. Additionally,
methodological rigor is emphasised across Chapters 3, 4 and 5 and the extent to
which gains in social skills transfer across persons and settings (i.e.,
generalisation) is investigated in Chapter 3.
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Chapter 3:
A Pilot Investigation of the Model Me Kids® Curriculum for Teaching
Social Skills to Children and Young Adolescents with High Functioning
Autism Spectrum Disorder
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3.1 Introduction
Chapter 2 conducted a systematic review to evaluate the evidence base of
VM and role play as interventions for increasing social skills in children and
adolescents with a diagnosis of HFASD. One of the main findings of Chapter 2 is
the emphasis on SSRDs in studies investigating the effectiveness of VM and role
play interventions for increasing social skills in children and adolescents with
HFASD. Although RCTs offer the strongest possible basis for inferring treatment
effects and are therefore considered the “gold standard” for empirical validations
of interventions, researchers have argued that the characteristics of SSRDs make
them an important addition and alternative to large group designs (Byiers,
Reichle & Symons, 2014). SSRDs have been credited for their ability to evaluate
the effects of interventions at an individual level, to ask questions that might not
be possible using traditional group designs and to establish the viability of
interventions before they are implemented at a large scale need for RCTs (Byiers
et al, 2014). The current study employed a SSRD to provide a pilot investigation
of a social skills curriculum, that combines didactic methods of instruction with
VM and role play, for increasing social skills in children and adolescents with
HFASD (i.e., Model Me Kids® curriculum). Two modules from the Model Me
Kids® curriculum, one for children with deficits in social skills necessary for
successful play and one for children and adolescents with deficits in social skills
necessary for successful conversation skills, were used to conduct a pilot
investigation of the curriculum.
The findings of Chapter 2 also indicate that when SSRDs are employed to
evaluate VM and role play interventions for children and adolescents with
HFASD discreet social skills are targeted and, therefore, interventions are
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typically idiosyncratic to participants. Although only one study (Radley et al,
2014) used an SSRD to investigate the effectiveness of a social skills curriculum
that was not individualised to participants’ social skills deficits, a selection of
lessons were extracted from the curriculum based on the reported deficits of the
participants and delivered in the absence of the other social skills targeted in the
curriculum. This negates the design of the plethora of curricula that are available
for teaching social skills and which often present social skills categorically and/
or sequentially as each social skill builds upon another, and therefore creates
opportunities for repeated practice. In the current study, although three target
social skills were identified for each participant, all lessons of the module were
delivered sequentially.
An additional finding reported in Chapter 2 highlighted that performance
of social skills was identified as the primary outcome measure used to evaluate
the efficacy of both VM and role play interventions within the published
literature to date. Importantly, across studies of both interventions, there has been
less emphasis on the measurement of generalisation of skills taught during
intervention and, when generalisation has been measured, there is evidence of
variability in how generalisation is perceived. For example, of the 11 studies in
the systematic review that included a measure of generalisation, three measured
the ability to generalise social skills acquired during intervention to adults (Gena
et al, 2005; Leaf et al, 2010; Leaf et al, 2012) and three measured generalisation
to peers (Dotson et al, 2010; Leaf et al, 2009; Leaf et al, 2012). One study
provided a measure of generalisation across stimuli (Ferguson et al, 2013) and
three studies measured generalisation across settings (Apple et al, 2005; Scattone,
2008; Sansosti & Powell-Smith, 2008). Lastly, of the 11 studies, only two studies
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measured generalisation across all three conditions (i.e., stimuli, persons and
settings; Nikopoulos & Keenan, 2003; Radley et al, 2014). The current research
sought to investigate the efficacy of the curriculum on the generalisation of
social skills across persons (i.e., peers) and settings (i.e., school).
Social skills curricula often incorporate some form of didactic approach
to instruction together with behavioural interventions (e.g., VM, role play,
positive reinforcement etc.). The didactic approach typically involves
information that is delivered by the teacher, which can be theoretical and/ or
provide a background and rationale to what is being taught. Knowledge of the
content that is delivered is often the focus of a didactic approach. Social skills
curricula provide an optimal methodology for targeting both knowledge and
performance of social skills. The current study further extends research in the
area by including knowledge of the social skills as an outcome measure.
Findings from Chapter 2 also highlights the discrepancy between the
evaluation of the evidence base and the evaluation of treatment efficacy across
both interventions. Although VM and role play were not found to have the
accumulated evidence necessary to be classified as EBPs, both interventions
produced medium effects when evaluated for treatment efficacy (i.e., NAP; Nonoverlap of All Pairs). The stringent evaluation of methodological rigor that was
employed (Reichow, 2011) was identified as one of the primary reasons for the
discrepancy. For example, consistent across studies that employed VM and role
play interventions for increasing social skills was: (1) a failure to provide an
operationalised definition of the diagnosis of the participants and; (2) an
insufficient demonstration of experimental control (e.g., variance in experimental
effect with the manipulation of the independent variable or an insufficient
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number of demonstrations of experimental effect). Such characteristics were
among others that negatively impacted ratings of methodological rigor within
studies reviewed. In an initial evaluation of the effectiveness of a curriculum that
employs VM and role play as interventions for increasing social skills, the
current study aimed to address the shortcomings in the published literature by
including a focus on improved methodological rigor.
3.2 Method
3.2.1 Participants
Two children and three young adolescents with a diagnosis of HFASD
(n=2) and AS (n=3) were recruited to participate in this study. Participants were
between the ages of 5 years 10 months and 12 years 1 month (M= 9.26, SD=
3.07). Participants were included based on the following criteria: (1) a diagnosis
of HFASD or AS that was provided by a clinical psychologist independent of the
study using the DSM-IV-TR (American Psychiatric Association, 2000); (2) an
abbreviated IQ test score that was 85 or above, as measured by the Stanford
Binet Intelligence Scales-Fifth Edition (SB5; Roid, 2003); (3) no parent reported
history of a language or cognitive impairment; (4) aged between 7-17 years old;
(5) attainment of informed consent from a parent or guardian; (6) their
availability to complete all of the necessary pre-intervention assessments and to
partake for the duration of the social skills intervention and; (7) English being
their first language.
Normative intellectual functioning (i.e., ≥85) was a requirement for
eligibility in this study due to the instructional procedures used in the Model Me
Kids® curriculum. For example, the comprehension and discursive exercises
within each lesson were cognitively and verbally demanding in so far as
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participants were required to recall information from previously viewed video
models in order to answer questions (i.e., comprehension exercise) and to
verbally provide rationales and contexts for the social skills being taught (i.e.,
discursive exercise). A similar criterion was recently applied in a study
conducted by DeRosier, Swick, Davis, McMillen and Matthews (2010) in which
a criterion of one standard deviation below the mean was chosen to maximise the
likelihood that participants would be able to understand and participate fully in
the programme under evaluation. Information relevant to these inclusion criteria
is presented in Table 3.1.
Table 3.1. Summary of participant characteristics
Participant

Age

Gender

Diagnosis

ABIQ

1

5.10

Male

HFASD

87

2

7.11

Male

HFASD

94

3

12.1

Male

AS

112

4

12.1

Male

AS

88

5

10.11

Female

AS

100

Note: HFASD= High Functioning Autism Spectrum Disorder, AS= Asperger
Syndrome
Participant 1 attended a special education classroom where he was in
receipt of an individualised education plan and a modified curriculum at a
reduced ratio. For a number of subjects throughout the school day, Participant 1
attended a mainstream education class. Across both educational contexts, a
Special Needs Assistant (SNA) provided support to Participant 1 that was of a
non-teaching nature. Participant 1 spoke in complete sentences and was observed
to demonstrate conversational skills at the developmental level expected for his
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age, with both adults and peers. Aside from these strengths, Participant 1 was
described as having difficultly in group situations (e.g., parties or group outings),
where, according to parent report, Participant 1 demonstrated less confidence and
often became upset when lots of things were going on. As a result of this,
Participant 1 required encouragement from his parents to join group situations.
On the Social Responsiveness Scale (SRS; Constantino & Gruber, 2005),
Participant 1 received a standard score of 54. On the SRS (Constantino & Gruber,
2005), scores of 59T or less are considered to be within the normal range as
children in the general population, who do not have a diagnosis of ASD,
typically obtain scores in this range. However, according to Constantino &
Gruber (2005) children with very mild HFASD can be rated in the upper end of
this range (i.e., 55T to 59T).
Participant 2 was in first class in a mainstream education school, where
he was in receipt of support from an SNA that was of a non-teaching nature.
Although Participant 2 spoke in full sentences and had demonstrated
conversational skills at developmental levels expected for his age, parent report
described Participant 2 as having significant difficulties in social interactions
with others, even when Participant 2 trying to be polite. In particular, parent
report revealed that Participant 2 was often dependent on adults and showed
unusual sensory interests or strange ways of playing with toys. Similarly to
Participant 1, Participant 2 required encouragement from his parents to join
group situations. Participant 2 received a standard score of 67 on the SRS
(Constantino & Gruber, 2005), which indicated mild to moderate difficulties in
reciprocal social behaviour that resulted in mild to moderate interference in
everyday life.
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Participant 3 was in sixth class in a mainstream education school and was
not in receipt of support from an SNA. Participant 3 spoke in complete sentences
and was observed to engage in conversations with adults and peers. However,
parent report and direct observation revealed that at times conversations were not
reciprocal. During conversations, Participant 3 would repetitively talk about a
topic, provide frequent comments and rarely engage the conversational partner
by asking questions. For Participant 3, conversations were often one side.
Similarly to Participants 1 and 2, Participant 3 required encouragement a parent
to join group situations. Participant 3 received a standard score of 75 on the SRS
(Constantino & Gruber, 2005). On the SRS (Constantino & Gruber, 2005), parent
report revealed a standard score of 75T, which was one point short of difficulties
in reciprocal social behaviour in the severe range.
Participant 4 was in fifth class of a mainstream education school, where
he was in receipt of support from an SNA that was of a non-teaching nature.
Although Participant 4 spoke in complete sentences and engaged in
conversations with adults and peers, he was reported and observed to avoid such
interactions with adults and peers across the school day. In addition to this,
parent report described Participant 4 as awkward in his social interactions even
when he was trying to be polite. Participant 4 rarely initiated conversations with
others but demonstrated an increased number of conversational exchanges when
the topic of conversation was one that he was interested in. On the SRS
(Constantino & Gruber, 2005) parent report revealed a standard score of 86,
which indicated severe difficulties in reciprocal social behaviour.
Participant 5 was in fifth class of a mainstream education school, where
she was in receipt of support from an SNA that was of a non-teaching nature.
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Participant 5 spoke in full sentences and showed a keen interest in interacting
and talking to peers and adults. It was reported and observed that Participant 5
frequently initiated conversation with others; however, conversational initiations
were often not reciprocated and, therefore, did not maintain. During
conversations, Participant 5 would repetitively talk about a topic and provide
frequent comments but rarely would she engage the conversational partner by
asking questions. In addition to this, parent report revealed that Participant 5 had
a narrow range of interests that were described as unusual by her peers. For
example, at the time of this study, Participant 5 showed a keen interest in trivia
related to the city of London. This particular interest was not reciprocated or
shared by her peers and when Participant 5 engaged in conversation on this topic
the conversation usually ended abruptly. On the SRS (Constantino & Gruber,
2005), parent report revealed a standard score of greater than 90, which indicated
severe difficulties in reciprocal social behaviour.
3.2.2 Setting and Instructors
The curriculum was delivered in either a school or home setting. The
classroom within the school setting contained cabinets, the students’ desks, a
teacher’s desk and a group instruction table. Sessions in the participants’ homes
took place in a living room. Available items in the participants’ living rooms
included couches, a coffee table, cabinets and entertainment equipment (i.e., TV,
DVD player). All teaching sessions and measures of knowledge and performance
were conducted in the same location and generalisation probes were conducted in
natural settings. Natural settings included play dates with peers and lunchtime or
free time in school, which was without structure and lessons.
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Two instructors delivered the curriculum and conducted probes of
knowledge and performance at baseline and post intervention. In addition to this,
the first instructor conducted the generalisation probes for all participants at
baseline and post intervention. The first instructor was the principle investigator
of this research and a Board Certified Behaviour Analyst (BCBA). At the time of
this study, the first instructor had accrued over seven years of clinical experience
in the design and delivery of behaviour-analytic interventions for children and
adolescents with a diagnosis of ASD. The second instructor was a 2nd year postgraduate student, completing her Master of Science in Applied Behaviour
Analysis. Prior to beginning instruction, the 2nd instructor received training on:
(1) HFASD and its presentation in childhood and adolescence; (2) all
components of the Model Me Kids® curriculum and, lastly; (4) the structure of
the social skills sessions. Additionally, the instructor was observed during
instructional delivery to measure treatment integrity. Treatment integrity was
defined as implementing each component of the two lesson plans that comprise
instruction on a social skill to 100% accuracy. The first author measured
treatment integrity from the beginning of instruction until the criterion was
observed and was, therefore, available to support the instructor at times when
integrity deviated from what was scripted in the curriculum. Once 100%
accuracy was observed, continuous measurement ceased; however, the first
author conducted observations and measurement of treatment integrity at random
throughout the remaining sessions.
3.2.3 Materials
Each participant was allocated a folder that contained materials necessary
for instruction. The folder contained the 12 lesson plans for either the “Time For
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A Playdate” module (i.e., for child participants) or the “Conversation Cues”
module (i.e., for the young adolescent participants). For Participants 1 and 2, the
folders also contained a token economy that was used to reinforce active
engagement in the lesson (see Appendix A). The tokens consisted of “ticks” that
were placed on a “token board”. The “token board” contained 20 spaces that
were positioned horizontally across an A4 sheet that was landscape in position.
Text describing the behaviours required for active engagement (i.e., “listening to
the teacher” & “sitting in my seat”) were placed above the 20 spaces and aligned
at the top and centre of A4 chart. An additional token economy was used to
monitor a concurrent schedule of reinforcement (see Appendix B). For this token
economy, the tokens consisted of “coloured stars” that were placed on a “token
board”. The “token board” contained 12 spaces that were positioned horizontally
across an A4 sheet that was landscape in position. The procedure used for
implementing the token economy is described in section 3.2.9.4 below.
3.2.4 Curriculum
Two modules from the Model Me Kids® curriculum (Model Me Kids®,
2009) were used to teach the social play and conversation skills targeted in the
current study, namely “Time for a Playdate” and “Conversation Cues”.
3.2.5 Design
A multiple baseline design across behaviours was used investigate the
effectiveness of and learning outcomes associated with the Model Me Kids®
curriculum.
3.2.6 Module Allocation and Target Social Skills
Prior to beginning the study, the first author allocated a module from the
curriculum to each participant and identified three target social skills. The
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participant’s age at the time of the study was used to allocate each participant to
a module. For example, if the participant was eight years of age or under, the
‘Time for a Playdate’ module was considered for implementation. Similarly, if
the participant was nine years of age or older, the “Conversation Cues” module
was considered for implementation. Following this, the first instructor used
parent responses on the Social Responsiveness Scale (i.e., SRS; Constantino &
Gruber, 2005), informal parent interviews and direct observation in both
contrived (i.e., with an adult instructor) and natural settings (i.e., free time in
school, free time/ free play at home with peers) to identify three target social
skills to be taught to each participant.
3.2.6.1 Target Social Skills for Children
Three target social skills for Participants 1 and 2 were selected from the
module ‘Time for a Playdate’. For Participant 1 these included: (1) letting a guest
choose a game; (2) playing the other person’s way, and (3) maintaining eye
contact during conversation. The target social skills for Participant 2 included:
(1) managing losing in a game; (2) playing the other person’s way, and (3)
maintaining eye contact during conversation. Table 3.2 provides operational
definitions of the target social skills selected for intervention for Participants 1
and 2.
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Table 3.2 Operational definitions of the social skills in the module Time For a Playdate from the Model Me Kids® curriculum
Social Skills
Greet Friend

Operational Definition
Can be described as the participant turning his body to face the instructor or peer, looking in the instructor or peer’s eyes, and then
saying hello.

Share

Can be described as the participant offering a toy/ item that he is playing to the instructor or peer or by handing a toy to the instructor or
peer if the instructor or peer has asked for it.

Guest Chooses

Can be described as the participant allowing the instructor or peer to choose the activity or game by asking ‘what would you like to
play? and after the instructor or peer chooses saying ‘ok I’ll play that’.

Staying with our
Friends

Can be described as the participant being in close proximity to the instructor or peer when playing e.g., standing /walking/running near
the instructor or peer.

Losing

Can be described as the participant staying calm after losing a game. The participant may demonstrate this verbally by saying “well
done, good game” and, nonverbally, by giving a ‘high five’ or shaking he instructor or peer’s hand in acknowledgement that the
instructor or peer won the game.

Talk on Topic

Can be described as the participant talking about the same topic that the instructor or peer is talking about.

Take Turns

Can be defined as the participant waiting for his turn while the instructor or peer completes a turn and, following this, taking his own
turn.
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Play his way

Can be defined as the participant following the instructor or peer’s direction as to the way to play a game, in the absence of behaviours
such as continuing to play his own way.

Eye Contact

Can be defined as the participant looking at the instructor or peer when the participant himself is talking and looking at the instructor or
peer when the instructor or peer is talking.

Clean up

Can be defined as the participant picking up the items that belong to the game and putting them into their box, and/or placing the toy/
game back in the place that it was taken from.

Say Goodbye

Can be defined as the participant turning his body to face the instructor or peer, looking in the instructor or his peer’s eyes, saying
‘goodbye’.
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3.2.6.2 Target Social Skills for Young Adolescents
Three target social skills for Participants 3, 4 and 5 were selected from
the module “Conversation Cues”. For Participant 3 these included: (1)
maintaining a conversation; (2) talking on topic, and (3) demonstrating
appropriate non-verbal cues during a conversation. Target social skills for
Participant 4 included: (1) how to start a conversation; (2) maintaining a
conversation, and; (3) demonstrating appropriate non-verbal cues during a
conversation. For Participant 5 target social skills included: (1) recognising if
your conversation partner is not interested in your conversation; (2) maintaining
a conversation, and (3) demonstrating appropriate non-verbal cues during a
conversation. Table 3.3 provides operational definitions of the target social skills
selected for intervention for Participants 3, 4 and 5.
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Table 3.3 Operational definitions of the social skills in the module Conversation Cues from the Model Me Kids® curriculum
Social Skill
When to Start a
Conversation

Operational definition
Can be defined as the participant approaching the instructor or peer to start a conversation when the instructor or peer is not occupied/
busy with task or activity, when the instructor or peer is not talking to other people or when it is during free time, break or lunch.

Cue: Interested

Can be defined as the participant facing the instructor or peer and looking at the instructor or peer’s face and continuing the conversation
only when the instructor or peer shows the following cues: (a) the instructor or peer is facing the participant, (b) the instructor or peer is
looking at the participant, (c) the instructor or peer is nodding his head.

Cue: Not Interested

Can be defined as the participant facing the instructor or peer and looking at the instructor or peer’s face and either asking a question or
changing the topic only when the instructor or peer shows the following cues that he is not interested: (a) the instructor or peer is not
facing the participant, (b) the instructor or peer is looking away and not maintaining eye contact with the participant, (c) the instructor or
peer is rolling his/ her eyes, (d) the instructor or peer is walking a away or moving his body away from the participant.

How to Start
Conversation

Can be defined as the participant (1) approaching the instructor or peer, (2) standing arms length apart, (3) turning his body to face the
instructor or peer, and (4) saying hello or introducing a topic of conversation.

Cue: Bored

Can be defined as the participant facing the instructor or peer and looking at the instructor or peer’s face and either asking a question or
changing the topic only when the instructor or peer shows the following cues that he is bored: (a) the instructor or peer is not facing the
participant, (b) the instructor or peer is looking away and not maintaining eye contact, and/or (c) the instructor or peer is yawning.

Take Turns

Can be defined as the participant waiting until the instructor or peer is finished talking or there is a pause in conversation for
approximately two to three seconds before taking his turn and adding a comment or asking a question.
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Maintain
Conversation

Can be defined as the participant (a) adding a related comment, and (b) asking a question and (c) nodding to show that that he
understands what the other person is saying during a conversation.

Talk on Topic

Can be defined as the participant (a) adding related comments, and (b) asking related questions to the topic being discussed.

Cue: Disbelief

When speaking or giving information on a topic of conversation, either generated by himself or the instructor or peer, the participant will
recognise when the instructor or peer does not believe what he is saying by looking at the instructor or peer’s face for the following cues:
(a) lips are pursed, (b) head is pulled back, (c) eyes are narrowed, (d) eyebrows are raised.

Cue: Confused

Can be defined as the participant explaining what he is saying during a conversation when the instructor or peer shows the following
cues: (a) eyes narrow and (b) forehead frowns.

My Cues

Can be defined as the participant facing the instructor or peer, looking in the instructor or peer eyes and nodding to confirm that the
participant is following the conversation.

End Conversation

Can be defined as the participant waiting for a pause in the conversation or waiting until the instructor or peer has finished talking and
explaining that he has to leave by saying “I have to go to class”, “I have to go now”, “the teacher is here” etc. or by saying goodbye, for
example, saying “see you”, “talk to you later”, “bye” etc.
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3.2.7 Dependent Variables
The dependent variables included percentage of correct responses
exhibited by the participant during measures of knowledge and performance with
instructors and probes of generalisation with peers. Measures of knowledge and
performance were conducted during baseline and intervention conditions to
determine mastery of each of the target social skills. The mastery criterion was
defined as the participant demonstrating 80% correct responding to opportunities
during measures of knowledge and performance. Generalisation probes were
conducted during baseline and intervention conditions; however, a mastery
criterion was not included as part of this dependent measure.
Performance of the target social skills was assessed in individual teaching
contexts, with an adult instructor, and in the natural environment across persons
(i.e., generalisation to participants’ peers) and settings (i.e., generalisation to
free-time or lunchtime in school/at home). Knowledge and performance were
assessed at baseline and following completion of the lesson that taught each
target social skill.
3.2.7.1 Knowledge of Social Skills
Knowledge was defined as the participant responding to questions asked
following delivery of the lesson pertaining to a target social skill. The purpose of
measuring knowledge was to assess if the participants could comprehend the
didactic portion of the lesson. During the measurement of knowledge, the
participant was required to provide a response to two open ended questions per
target social skill. One open ended question required the participant to label the
Model Me Kids® rules associated with the target social skill (i.e., “Can you give
me the two Model Me rules for maintaining a conversation?”). The other open-
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ended question required the participant to provide a description of, or to give a
rationale for, the target social skill (i.e., “What does it mean to play the other
persons way?”/ “Why is it important to play the other persons way sometimes?”).
For each measure of knowledge, the questions were presented at random and
there were no programmed consequences delivered for correct responding.
3.2.7.2 Performance of Social Skills
Performance was defined as the participant demonstrating the target
social skill in the presence of opportunities that commonly indicate that social
reinforcement is available (i.e., discriminative stimulus). The purpose of
measuring performance was to assess if the participants were able to demonstrate
the target social skill following the delivery of the respective lesson. All
measures of performance were conducted with an adult instructor in the setting
where teaching sessions took place.
For child participants, performance was assessed during a five-minute
interval of play with an instructor. For the young adolescent participants,
performance was assessed during a five-minute interval of conversation with an
instructor. The measurement procedure began with the instructor presenting a
discriminative stimulus, which indicated an opportunity to perform a target social
skill. The instructor recorded the occurrence of responses for the first two
opportunities when discriminative stimuli were presented. This recording
procedure was replicated across all sessions for all participants. An occurrence
of a response was recorded if the target social skill was observed within five
seconds of the presentation of the discriminative stimulus. If the instructor did
not observe the occurrence of the target social skill, a non-occurrence was
recorded. The instructor did not provide corrective feedback to the participant
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during the procedure. Table 3.4 describes the discriminative stimuli for the target
social behaviours for Participants 1 and 2. Table 3.5 describes the discriminative
stimuli for the target social behaviours for Participants 3, 4 and 5.
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Table 3.4 Discriminative stimuli for the targeted social skills in the module Time For a Playdate from the Model Me Kids® curriculum
Social
Skills
Guest
Chooses

Discriminative Stimuli

Losing

Prior to the measure of performance the participant was asked to select a game to play and the participant and the instructor began to play the
game. The measure of performance began when the participant lost the game. This served as a discriminative stimulus for the participant to remain
calm and say “well done” or “good game” and/or shake the instructor’s hand in acknowledgement that the instructor won the game.

Play his
way

Prior to the measure of performance the participant was asked to select a game to play and the participant and the instructor began to play the
game. The measure of performance began when the instructor then suggested a new and different way to play the game. This served as a
discriminative stimulus for the participant to play the other person’s way.

Eye
Contact

The measure of performance began when the instructor commented on or asked questions about the game that they were playing with at the time.
The onset of the conversation served as the discriminative stimulus for the participant to look when the instructor talked and look when participant
himself talked.

Prior to the measure of performance the instructor explained to the participant that she was going to act as the guest in the participant’s house and
that she is coming over to play. Four-five games, identified as high preference to the participant, were tidied in their boxes and arranged on the
floor. The instructor then left the room and the measure of performance began when the instructor knocked on the door and the participant
answered. Both the participant and the instructor walked towards the games and the instructor paused and waited for a response for approximately
5 seconds. This served as a discriminative stimulus for the participant to ask the instructor (i.e., the guest) to choose the game to play.
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Table 3.5 Discriminative stimuli for the targeted social skills in the module Conversation Cues from the Model Me Kids® curriculum
Social Skill
Cue: Not
interested

Discriminative Stimuli
The measure of performance began when the instructor engaged the participant in a conversation that was previously identified as a
preferred topic. During the conversation, the instructor demonstrated non-verbal facial and body cues of disinterest in a conversation.
These included looking away from the participant, rolling her eyes and turning or walking away. The onset of these cues served as the
discriminative stimulus for the participant to ask a question on the topic being discussed or to change the topic to one of interest to the
instructor.

How to start a
conversation

The measure of performance for the target social skill of how to start a conversation occurred during the participant’s free time following
the lesson. During this time, all games and activities were set aside or removed from the immediate environment. The instructor and
participant were sitting within 1 to 2 meters of each other. The measure of performance began when the instructor gave the participant an
envelope that contained a number of conversation topics and the participant selected one topic. The topics were mixed between areas of
interest to the participant (e.g., the participant’s pets at home, the tricks he would get up to with his brothers, the computer game ‘Clash
of Clans’ etc.) and topics that the participant did not express a disinterest in (i.e., by saying he does not want to talk about the topic) and
would rarely initiate himself. Examples of topics included plans for the summer holidays, plans for the weekend or what he did the
previous weekend, favourite food, favourite TV show etc. The instructor did not begin conversation with the participant and sat silently
for approximately 5 seconds once the participant had selected the topic of conversation from the envelope and read the topic either aloud
or to himself. This served as the discriminative stimulus for the participant to start a conversation with the instructor.
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Maintaining a
conversation

The measure of performance began with either the participant or instructor selecting a topic of conversation from the envelope and
initiating the conversation. If the participant did not initiate the conversation however, the instructor did so for him. During this measure
of performance the participant was expected to add a comment, ask a question and follow along, demonstrating non-verbal facial and
body cues necessary to maintain a conversation (i.e., nodding to show interest, smiling and laughing when appropriate and turning his
body to face the instructor). The initiation of the conversation served as the discriminative stimulus for the participant to maintain the
conversation.

Talking on topic

The measure of performance began when either the participant or instructor initiated the conversation selected from the envelope. If the
participant did not initiate the conversation the instructor did so for him. The initiation of the topic of conversation served as the
discriminative stimulus for the participant to remain on topic by adding comments or questions that were related to topic being
discussed.

My Cues

The measure of performance began with the initiation of the conversation. In a similar way to the skills “Maintaining a Conversation”
and “Talking on Topic”, either the participant or instructor initiated a conversation that was selected from the envelope containing a
range of preferred and less preferred topics. The onset of the conversation served as the discriminative stimulus for the participant to
demonstrate the non-verbal cues appropriate to show interest in a conversation (i.e., nodding during the conversation, smiling and
laughing when appropriate and turning his body towards the person who is speaking).
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3.2.7.3 Generalisation Probes
Following completion of the measures of performance for each target social
skills, participants were assessed for generalisation of the respective target social
skills across settings, including persons (i.e., peers) and settings (i.e., free-time or
lunchtime in school/ home). The setting for measuring generalisation was selected
according to the following criteria, where: (1) performance of the target behaviour
was desired; (2) the participant had the opportunity to interact socially and
communicatively with peers as interaction partners for at least 80% of the time
period; (3) there were at least two or more opportunities to demonstrate the social
skill and, (4) there was no academic instruction in place. A partial interval recording
procedure was used to assess the presence of the target social skill during a 10minute observation period. The 10-minute observation period was divided into 20
thirty-second intervals. The first instructor conducted the assessment of the target
social skills across persons and settings. An application for an Apple iPhone was
used to monitor the intervals (i.e., Simple Interval Timer), signaling the end of one
interval and the beginning on another. During each 30-second interval, an occurrence
of a response was recorded if at least one instance of the target social skill was
observed. If the instructor did not observe the occurrence of the target social skills, a
non-occurrence was recorded. This procedure was repeated for all three target social
skills per interval until the end of the 10-minute observation period.
3.2.8 Interobserver Agreement
IOA was conducted on measures of knowledge, performance and
generalisation at baseline and intervention. Two observers, the experimenter and a
trained observer who was blind to the condition that each session or probe occurred
(i.e., baseline or intervention), took the measures for IOA. IOA was defined as
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occasions when both observers agreed that the social skill occurred or did not occur
in the presence of discriminative stimuli for measures of knowledge and
performance and in each 30-second interval of the partial interval recording
procedure for generalisation probes.
For knowledge and performance, each observer independently rated the
targeted social skills during 14.9% and 23.4% of sessions, respectively. Conferring
between observers did not occur during these sessions. Percentage of IOA was
computed by dividing the number of agreements by the total number of agreements
and disagreements and multiplying by 100. Percent agreement was 96.5% for
measures of knowledge and 95.8% for measures of performance.
For generalisation, each observer independently rated whether the targeted
social skills occurred or did not occur during 20% of generalisation probes. Percent
agreement was computed 85.5%.
3.2.9 Procedure
3.2.9.1 General Procedures
There were two phases in the current study: (1) baseline and; (2) intervention.
All participants underwent the same procedure during the baseline and intervention
phases.
3.2.9.2 Baseline
During the baseline phase, each session began with the instructor conducting
measures of knowledge and performance for the three target social skills. Each
measure at baseline was conducted in the instructional setting (i.e., classroom or
home environment) and was followed by a short break of three to five minutes
during which the participant either played with toys or other items in the room. In
addition to this, generalisation probes were conducted across persons (i.e., peers) and
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settings (i.e., free/lunch time in school/home) and ranged from one to three probes
per baseline phase. Corrective feedback was not provided following either the
measures of knowledge and performance or the generalisation probes at baseline,
however participants were thanked for participating in the activity.
3.2.9.3. Intervention
During the intervention phase experimental sessions were conducted up to
three times per week, either in a classroom (i.e., young adolescent participants) or
home environment (i.e., child participants). Each session lasted approximately 50minutes, and consisted of the delivery of a lesson from either the “Time for a
Playdate” or “Conversation Cues” module and measures of knowledge and
performance. All lessons within each module of the Model Me Kids® curriculum
contained two lesson plans.
For each participant, intervention began at the beginning of the module with
the delivery of the first of the 12 social skills. Each participant then progressed
sequentially through the module (i.e., from the first social skill, to the second social
skill, to the third social skill and so on) until instruction was delivered on the first of
the three target social skills (e.g., Participant 1 received instruction on each lesson
from the beginning of the “Time for A Playdate” module until his first target social
skill “Guest Chooses” was delivered). A short break followed (i.e., approximately
five minutes) the delivery of the lesson and measures of knowledge and performance
were then conducted. Concurrently, measures of knowledge and performance were
conducted for the remaining two target social skills that were continuing through the
baseline phase. If the participant reached the performance criterion of 80% correct
responding across one measure of knowledge and performance for the first target
social behaviour, the experimental session ended and a generalisation probe was
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conducted. If the participant did not reach the performance criterion for the first
target social skill, a booster session was delivered. The booster session consisted of a
review of the description of and rationale for the target social skill, as well as an
additional opportunity to role play or practice. Following this, another measure of
the participant’s knowledge and performance of the target social skill was conducted.
If the performance criterion was reached, the experimental session ended and the
participant continued through the module until the lesson for the second target social
skill was delivered. If the participant did not reach the performance criterion
following the delivery of the lesson for the second target social skill, another booster
session was delivered. This cycle of booster sessions and measures of knowledge
and performance continued until the participant reached the performance criterion
for the target social skill or until an increasing trend in measures of knowledge and
performance were observed.
3.2.9.3.1 Social Skills Lessons
For each social skill within the module, there were two lesson plans. Table 3.
details the instructional procedures and their sequence within each lesson plan.
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Table 3.6 Sequence of Instructional Procedures within each Lesson Plan
Procedure

Details
Lesson Plan 1

1

Rationale

Explanation of and rationale for the social skill being
taught
For each social skill in the curriculum, up to three rules
were listed that provided the steps or behaviours that
should occur for accurate implementation of the skill. In
the context of the lesson, rehearsal of the Model Me
Kids® rules involved the participant repeating the rules
after a model from the instructor. For example, for the
target social skill “Eye Contact” from the module “Time
For a Playdate”, participants were asked to repeat the
Model Me Kids® rules for this topic, which were “Look
when I talk; Look when he/she talks”.

2

Rehearsal

3

Video Modeling

Participants viewed a video model that included narration
of the social skill in practice.

4

Comprehension
Questions

Participants responded to, up to six, comprehension
questions

5

Discursive
Exercises

Participants responded to up to three, discursive exercises
relating to the social skill.

6

Role Play

The first lesson plan finished with up to three role play
and practice exercises that required the participant to
demonstrate the social skill in contrived but relevant
conditions.
Lesson Plan 2

1

Rationale

Details are identical to those described above

2

Rehearsal

Details are identical to those described above

3

Video Modeling

Participants viewed a video model without narration and,
for some lessons, were required to provide their own
narration of the models provided in the video.

4

Comprehension
Questions

Details are identical to those described above

5

Discursive
Exercises

Participants responded to discursive exercises that
focused on the social skill from the perspective of the
participant and others.

6

Role Play

Details are identical to those described above
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3.2.9.4 Corrective Feedback
Corrective feedback was not provided during measurement of the three
dependent variables. During the lessons and booster sessions only, participants
received praise contingent on active engagement in the task. Active engagement was
defined as: (1) looking at and listening to the instructor, and other modalities of
instruction (i.e., video model), and; (2) remaining in seat.. For Participants 1 and 2
only, a two-level token economy was used to maintain active engagement
throughout each lesson. The token economy functioned to provide an extra support
as both participants presented with difficulties sustaining attention and engagement
during preassessment of social skills and cognitive functioning. The first level of the
token economy involved the delivery of tokens on a variable schedule (i.e., VR2) of
reinforcement. Following the accrual of 20 tokens, each participant made an
exchange for a coloured star that functioned as a conditioned reinforcer for the
second level of the token economy. In the second level of the token economy,
Participants were required to accrue 12 tokens (i.e., coloured stars) to exchange for a
chosen prize. This fixed ratio of exchange (i.e., FR12) was relative to the number of
lessons that were in the each module of the social skills curriculum.
3.2.9.5 Treatment Fidelity
To assess the second instructor’s fidelity of implementation, the first
instructor recorded if the components of each lesson occurred in the sequence
outlined in the lesson plans. Recordings of treatment integrity occurred in-vivo and
for 20% of teaching sessions. Delivery of the teaching components for lesson one
included: (a) the instructor providing an explanation of and rationale for the social
skill being taught; (b) the instructor rehearsing the Model Me Kids® rules associated
with the lesson; (c) delivery of the video model with narration; (d) delivery of the
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comprehension questions and discursive exercises scripted in the lesson, and (e)
delivery of the scripted role play exercises that required the participant to
demonstrate the social skill in contrived but relevant conditions. Delivery of the
teaching components for lesson two included: (a) the instructor rehearsing the Model
Me Kids® rules associated with the lesson; (c) delivery of the video model without
narration; (d) discursive exercise was delivered that focused on the social skill from
the perspective of the participant and others, and (e) delivery of the scripted role play
exercises that required the participant to demonstrate the social skill in contrived but
relevant conditions. Treatment fidelity was 100% for the delivery of the Model Me
Kids® modules.
3.2.10 Statistical Analysis
The NAP (Parker & Vannest, 2009) statistic was applied to determine the
effects of the intervention on each dependent variable (i.e., knowledge, performance
and generalisation). In this study, overlap was calculated between each phase A
datapoint and the first data point of phase B. This is a modified calculation of
overlap to facilitate analysis of the intervention on the first measure of knowledge
and performance and first probe of generalisation post intervention. In the original
use of the statistic, NAP is calculated by comparing each phase A datapoint to each
datapoint of phase B and equals the number of comparison pairs showing no overlap,
divided by the total number of comparisons. As the study included several
experiments, NAP scores for each dependent variable were combined to calculate
the weighted average. According to Parker & Vannest (2009), an intervention is
categorised as showing a “large” effect when the NAP effect size is calculated
between 0.93-1.0. If the NAP effect size is calculated between 0.66- 0.92, an
intervention is categorised as showing a “medium” effect and if the NAP effect size
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is calculated between 0- 0.65, an intervention is categorised as showing a “small”
effect.
3.3 Results
Figures 1-5 display each participant’s responding to measures of knowledge,
performance, and probes of generalisation at baseline and following teaching of the
respective target social skills. The “X” marker in figures 1-5 represent percentage of
correct responses during measures of knowledge, the open circles represent the
percentage of correct responses during measures of performance and the closed
circles represent the percentage of correct responses during the generalisation probes.
Overall results indicate an immediate increase in the first measure of
performance following intervention. Increases occurred in 14 of the 15 of the target
social skills, and produced an average NAP effect size of 1.0, ranging from 0.66-1.0.
According to Parker and Vannest (2009), a NAP effect size of between 0.93-1.0
reflects a treatment of large effect. Results for the first measure of knowledge
following intervention are in support of this finding, as large increases were found
across all 15 target social skills. For measures of knowledge, an average NAP effect
size of 1.0 was calculated.
Results for responding in the first generalisation probe following intervention
showed medium to large increases in seven of the 14 target social skills, with NAP
effect sizes ranging from 0.75 to 1.0. For the remaining seven social skills there were
small effects, with NAP effect sizes ranging from 0 to 0.50. Across the 14 target
social behaviours an average NAP effect size of 0.66, indicating a medium effect,
was calculated for the initial generalisation probe following intervention.
Across the 15 target social skills, booster sessions were required on average
one time reach the predetermined mastery criterion for knowledge of the target
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social skills. For performance of the social skill, booster sessions were required, on
average, 1.5 times to reach the predetermined mastery criterion.
During baseline, for Participant 1, there was no evidence of correct
responding in the measures of knowledge across all three target social skills (see
Figure 1). However, when the conditions for performance of the target social skills
were present, Participant 1 demonstrated low levels of responding. Following
intervention, Participant 1 showed immediate increases in knowledge and
performance in the first two target social skills (i.e., “Guest Chooses” and “Play his
Way”), correctly responding to 100% of opportunities. Increases in knowledge of
and performance of the third target social skill (i.e., “Eye Contact”) required three
booster sessions for an increasing trend to occur. In generalisation probes at baseline,
Participant 1 demonstrated low levels of responding across all three target social
skills. Following intervention, there were increases in the first two target social skills
in the generalisation context (i.e., “Guest Chooses” and “Play his Way”). However,
responding on the third target social skill (i.e., “Eye Contact”) remained at baseline
levels across persons (i.e., peers) and settings.
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Figure 1. Data across three social skills for Participant 1. The graph at the top represents baseline
and post intervention data for the skill "Friend Chooses". The graph in the middle represents data
for the skill “Play his Way” and the graph at the bottom represents data for the skill “Eye
Contact”.
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For Participant 2 responding to measures of knowledge or performance
across all three target social skills were invariably at zero levels during baseline (see
Fig.2). Following intervention, Participant 2 showed an immediate increase in
knowledge of the first two target social skills (i.e., “Losing” and “Playing his Way”),
correctly responding to 100% of opportunities. For the third target social skill (i.e.,
“Eye Contact”), Participant 2 required five booster sessions to occasion an
increasing trend. In measures of performance following intervention, Participant 2
required two booster sessions to increase responding in the first two target social
skills “Losing is Ok” and Playing his Way” and, in line with measures of knowledge,
required seven booster sessions to occasion an increasing trend in the third target
social skill “Eye Contact”. In generalisation probes during baseline, Participant 2
showed low levels in responding across all three target social skills, with responding
remaining at baseline levels in probes conducted following intervention.
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Figure 2. Data across three social skills for Participant 2. The graph at the top represents baseline
and post intervention data for the skill "Losing is OK". The graph in the middle represents data
for the skill “Play his Way” and the graph at the bottom represents data for the skill “Eye
Contact”.
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During baseline, Participant 3 did not show evidence of correct responding in
measures of knowledge across all three target social skills (see Fig.3). However,
similar to Participant 1, when the conditions for performance of the target social
skills were present, Participant 3 demonstrated low but stable levels of responding in
measures of performance. Following intervention, Participant 3 showed an
immediate increase, to 100% of correct responding, in knowledge of the target social
skill “Talk on Topic”. The remaining two target social skills (i.e., “Maintaining a
Conversation” and “My Cues”) increased to 100% correct responding within one
booster session. In line with measures of knowledge, Participant 3’s responding to
the measure of performance for the target social skill “Talk on Topic” showed an
immediate increase, to 100% of correct responding, following intervention. To
occasion an increasing trend in measures of performance for the target social skills
“My Cues” and “Conversational Maintenance”, respectively one and three booster
sessions were required. During generalisation probes at baseline, Participant 3
showed low levels of responding across all three target social skills. Following
intervention, there were increases in responding in two of the target social skills (i.e.,
“Talk on Topic” and “My Cues”), while responding for the remaining target social
skill “Maintaining a Conversation” remained at baseline levels across persons (i.e.,
peers) and settings.
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Figure 3. Data across three social skills for Participant 3. The graph at the top represents baseline
and post intervention data for the skill "Maintaining a Conversation". The graph in the middle
represents data for the skill “Talk On Topic” and the graph at the bottom represents data for the
skill “My Cues”.
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Similarly to Participants 1 and 3, for Participant 4 there was no evidence of
correct responding in measures of knowledge across the three target social skills
during baseline. In addition to this, responding to measures of performance was at
zero levels for the first two target social skills (i.e., “How to Start a Conversation”
and “Maintaining a Conversation”), and at low levels for the remaining target social
skill “My Cues”. Following intervention, Participant 4 showed an immediate
increase, to 100% of correct responding, in knowledge of the second and third social
skills (i.e., “Maintaining a Conversation” and “My Cues”), while the first social skill
(i.e., “How to Start a Conversation”) required one booster session to achieve 100%
correct responding. In contrast to measures of knowledge, measures of performance
across the three target social skills required two booster sessions to occasion an
increasing trend in responding following intervention. Following intervention there
were mixed findings in probes of generalisation, as two of the target social skills (i.e.,
“Maintaining a Conversation” and “My Cues”) remained at baseline levels and the
remaining target social skill (i.e., “How to Start a Conversation”) increased to 100%
correct responding across persons (i.e., peers) and settings.
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Figure 4. Data across three social skills for Participant 4. The graph at the top represents baseline and
post intervention data for the skill "How to Start a Conversation". The graph in the middle represents
data for the skill “Maintaining a Conversation” and the graph at the bottom represents data for the
skill “My Cues”.
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For Participant 5, there was no evidence of correct responding in measures of
knowledge across the three target behaviours during baseline. In addition to this,
responding to measures of performance was at zero levels for the first target social
skills (i.e., “Cue-Not Interested”) and at low levels for the second and third target
social skills (i.e., “Maintaining a Conversation” and “My Cues”). Following
intervention, trends in measures of knowledge and performance were similar across
the first two target social skills (i.e., “Cue: Not Interested” and “Maintaining a
Conversation”), as knowledge increased to 100% correct responding on the first
measure following intervention. In addition to this, performance of the target
behaviours required two booster sessions to occasion an increasing trend for the first
target social skill (i.e., “Cue-Not Interested”) and one booster session was required
for the second target social skill (i.e. “Maintaining a Conversation”). For the third
target social skill (i.e., “My Cues”), an inverse trend was found in that performance
of the skill increased to 100% correct responding following intervention, with
knowledge of the skill requiring one booster session to occasion an increasing trend.
Although there were slight increases in responding across persons (i.e., peers) and
settings for two of the target social skills following intervention (i.e., “Maintaining a
Conversation” and “My Cues”), responding generally remained at baseline levels.
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Figure 5. Data across three social skills for Participant 5. The graph at the top represents baseline
and post intervention data for the skill "Cue: Not Interested". The graph in the middle represents
data for the skill “Maintaining a Conversation” and the graph at the bottom represents data for
the skill “My Cues”.
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3.4 Discussion
Using a SSRD, the current study demonstrated the positive outcomes
associated with the Model Me Kids® social skills curriculum. Children and young
adolescents, between the ages of 5 and 12 years and who demonstrated difficulties
with social skills necessary for successful social play (e.g., children) and
conversation (i.e., young adolescents), showed increases in their targeted social skills
following delivery of the respective lessons of the Model Me Kids® curriculum.
Specifically and across the five participants, the Model Me Kids® curriculum
impacted outcomes associated with knowledge of the targeted social skills, as
measured by comprehension questions, and performance of the targeted social skills,
as measured by performance of the targeted social skills with an adult instructor. In
contrast to this, the ability to transfer these skills across persons and settings was
only marginally affected across participants as only eight of the 15 target social
behaviours showed some evidence of generalisation to peers and/ or home or school
environments.
The current study found that the Model Me Kids® curriculum increased
performance of the targeted social skills on the initial measure of performance
following delivery of their respective lessons. This finding was consistent across all
five participants and all 15 target social skills, which provides evidence of the
efficacy of the curriculum for increasing performance outcomes. Additionally, this
finding is in accordance with previous research that demonstrates the efficacy of VM
and role play interventions, that are either applied alone (Nikopolous & Keenan,
2003; Apple et al, 2005; Gena et al, 2005; Allen et al, 2010) or as a treatment
package (Dotson et al, 2010; Leaf et al, 2009, 2010, 2012; Radley et al, 2014), for
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increasing performance of social skills in children and young adolescents with a
diagnosis of HFASD.
The interventions and instructional approaches employed in social skills
curricula suggest that they are an optimal method for targeting both knowledge and
performance of social skills. Despite this, research examining knowledge as an
outcome of social skills curricula is only emerging in the literature. A series of
studies conducted by Laugeson and colleagues (Laugeson et al, 2009; Laugeson et al,
2012; Laugeson et al, 2015; Mandelberg et al, 2014; Schohl et al, 2013) show that
the UCLA PEERS curriculum is associated with gains in the retention of learned
information or knowledge. The researchers posit that, although such findings would
not be unexpected in adolescents with HFASD that are less cognitively impaired,
they point to the efficacy of social skills curricula for improving outcomes in the
area. The current study extended research in the area by including a measure of
knowledge of the targeted social skills as an outcome of the Model Me Kids®
curriculum. The results indicated increases in knowledge in the initial measure
following delivery of the respective lessons of the curriculum. In addition to this, the
results were shown to be consistent across all five participants and all 15 targeted
social skills.
In addition to the knowledge and performance outcomes, the current study
assessed each participant’s ability to transfer acquired social skills across settings
and persons (i.e., generalisation). This was achieved by conducting observations of
the participants in natural contexts or environments (i.e., lunchtime or freetime in
school or freetime/ leisure time at home) and in the company of peers. Across the 15
target social skills, there was evidence of medium to large increases in generalisation
in four of the social skills, with small increases in a further four. For the remaining
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seven targeted social skills there was no evidence of increases following the
intervention. These findings provide support for research in the area evaluating the
efficacy of social skills interventions that employ VM and role play alone or as part
of a multicomponent treatment package, where there is some but variable evidence
of generalised outcomes (Dotson et al, 2010; Leaf et al, 2010, 2012; Apple et al,
2005). In addition to this, the current study prompts further and necessary research
into the supplemental procedures that may enhance the practice of acquired social
skills across persons (i.e., peers) and settings (i.e., school environment), thereby
increasing opportunities for social interaction and the possible development of
meaningful friendships for children and adolescents diagnosed with HFASD.
3.4.1 Limitations
The current study evaluated the outcomes associated with a limited selection
of modules from the Model Me Kids® curriculum for children and young
adolescents with HFASD. Although it may be reasonable to predict that similar
findings would be obtained with other modules in the curriculum, it is currently
unknown. Future research is necessary to replicate the findings of this study by
examining whether improvements in knowledge, performance and generalisation of
social skills are observed following the delivery of other modules in the curriculum.
An SSRD was employed in the current study to provide a pilot investigation
of the outcomes associated with the Model Me Kids® curriculum at an individual
level; therefore, it is unknown whether improvements in overall social functioning
would be indicated by the concurrent delivery of more than one module in the
curriculum which address the social impairments experienced by children and
adolescents with HFASD, respectively. Within the current thesis, Chapters 4 and 5
aim to extend the findings of Chapter 3 by employing RCTs to evaluate the effects of
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the Model Me Kids® curriculum on overall social functioning and the performance
of the targeted social skills.
The current study did not apply a direct measure of consumer satisfaction.
Although this is a limitation, the study successfully met at least four of Reichow’s
(2011) criteria for social validity. According to Reichow’s (2011) criteria, the current
intervention is considered socially valid as: (1) it evaluates the effects of Model Me
Kids® curriculum for increasing socially important dependent variables (i.e., that
society would value the changes in the outcome of the study); (2) the intervention is
both time and cost-effective (i.e., the end justifies the means); (3) the behavioural
change is large enough for practical value (i.e., that is it clinically significant and
lastly; (4) the intervention is conducted in a natural context. Extending from this and
within the current thesis, Chapters 4 and 5 directly examine consumer satisfaction of
the Model Me Kids® curriculum by including a self-report measure of social
validity.
3.5 Conclusion
Previous research indicates when social skills curricula are used for
increasing social skills in children and adolescents with HFASD intervention
outcomes are enhanced (Laugeson et al, 2011; Laugeson et al, 2009; Mandelberg et
al, 2014; White et al, 2007). Such enhanced outcomes are credited to the ability of
social skills curricula to: (1) target multiple social skills that are usually related and
grouped according to the stages of social development and; (2) target multiple
outcomes such as knowledge and performance of social skills by combining didactic
methods of instruction with interventions that are governed by the principles of
behaviour. The current pilot investigation of the Model Me Kids® curriculum
indicates improvements in knowledge and performance of the targeted social skills
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in contrived contexts, with marginal gains in performance indicated across persons
and settings (i.e., generalisation). These findings were replicated across child and
young adolescent participants with HFASD.
Chapters 4 and 5 extend the current study to further evaluate the outcomes
associated with the Model Me Kids® curriculum when three modules of the
curriculum are delivered to children and adolescents with HFASD. The impact of the
curriculum, on performance of the targeted social skills and on measures of
standardised social ability, is further investigated using RCTs. When social skills
curricula have been shown in the literature to improve social functioning, delivery
through SSTGs has been employed (Reichow et al, 2012). Chapters 4 and 5 further
extend the current study and research in the area by delivering the curriculum in
small groups of same age peers.
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Chapter 4: A Randomised Controlled Trial of the Model Me Kids®
Curriculum for Teaching Social Skills to Children with High Functioning
Autism
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4.1 Introduction
In childhood, social communication skills are “play focused”, as the skills
necessary for successful interactions and the development of friendships are less
dependent on talk and conversation and more dependent on play (Burhmester, 1990).
Despite this, the findings of Chapter 2 indicate that, of the 21 studies that evaluated
interventions for children up to 12 years, only seven studies included play related
social skills as dependent variables. The remaining 14 studies included verbal and
non-verbal social communication skills, emotional expression and recognition skills,
and social problem solving skills as the dependent variables. This emphasis in the
literature reflects both the current lack of agreement on a common definition of
social skills (Holloway et al., 2014) and the failure to target social skills in the
context in which they occur. The current study evaluated three modules of the Model
Me Kids® for children aged 5 to 12 years in order to add to the literature on the
evaluation of social skills curricula that target social skills necessary in childhood
(i.e., play focused social skills).
The findings of Chapter 2 show that in the social skills intervention literature
the measurement of outcomes appear to be associated with study design.
Performance of social skills, in instructional or clinical settings, is the outcome
measure primarily used in SSRDs, as the effects of social skills intervention are
investigated at an individual level. Conversely, the measurement of social
functioning using standardised measures of social skills is primarily associated with
group research designs (McCoy et al, 2016). Few studies to date have investigated
the impact of social skills interventions on both performance of specific social skills
and overall social functioning. Such use of multiple types of validated outcome
measures (e.g., observations, rating scales, and performance measures) has been
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recognised as a need in the research base (Kaat & Lecavalier, 2014). In addition to
this, the findings of Chapter 3 indicate that the Model Me Kids® curriculum
positively impacts performance of social skills in contrived contexts with an adult
instructor. The current research sought to extend research in the area and the findings
of Chapter 3 by including both performance of specific social skills, as measured by
direct observation of the targeted social skills in a small group context, and overall
competence, as measured by standardised measures of social skills, as primary
outcomes measures of the Model Me Kids® curriculum.
Furthermore, the current study extended Chapter 3 by delivering the Model
Me Kids® curriculum in a SSTG, where participants met weekly to receive
instruction in a small group of similar-aged peers. As a method of instructional
delivery for social skills, SSTGs allow for an increased number and range of social
skills to be targeted, and for the immediate rehearsal and practice of acquired skills
with peer groups (Reichow et al, 2012). SSTGs, if shown to positively impact social
skills, can produce a more cost effective means of delivery, whereby two to six
individuals participate in interventions that are delivered by one to three adults
instructors (Reichow et al, 2012). For these reasons SSTGs are often used to deliver
social skills curricula and have been shown in the literature to improve overall social
functioning and friendship quality for the HFASD population (Reichow et al, 2012).
Chapter 2 shows that social skills interventions for children with HFASD
have predominantly employed SSRDs to evaluate intervention outcomes. When
group research designs have been applied, they have placed insufficient emphasis on
the use of comparison control groups (McCoy et al, 2016) and procedures for sample
randomisation. Although positive outcomes for increasing social skills and
improving overall social functioning have been indicated, evaluation and replication
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using RCTs has been emphasised in the literature (Reichow et al, 2012; Kaat &
Lecavalier, 2014). The current research employed an RCT to evaluate the effects of
the Model Me Kids® curriculum on the performance of the targeted social skills and
on overall social functioning. Pre- and post- test measures of social skills using the
SRS (Constantino & Gruber, 2005) and the Social Skills Rating Scale (SSRS;
Gresham & Elliot, 1990) were recorded for both groups, therefore between-group
analyses were conducted to investigate differences in scores on post-test measures.
In addition to this, performance of the targeted social skills in small group contexts
was recorded for the intervention group only.
4.2 Method
4.2.1 Participants
Participants were recruited from national and secondary schools in the
Galway area, as well as from relevant psychological treatment providers (i.e., Child
and Adolescent Mental Health Services). Consent was obtained from the parents of
participants prior to the beginning of the study. 26 children, ranging from 5.5 years
to 10.8 years, were recruited to participate in this study. All participants had a
diagnosis of either AS or HFASD from a clinical psychologist independent of this
study. Diagnoses were further confirmed in this study by using caregiver reports on
the Social Communication Questionnaire (SCQ; Rutter, Bailey & Lord, 2003).
4.2.1.1 Eligibility
The following criteria determined participant eligibility in this study: (1) a
diagnosis of HFASD or AS provided by a clinical psychologist independent of the
study using the DSM-IV-TR (American Psychiatric Association, 2000) or the DSM
5 (American Psychiatric Association, 2013); (2) an abbreviated IQ test score that
was 85 or above, as measured by the SB5 (Roid, 2003); (3) aged between 5 and 12
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years old; (4) attainment of informed consent from a parent or guardian; (5) their
availability to complete all of the necessary pre-intervention assessments and to
partake for the duration of the social skills intervention and, (6) English being their
first language. Normative language functioning was required for the same reason
described in Chapter 3. Table 4.1 provides mean demographic and baseline variables
for participants.
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Table 4.1 Mean demographic and baseline variables (standard deviation in parentheses)
Variable

Total

Age
Percent male
IQ
Language
SCQ
CBCL Competence Scales
Total
Activities
Social
School
CBCL Syndrome Scales
Total
Internalising
Externalising
SRS Pre-test
Total
SSRS Pre-test
Social Skills Total
Problem Behaviours Total

7.44 (1.49)
80.8%
100 (13.8)
93.4 (16.0)

Group
Experimental (n=14)
7.56 (1.50)
78.6%
103 (16.3)
95.6 (20.2)

Waitlist Control (n=12)
7.30 (1.53)
91.7%
97.6 (9.67)
90.7 (8.32)

19.9 (8.23)

20.9 (7.98)

18.5 (8.73)

0.48

36.9 (8.63)
42.5 (9.18)
40.8 (7.35)
37.2 (6.16)

35.8 (9.28)
41.7 (8.26)
39.6 (8.30)
35.1 (5.62)

38.3 (8.00)
43.5 (10.4)
42.4 (5.95)
39.6 (6.07)

0.49
0.63
0.36
0.07

65.6 (9.60)
63.8 (9.12)
60.1 (11.3)

66.0 (7.73)
63.9 (9.57)
61.4 (6.69)

65.2 (11.6)
63.7 (9.03)
58.7 (15.1)

0.83
0.95
0.57

79.9 (12.3)

81.5 (10.0)

78.1 (14.7)

0.49

72.9 (14.8)
119 (17.4)

73.5 (15.2)
122.2 (14.8)

72.1 (15.1)
116.1 (20.6)

0.84
0.41
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4.2.2 Setting and Instructors
The intervention took place after school hours in either one of two research
rooms in the School of Psychology in the National University of Ireland, Galway.
The first research room contained two widescreen TVs mounted beside each other
on a wall and approximately seven individual desks with chairs. Only one of the two
TVs was connected to a DVD player and therefore used to display the video models.
The speakers used to hear the auditory components of the video models were in-built
into the TV. Both a remote control and volume buttons located on the side of the TV
managed the volume. Prior to each session, the display and volume of the video
models were tested to ensure that models could be clearly viewed and heard in all
areas of the research room. During instructional sessions, the volume and seating
arrangements were adjusted as required. The first research room contained a twoway mirror that was not used for the purpose of this study. The second research
room contained one widescreen TV mounted on a wall and one large table that
seated approximately eight persons, a large bookcase and a desk with a PC computer.
The equipment and procedures used to view the video models and manage the
volume were identical to those used in the first research room. All teaching sessions
and measures of performance pre and post intervention were conducted in either one
of these rooms.
Seven instructors delivered the curriculum. The first instructor was the
principle investigator of this research and a BCBA. At the time of this study, the first
instructor had accrued over seven years of clinical experience in the design and
delivery of behaviour-analytic interventions for children and adolescents with a
diagnosis of ASD. Four of the remaining instructors were 1st and 2nd year postgraduate students, completing their Masters of Science in Applied Behaviour
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Analysis. The final two instructors were psychology graduates, one of which had
experience in special education and additional learning needs and the other was
completing her a Registered Behaviour Technician course at the time of this study.
Procedures for measuring treatment integrity were identical to those described in
Chapter 3.
4.2.3 Materials
Materials for each intervention session included the Model Me Kids®
(Model Me Kids®, 2009) teaching manuals and accompanying CDs pertaining to the
to the social skills being delivered. In addition to this, a tripod whiteboard that
measured 700 x 1000mm and whiteboard markers were used for class scheduling
(i.e., a timetable indicating instructional and free-time activities) and instructional
purposes (e.g., listing the Model Me Kids® rules and rationale associated with the
social skill). Each participant was also provided with a booklet per module defining
each social skill and associated rules (see Appendix C).
For participants in this study, a token economy was used to ensure selfmonitoring and reinforcement to promote active engagement in the lessons. The
tokens consisted of “stars” that were placed on a “token board”. The “token board”
contained six spaces that were positioned vertically across an A1 Chart that was
landscape in position (see Appendix D). The A1 Chart displayed a token economy
for each participant in the group. At the top of each token economy was a place to
display text of the reinforcer that the conditioned reinforcers (i.e., “stars”) were
being exchanged for. At the bottom of the token economy was a place to display the
name of the participant. Text describing the behaviours required for active
engagement (i.e., “looking at and listening to the teacher” & “sitting in my seat”)
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was displayed on a separate A1 chart (Appendix E). Both charts were displayed
beside each other on a wall facing where participants were seated.
Reinforcers available included the categories of: (1) edible; (2) tangible; (3)
and; (4) activity. Examples of reinforcers included jellies, miniature chocolate bars,
Kinder Eggs, musical chairs, spy walks, board games and colouring activities.
Generalised social reinforcement in the form of praise was also employed.
4.2.4 Design
A between groups design was used to evaluate the efficacy of the
intervention on social skills. Participants who met the inclusion criteria were
randomly assigned to either the EXP (n=14) or the to Waitlist Control Group (WLC;
n=12).
4.2.5 Curriculum
Three modules of the Model Me Kids® curriculum, designed to increase
social skills in children between 2-13 years, were employed in the current study. The
modules included: (1) “Time for a Playdate”; (2) “Time for School” and; (3) “I Can
Do It”. Tables 4.2, 4.3 and 4.4 provide operational definitions for the social skills
targeted in each of the three modules.
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Table 4.2 Operational definitions of the social skills in the module Time For School from the Model Me Kids® curriculum
Social Skill
Say Hello

Operational definition
The participant turning his body to face his peer/s, looking at his peer/s eyes, and saying hello.

Listen to the
Teacher

The participant stopping what he is doing when the instructor begins to talk, looking at the instructor and listening to what the
instructor by completing the direction/ instruction provided.

Share

When a peer indicates that he wants to borrow something and the participant gives the peer a turn.

Say Sorry

When the participant does something that hurts a peer’s feelings, body or belongings, the participant should face his peer, look in his
eyes and say "sorry”.

Hands to Myself

The participant keeping his hands near his body when in the classroom, in line or on the playground.

Showing Interest

The participant asking his peer/s what he are doing and/or providing his peer/s a compliment about what he is doing (e.g., “That’s
cool!”; “I like it”).

Sit Quietly

The participant sitting on his seat without talking and keeping his body and hands still.

Raise Hand to Speak The participant puts his hand up when a question is either directed to the participant and his peer/s or to the participant himself or
when he has something to tell the instructor.
Library Behaviour

The participant speaking quietly, checking out a book that he would like to borrow, and returning the book when he is finished with
it.

Playground
Behaviour

The participant playing with his peer/s in the absence of hitting or pushing and in the presence of listening to the directions provided
by the instructor.
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Take Turns

The participant agreeing to play his peer/s choice of game first, followed by the participant own choice of game.

Self-Calming

The participant remaining calm by either moving on with the task/ activity/ game or by taking deep breaths when situations occur that
the participant does not prefer and/ or require completion in a short amount of time.
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Table 4.3 Operational definitions of the social skills in the module Time For a Playdate from the Model Me Kids® curriculum
Social Skill
Greet Friend

Operational definition
The participant turning his body to face his peer, looking at his peer’s eyes, and saying hello.

Share

When a peer indicates that he wants to borrow something (i.e., item necessary for a task/ activity, a toy, a game etc.) and the participant
gives him a turn.

Guest Chooses

The participant allowing his peer/s to choose the activity or game by asking ‘what would you like to play? And, after his peer/s chooses
a game, agreeing by saying ‘ok I’ll play that’.

Staying with Friends

Being in close proximity to peer/s that the participant is playing with i.e., standing /walking/running near his peer/s or playing as a
group.

Losing

The participant staying calm after losing a game. The participant may demonstrate this verbally by saying “well done, good game” and,
nonverbally, by giving a ‘high five’ or shaking his peer/s hand in acknowledgement that his peer/s won the game.

Talk on Topic

The participant talking about the same topic that his peer/s is talking about.

Take Turns

The participant waiting for his turn while his peer completes his turn and, following this, taking his own turn.

Play his Way

The participant following his peer/s direction as to the way to play a game, in the absence of behaviours such as continuing to play his
own way.

Eye Contact

The participant looking at his peer/s when the participant is talking and looking at his peer/s when his peer/s are talking.
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Clean Up

The participant picking up the items that belong to the game and putting them into their box, and/or placing the toy/ game back in the
place that it was taken from.

Say Goodbye

The participant turning his body to face the person, looking at his peer and saying ‘goodbye’
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Table 4.4 Operational definitions of the social skills in the module I Can Do It from the Model Me Kids® curriculum
Social Skill
Transitions

Operational definition
The participant moving from one task/ activity to another following the instructor’s direction.

Wait

Sitting or standing quietly when directed by the instructor.

Do What is Asked

The participant completing the directions delivered by the instructor within 3 to 5 seconds.

Friend Says No

The participant accepting that a peer/s choice to not play with a toy/ or to play a game by calmly saying ‘ok’ and finding something
else to do.

Losing

The participant staying calm after losing a game. The participant may demonstrate this verbally by saying “well done, good game”
and, nonverbally, by giving a ‘high five’ or shaking his peer/s hand in acknowledgement that his peer/s won the game.

Teamwork

The participant working at the same task/ activity, completing his part of a task/ activity and waiting for his peer/s to complete
his/their part of the task/ activity.

Try Something New

The participant eating a new or non-preferred item of food, placing it into his mouth and chewing and swallowing the item of food.

Criticism

The participant remaining calm and trying again when provided with feedback on a math/ drawing or colouring task/ activity.

Birthday Party
Greeting

The participant turning his body to face his peer, looking at his peer’s eyes, and saying hello
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Birthday Party Join
In

The participant participating in the games chosen by his peer during his peer’s birthday party.

Birthday Party
Goodbye

The participant turning his body to face his peer, looking at his peer and saying ‘goodbye’
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4.2.6 Measures
4.2.6.1 Descriptive Measures
At the onset of the study, the SB5 (Roid, 2003) and the Clinical Evaluation of
Language Fundamentals®- Fourth Edition (CELF®-4; Semel et al, 2003) were
administered to measure the participants’ cognitive and language abilities
respectively. Diagnoses were confirmed by asking caregivers to complete the SCQ
(Rutter, Bailey & Lord, 2003). Additionally, caregivers were asked to complete a
questionnaire to assess the presence of emotional, behavioural and/or social
problems (i.e., CBCL; Achenbach & Rescorla, 2001). This measure functioned to:
(1) provide information on the severity of psychopathologies present in addition to a
diagnosis of HFASD; (2) contribute to the modifications of the instructional
environment and procedures used within the curriculum to increase the participants’
access to the curriculum and, lastly; (3) contribute to the analysis and interpretation
of the findings following instruction on the curriculum.
4.2.6.1.1 SB5 (Roid, 2003)
The SB-5 (Roid, 2003a) is a measure of intelligence/cognitive ability for
individuals 2 to over 85 years of age (child, adolescent, and adult). The “Abbreviated
Battery” was used in the current study to conduct an estimation of general
intellectual abilities for inclusion purposes. The “Abbreviated Battery” takes
between 15 and 20 minutes to complete and includes the Nonverbal Fluid Reasoning
and Verbal Knowledge subtests. Standard scores of greater than 85 on this measure
indicate intellectual/cognitive functioning in the normal range.
4.2.6.1.2 CELF®-4 (Semel et al, 2003)
The CELF®-4 (Semel et al., 2003) is an individually administered
assessment of expressive and receptive language and is therefore used to determine
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if a child or adult (i.e., up to 21 years of age) has a language disorder or delay.
Receptive language subtests include oral directions, word classes and semantic
relationships. Expressive language subtests include formulated sentences, recalling
sentences and sentence assembly. In the current study, the participants’ general
language ability or “Core Language” score was measured by administering substests
that best discriminate typical language performance from disordered language
performance. Similar to the SB-5, standard scores of greater than 85 indicate general
language ability within the normal range. Internal consistency for the “Core
Language” score is reported as high, averaging at .95.
4.2.6.1.3 Social Communication Questionnaire (SCQ; Rutter, Bailey & Lord,
2003)
The SCQ is a parent report scale used as a screening tool for children at high
risk of developmental problems. The SCQ includes 40 items that measure three areas
of functioning: (1) reciprocal social interaction; (2) language and communication
and; (3) repetitive and stereotyped patterns of behaviour. It is derived from the
revised version of the Autism Diagnostic Interview (ADI) algorithm (Le Couteur et
al., 1989). A study on the validity of the SCQ was performed by Berument, Rutter,
Lord, Pickles, and Bailey (1999), with subjects aged 4–18 years in whom parents
already knew the diagnosis. The optimum cut-off score was 15. Sensitivity for
differentiating developmental disorders from other diagnoses, including
developmental delay without autism, was 85%, specificity 67%, positive predictive
value 93% and negative predictive value 55%.
4.2.6.1.4 Child Behaviour Checklist (CBCL; Achenbach & Rescorla, 2001)
The CBCL is a parent report scale to assess various aspects of
psychopathology in childhood and adolescence. The questionnaire consists of two
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parts. The first part of the questionnaire indicates the child or adolecent’s
competence in: (1) activities (amount and quality of different activities of daily life);
(2) social functioning (amount and quality of contact with other people) and, lastly;
(3) school (academic performance in school). The second part of the questionnaire
indicates any behavioural and/or emotional problems of children and adolescents
(i.e., “Syndrome Scales”). In this part, parents complete 113 items that are grouped
according to eight narrowband scales. These included: (1) “Withdrawn”; (2)
“Somatic Complaints”; (3) “Anxious/Depressed”; (4) “Social Problems”; (5)
“Thought Problems”; (6) “Attention Problems”; (7) “Delinquent Behaviour” and; (8)
“Aggressive Behaviour”. The first three of these scales are summarised in the
broadband scale “Internalising” and the last two scales are summarised in the
broadband scale “Externalising”. Thirty-three items that could not be assigned to any
of these scales are called “Other Problems”. According to Achenbach and Rescorla
(2001), for the broadband scales “Internalising” and “Externalising”, T-scores of 65–
70 (percentile 93–98) represent a borderline clinical range and T-scores above 70
represent a clinical range. When both broadband scales are combined into a Total
Problem Score, T-scores of 60–63 (percentile 84–90) represent a borderline clinical
range and T-scores above 63 represent a clinical range. Internal consistency for the
competency (i.e., ranging from .63 to .79) and problem scales (i.e., .78 to .97) of the
CBCL are moderately high to high, respectively.
4.2.6.2 Dependent Measures
Standardised measures and tests for performance of the targeted social skills
in small groups were administered pre- and post-test. Standardised assessments
included the SRS (Constantino & Gruber, 2005) and the SSRS (Gresham & Elliot,
1990).
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4.2.6.2.1 Social Responsiveness Scale (SRS; Constantino & Gruber, 2005)
The SRS is a quantitative scale that measures the severity and type of social
impairments that are characteristic of ASD conditions in children and adolescents.
The SRS is comprised of 65 items that are completed by a parent and /or teacher and
uses T-scores as the method of reporting (M=50; SD= 10). Higher scores on the SRS
reflect greater impairment in social skills and symptoms of ASD with scores ≥ 60 in
the clinical threshold. The SRS includes five treatment subscales, namely, “Social
Awareness”, “Social Cognition”, “Social Communication”, “Social Motivation” and
“Autistic Mannerisms”. Items on the “Social Awareness” subscale refer to the ability
to pick up social cues. The “Social Awareness” subscale represents the sensory
aspects of reciprocal social behavior. Items on the “Social Cognition” subscale
refers to the ability to interpret social cues once they have been acquired and this
subscale represents the cognitive-interpretive aspects of reciprocal social behavior.
Items on the “Social Communication” subscale refer to expressive social
communication and this subscale represents the motoric aspects of reciprocal aspects
of behavior. Items on the “Social Motivation” subscale refer to the extent to which
the respondent is generally motivated to engage in social-interpersonal behavior.
Lastly, items on the “Autistic Mannerisms” subscale refer to the stereotypical
behaviors and/or highly restricted interests characteristic of autism. Internal
consistency of parent reported ratings of social skills differs according to gender and
is reported as .94 for males and .93 for females (Constantino & Gruber, 2005). In
addition to this, test-retest reliability is reported as .85 for males and .77 for females.
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4.2.6.2.2 Social Skills Rating Scale (SSRS; Gresham & Elliot, 1990)
The SSRS provides a broad, multi-rater assessment of student social
behaviours that can affect teacher-student relations, peer acceptance, and academic
performance. The SSRS uses teacher, parent, and/or student rating scales to sample
three domains of social skills, problem behaviors, and academic competence. The
SSRS documents the frequency and importance of behaviors influencing the
student’s social and adaptive functioning at school and at home. The standardised
norm-referenced scales can be used with preschool, elementary school and
secondary school students. For the purpose of the current study, parents completed
the rating scale for pre-school and elementary school students. For pre-school
students, the SSRS is a 49-item, parent-report questionnaire that uses standard scores
as the method of reporting (M= 100; SD= 15). For primary school students, the
SSRS is a 55 and 34-item questionnaire that is completed by either the parent or
student, respectively. Similarly to the parent-report questionnaire for pre-school
students, both types of questionnaire for primary school students use standard scores
as a method of reporting. Internal consistency for parent-report ratings of social
skills ranges from .87 for the primary school questionnaire to .90 for the pre-school
questionnaire. Internal consistency for parent-report ratings of problem behaviours
ranges from .73 for the pre-school questionnaire to .87 for the primary school
questionnaire. In addition to this, test-retest reliability is reported as .87 for parentreport ratings of social skills and .65 for parent-report ratings of problem behaviours.
4.2.6.2.3 Performance
Scores of participants’ performance of social skills were collected at two time
points, pre- and post-intervention. Performance was defined as the participant
demonstrating the target social skill in the presence of opportunities that commonly
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indicate that social reinforcement is available (i.e., discriminative stimulus). The
purpose of measuring performance was to assess if the participants were able to
demonstrate the target social skills following the delivery of the three modules being
evaluated in the current study.
Performance was measured within small groups (i.e., the participant and his/
her peers) and in the setting where teaching sessions took place. Performance was
observed and measured within a 2.5 hour interval. During the interval, the instructor
presented discriminative stimuli for the targeted social skills for all participants in
the group. Each discriminative stimulus indicated an opportunity to perform a target
social skill. There was more than one discriminative stimulus presented for each
target social skill within the 2.5 hour interval; however the instructor recorded the
participants’ response to the first discriminative stimulus presented. An occurrence
of a response was recorded if the target social skill was observed following the
presentation of the discriminative stimulus. If the instructor did not observe the
occurrence of the target social skill, a non-occurrence was recorded. The instructor
did not provide corrective feedback to the participant during the measures of
performance. Throughout the 2.5 hour interval, approximately 10 to 15 minute
breaks were scheduled and refreshments and snacks were provided for the
participants. Tables 4.5, 4.6 and 4.7 describe the discriminative stimuli for the target
social behaviours for all three modules.
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Table 4.5 Discriminative stimuli for the targeted social skills in the module Time For School from the Model Me Kids® curriculum
Social Skill
Say Hello

Discriminative Stimuli
The measure of performance began when the participant either entered the room where instruction took place and when a peer/s who the
participant had not seen in a few days entered the room. The participant or peer/s entrance to the room served as the discriminative
stimulus for the participant to say hello.

Listen to the
Teacher

The measure of performance began when the instructor gave the participant a direction to complete an action (e.g., “Can you put the
paper in the bin?; “Can you tidy up the toy?”). This served as a discriminative stimulus for the participant to listen to the teacher by
stopping what he was doing, looking at the teacher and completing the action.

Share

The measure of performance began when the instructor gathered the participant and his peer/s together and gave the participant either a
packet of sweets or packet of markers that were a necessary for completing a colouring task that the participant and his peer/s were
directed to complete. The delivery of the sweets or the markers to the participant alone served as the discriminative stimulus for the
participant to share with his peer/s.

Say Sorry

The measure of performance began when the participant and his peer/s were playing alongside each other. When the participant
accidently bumped off his peer/s or took an item from his peer/s hand without asking, this served as the discriminative stimulus for the
participant to apologise. In addition to this, the participant commenting on his peer/s actions when the comment was not requested by his
peer/s, served as a discriminative stimulus for the participant to apologise. During these instances, if the participant’s peer/s did not
indicate that the comment was not requested the instructor intervened by saying “ I don’t think he asked for your thoughts on that”. This
served as a discriminative stimulus for the participant to apologise.
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Hands to Myself

The measure of performance began when the participant and his peer/s were directed to either line up to transition to another room in the
building or to choose a game to play with his peer/s. The participant either standing in a line or playing with his peer/s, when his peer/s
were less than a meter away from the participant, served as the discriminative stimulus for the participant keep his hands to himself.

Showing Interest

The measure of performance began when the participant and his peer/s were directed to complete a colouring or drawing task at their
own desk. The onset of the colouring or drawing task served as the discriminative stimulus for the participant to show interest in what
his peer/s was doing.

Sit Quietly

The measure of performance began when the participant and his peer/s were sitting at their desks and the instructor either directed the
participant and his peer/s on a task or activity that was going to be completed or began telling or reading a story aloud to the participant
and his peer/s. The onset of the directions or the story either being read or told by the instructor served as the discriminate stimulus for
the participant to sit quietly.

Raise Hand to
Speak

The measure of performance when the participant and his peer/s were sitting at their desks and the instructor directed a question to the
participant and his peer/s about the task or activity that was currently in place or being described. The onset of the instructor’s question
served as the discriminative stimulus for the participant to raise his hand to speak.

Library
Behaviour

The measure of performance began when the participant and his peer/s were directed by the instructor to pretend that they were visiting
a library and that they were welcome to select a book to check out and return after they read the book. The onset of the direction served
as the discriminative stimulus for the participant to use a quiet voice and to check out and return a book.
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Playground
Behaviour

The measure of performance began during scheduled free time when the instructor directed the participant and his peer/s to take a break
and choose a game to play with his peer/s. The participant beginning to play a game or engage in a preferred activity together with his
peer/s served as the discriminative stimulus for the participant to demonstrate the required behaviours for the playground.

Take Turns

The measure of performance began when the instructor asked the participant and his peer/s what games did they most prefer to play
during free-time. When the participant and a peer/s indicated different games, the instructor paired them to play together during the
scheduled free-time. This served as the discriminative stimulus for the participant to negotiate the sequence of games to play.

Self-Calming

The measure of performance began when either the instructor explained that an activity was to be completed with a short interval of time
(e.g., 10 seconds up to 1 minute) or when the instructor presented a task or activity that had previously been identified as one that was
difficult for the participant to manage (e.g., a game with distinct winners and losers, a broken toy that had to be reassembled, missing
pieces from a toy etc.). The start of the interval or the presentation of the task or activity from the instructor served as the discriminative
stimulus to stay calm and use deep breathing techniques if necessary.
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Table 4.6 Discriminative stimuli for the targeted social skills in the module Time For a Playdate from the Model Me Kids® curriculum
Social Skill
Greet Friend

Discriminative Stimuli
The measure of performance began when the instructor explained to the participant and his peer/s that they were going to participate
in an activity and that the participant was the host and his peer/s were the guests in the participant’s house (i.e., the instructional room
in the Psychology Department). The participant’s peer/s were instructed to leave the room and to knock on the door. Following the
knock, the participant then opened the door and his peer/s entered the room. This served as the discriminative stimulus for the
participant to initiate a greeting his peer/s.

Share

This measure of performance began when the instructor and the participant’s peer/s were outside of the participant’s house (i.e., the
instructional room in the Psychology Department) and the instructor explained to the participant that all the toys and games in the
room belonged to him. Four-five games were tidied in their boxes and arranged on the floor. The participant’s peer/s then entered the
room and walked towards the toys and games. This served as the discriminative stimulus for the participant to share his toys and
games.

Guest Chooses

This measure of performance began when the participant’s peer/s then entered the room and walked towards the participant’s toys
and games. The presence of the participant’s peer/s within one meter of his toys and games served as the discriminative stimulus for
the participant to ask his peer/s to chose a game and to agree to play the game with his peer/s.

Staying with Friends The measure of performance began when the participant and his peer/s were playing a game during the scheduled free-time. The
participant staying within one meter of his peer/s, either playing together or alongside his peer/s, served as the discriminative stimulus
for the participant to stay with his peer/s.
Losing

The measure of performance began when the instructor asked the participant and his peer/s what games did they most prefer to play
during free-time. If the participant and his peer/s indicated the same games, the instructor paired the participant and his peer/s to
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play together during the scheduled free-time. The onset of the participant losing the game served as the discriminative stimulus for
the participant to remain calm and say “well done” or “good game” in acknowledgement that his won the game.
Talk on Topic

The measure of performance began when the participant and his peer/s were playing a game during the scheduled free-time and were
engaged in a conversation about the game. The onset of the conversation served as the discriminative stimulus for the participant to
talk on topic.

Take Turns

The measure of performance began when the instructor asked the participant and his peer/s what games did they most prefer to play
during free time. If the participant and his peer/s indicated the same games, the instructor paired the participant and his peer/s to play
together during the scheduled free time. The onset of the game served as the discriminative stimulus for the participant to take his
turn during the game and waiting for his turn when it was his peer/s turn.

Play his Way

The measure of performance began when the instructor asked the participant and his peer/s to think of different ways to play the
games available. If the participant and his peer/s indicated different ways to play the games, the instructor paired them to play
together during the scheduled free time and directed the participant to play the way his peer would like to play. This served as the
discriminative stimulus for the participant to play his peers way of playing.

Eye Contact

The measure of performance began when the participant and his peer/s were playing a game during the scheduled free-time and were
engaged in a conversation about the game. The onset of the conversation served as the discriminative stimulus for the participant to
use eye contact (i.e., looking when participant himself talked and looking when his peer/s talked).
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Say Goodbye

The measure of performance began when the instructor explained to the participant and his peer/s that time in the participant’s (i.e.,
host’s) house was finished and that it is time for the participant’s peer/s to leave. This served as a discriminative stimulus for the
participant to say goodbye to his peer/s.
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Table 4.7 Discriminative stimuli for the targeted social skills in the module I Can Do It from the Model Me Kids® curriculum
Social Skill
Transitions

Discriminative Stimuli
The measure of performance began when the participant and his peer/s were completing a task/ activity alone or together with his
peer/s and the instructor directed the participant and his peer/s to move to the next task/ activity. The onset of the instructor’s
direction served as the discriminative stimulus for the participant to transition from the task/ activity.

Wait

The measure of performance began when the instructor either asked the participant and his peer/s if he/ they wanted a preferred item
or explained to the participant and his peer/s that it was time to move to the next activity. If the participant and his peer/s indicated
that he/they either wanted item on offer or were ready to move to the next activity, the instructor asked the participant and his peer/s
to wait. The onset of the direction to wait served as the discriminative stimulus for the participant to sit or stand quietly.

Do What is Asked

The measure of performance began when the instructor gave the participant a direction to complete an action (e.g., “Can you put the
paper in the bin?; “Can you tidy up the toy?”). This served as a discriminative stimulus for the participant to listen to the teacher by
stopping what he was doing, looking at the teacher and completing the action.

Friend Says No

The measure of performance began when the instructor asked the participant and his peer/s what games did they most prefer to play
during free time. If the participant and a peer indicated different preferences for games, the instructor paired them to play together
during the scheduled free time and directed the participant and his peer/s to decide on a game to play. The participant’s peer/s
indicating that he/ they did not want to play the participant’s game served as the discriminative stimulus for the participant to remain
calm and find something else to do.

Losing

The measure of performance began when the instructor asked the participant and his peer/s what games did they most prefer to play
during free-time. If the participant and his peer/s indicated the same games, the instructor paired the participant and his peer/s to play
together during the scheduled free-time. The onset of the participant losing the game (i.e., in accordance with the rules of the game)
served as the discriminative stimulus for the participant to remain calm and say “well done” or “good game” in acknowledgement
that his peer/s won the game.
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Teamwork

The measure of performance began when the instructor explained to the participant and his peer/s that the next task/ activity was one
they were going to complete together. The instructor outlined the steps of the task/ activity for the participant and his peer/s and
assigned a step to each individual. The instructor then directed the participant and his peer/s to begin the task/ activity. The onset of
the direct to begin the task/ activity served as the discriminative stimulus for the participant work together with his peer/s.

Try Something New

This measure of performance began when the instructor presented items of food that the participant did not indicate a preference for.
Preference was determined by information provided by the participant’s parent/s and the participant’s verbal response to the
presentation of the food. The presentation of the food on a plate in front of the participant, together with a direction from the
instructor to try the item, served as the discriminative stimulus for the participant to try something new.

Criticism

The measure of performance began when the instructor directed the participant and his peer/s to complete a math/ drawing or
colouring task/ activity. During the task/ activity, the instructor approached the participant and labeled the responses the participant
correctly and incorrectly answered or what the instructor liked and thought could be improved about the drawing/ picture. The
instructor’s feedback on the participant’s responses/ drawing/ colouring served as the discriminative stimulus for the participant to
stay calm and to try again.

Birthday Party
Greeting

The measure of performance began when the instructor explained to the participant and his peer/s that they were going to participate
in an activity and that the participant was the host and his peer/s were the guests in the participant’s house (i.e., the instructional room
in the Psychology Department). The participant’s peer/s were instructed to leave the room and to knock on the door. Following the
knock, the participant then opened the door and his peer/s entered the room. This served as the discriminative stimulus for the
participant to initiate a greeting.
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Birthday Party Join
In

The measure of performance began when the instructor explained to the participant and his peer/s that they were going to participate
in an activity and that a peer was the birthday boy/ girl and the participant and the remaining peer/s were the guests at their peer’s
party. When the participant and his peer/s left the room, the peer acting as the birthday boy/ girl was instructed to pick a 2-3 games
that he/she would like to play at the party. When the participant and his peer/s entered the room, the peer acting as the birthday boy/
girl welcomed them and explained the games he/ she would like to play. This served as the discriminative stimulus for the participant
to join in with the games and talk to his peer/s.

Birthday Party
Goodbye

The measure of performance began when the instructor explained to the participant and his peer/s that party was finished and that it
was time for the participant and his peer/s to leave the peer acting as the birthday boy/ girl’s house. This served as a discriminative
stimulus for the participant to say goodbye to his peer/s.
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4.2.7 Inter-Observer Agreement (IOA)
IOA was conducted on participants’ performance of the social skills in 45.4%
of discriminative stimuli presented at pre-test and in 100% of discriminative stimuli
presented at post-test. Two observers, the experimenter and a trained observer who
was an instructor in the study took the measures for IOA. IOA was defined as
occasions when both observers agreed that the social skill occurred or did not occur
in the presence of each discriminative stimulus. During sessions of IOA, each
observer independently rated the occurrence or non-occurrence of the targeted social
skills. Conferring between observers did not occur during these sessions. Percentage
of IOA was computed by dividing the number of agreements by the total number of
agreements and disagreements and multiplying by 100. Percent agreement for
observations at pre-test was 85.7% and for observations at post-test was 84.0%.
4.2.8 Social Validity
A brief questionnaire to assess social validity was administered to
participants subsequent to the intervention (see Appendix F). Eight of the 14
participants (i.e., 57%) in the EXP Group completed the questionnaire. Questions
focused on the participants’ enjoyment of the social skills intervention and the
procedures used, their perceived importance of the social skills targeted in the
modules and whether or not they thought the intervention positively impacted their
learning. Participants were required to select “yes” or “no” after reading a question
related to the intervention.
4.2.9 Procedure
4.2.9.1 General Procedure
The Model Me Kids® intervention consisted 18 sessions delivered over the
course of 12-weeks. Each session lasted 2.5 hours and occurred every Saturday and
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every second Wednesday afternoon. Prior to intervention each participant was
assigned to a small group of three to five participants. The lessons were delivered
sequentially as designated within the curriculum. Participants were exposed to two
lessons, one from either of the three modules “I can do it”, “Time for School” and
“Time for a Playdate”, per instructional session. Following the 12-week intervention,
post-tests were administered to participants in the Experimental (EXP) and WLC
Groups.
4.2.9.2 Social Skills Sessions
Each 2.5 hour session was lead by one instructor and one co-instructor who
co-facilitated role plays, social skill practices, and arranged play activities at free
time and breaks. Each session began with approximately 15 minutes free play during
which participants were provided opportunities to talk amongst themselves, or to
engage with an activity or game either alone or with other members of their group.
Following this, the schedule for the session was discussed and visually displayed on
the whiteboard. The discussion and visual display of the schedule included titles of
the lessons for the two social skills being delivered during the session, as well as
information on activities and breaks that were scheduled in between the delivery of
lessons for each target social skill.
After the 15 minutes of free play, instruction began with a review of the two
social skills previously delivered in the previous session. Following this both lesson
plans, per target social skill were delivered. Table 3.6 details the instructional
procedures and their sequence within each lesson plan.
4.2.9.3 Parent Sessions
In keeping with the Model Me Kids® curriculum, parents did not attend the
sessions, but were offered two parent information sessions to meet as a group to
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discuss the Model Me Kids® curriculum, the target social skills, and opportunities
and methods for practice in the home environment. Each session was approximately
1.5 hours in length. During the first session, parents were provided with information
on the typical schedule of social skills sessions (i.e., the number of lessons per
session, the availability of preferred items or activities and the frequency and
duration of breaks) and the format and instructional methods used in the curriculum.
Following from this, the social skills delivered up until the time of the first parent
information session were discussed and accompanying handouts were distributed.
Lastly, methods for increasing the targeted social skills in the home environment
were discussed. Examples of methods discussed include role play with siblings or
parents and the delivery of reinforcement for the performance of the targeted social
skills in natural contexts. All parents were informed that the implementation of these
methods were encouraged but not mandatory. The format for the second session was
identical to the first with the exception of the omission of the information on the
schedule of the social skills sessions and the inclusion of the social skills delivered
between the first and second parental session.
4.2.9.4 Corrective feedback
Corrective feedback was provided on participants’ responses to the learning
opportunities delivered. Learning opportunities included comprehension questions,
expressive or discursive exercises, and role play/practice. When responses were
emitted correctly, social reinforcement was delivered in the form of praise.
When incorrect responses were emitted, participants were provided with least
to most guidance to emit the correct response. The type of guidance provided
depended on the topography of the response. For example, for responses to
comprehension questions and discursive exercises, least to most guidance ranged
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from the instructor labeling stimuli (i.e., characters and setting) in the scene of the
video model that provided the context for the question or discursive topic (i.e., least
guidance) to providing a verbal model of the correct response (i.e., most guidance).
For responses to the performance of the skill in role play/ practice exercises, least to
most guidance ranged from the instructor labeling the steps to complete the social
skill to providing a physical model of the entire response. When the instructor
proceeded through the prompt hierarchy and participants continued to emit an
incorrect response, a cut-off criterion for the correction procedure was implemented.
The cut-off criterion included the instructor delivering the most guidance in the
hierarchy for two additional opportunities. On the rare occasion when participants
continued to emit an incorrect response, the instructor proceeded to either the next
participant or to the next component of the lesson.
Praise was delivered contingent on engagement in the task. Engagement was
defined as looking at and listening to the instructor and other modalities of
instruction (i.e., video model) and talking on topic during instruction. Additionally, a
token economy was used to increase and maintain engagement and to support
sustained attention throughout each lesson. The token economy functioned to
provide an extra support to participants who presented difficulties with sustained
attention in addition to HFASD, as either reported by the participants parents (i.e.,
CBCL) or observed during preassessment of social skills. Tokens were delivered on
a variable schedule of reinforcement (i.e., VR2) with a fixed ratio of 6 (i.e., FR6) to
exchange. Following this, participants exchanged their completed token economy for
a chosen reinforcer.
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4.2.9.5 Treatment Integrity
In the current study, treatment integrity was maintained by providing training
sessions for instructors prior to delivery of the curriculum, and by implementing a
pre-determined criterion for treatment integrity. For example, each instructor was
required to observe the principal investigator implementing the curriculum for three
2.5-hour sessions prior to the delivery of the curriculum. Following this, each
instructor was provided with details on and materials for the social skills lessons that
the instructor was scheduled to teach. Treatment integrity data were collected from
the first social skills lesson delivered and continued sequentially across lessons until
the instructor implemented all components of the lesson (i.e., comprehension
questions, expressive or discursive exercises and role play/practice) with 90%
adherence. Following this, treatment integrity was then collected in-vivo on a
randomly selected 20% of the remaining teaching sessions per instructor.
Delivery of the teaching components for lesson one included: (a) the
instructor providing an explanation of and rationale for the social skill being taught;
(b) the instructor rehearsing the Model Me Kids® rules associated with the lesson;
(c) delivery of the video model with narration; (d) delivery of the comprehension
questions and discursive exercises scripted in the lesson, and (e) delivery of the
scripted role play exercises that required the participant to demonstrate the social
skill in contrived but relevant conditions. Delivery of the teaching components for
lesson two included: (a) the instructor rehearsing the Model Me Kids® rules
associated with the lesson; (c) delivery of the video model without narration; (d)
discursive exercise was delivered that focused on the social skill from the
perspective of the participant and others, and (e) delivery of the scripted role play
exercises that required the participant to demonstrate the social skill in contrived but
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relevant conditions. Treatment integrity was calculated to be 100%, across
participants, for the delivery of the components of each lesson outlined in the lesson
plans for the Model Me Kids® curriculum.
4.2.10 Statistical Analysis
Two separate between-groups analysis of covariance (ANCOVA) were
conducted, to investigate differences between the EXP and WLC Group, on the SRS
T-score and the SSRS standard score post-intervention. Additionally, two separate
between-groups multivariate analysis of covariance (MANCOVA) were conducted,
to investigate differences between the EXP and WLC Group, on the five subscales of
the SRS (i.e., “Social Awareness”, “Social Cognition”, “Social Communication”,
“Social Motivation” and “Autism Mannerisms” and the four subscales of the SSRS
(i.e., “Cooperation”, “Assertion”, “Empathy” and “Self-Control”) post-intervention.
4.3 Results
4.3.1 Sample Characteristics and Descriptive Statistics
Table 4.1 presents the mean demographic and baseline variables for
participants in the EXP and WLC Groups. T-tests for age, abbreviated IQ, core
language, parent report symptoms of psychopathology (i.e., as measured by the
CBCL) and baseline scores of outcome variables all failed to reach significance,
suggesting group equivalence across conditions. The mean age of participants in the
EXP Group was 7.56 (SD = 1.50) and participants in the WLC Group was 7.30 (SD
= 1.53). Additionally, participants in the EXP Group were 78.6% male and
participants in the WLC Group were 91.7% male. At baseline, on the measure of
psychopathology (i.e., CBCL), participants in the EXP and WLC Groups were
reported to experience symptoms in the clinical range (i.e., T-score of > 63).
Similarly to both groups, T-scores on the “Internalising” broadband scale were at the
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higher end of the borderline clinical range, whereas T-scores on the “Externalising”
broadband scale for the EXP Group were in the borderline range and in the normal
range for the WLC Group.
4.3.2 Data Screening
Scrutiny of skewness and kurtosis values for all continuous variables
(skewness range = - 0.001 to – 1.95; kurtosis range = 0.050 to 3.37) as well as visual
inspection of histograms, stem- and leaf plots, and QQ plots for outliers, indicated
that the data were normally distributed (i.e., absolute skewness value <2 and
absolute kurtosis value <7; Curran, West & Finch, 1996).
Preliminary screening analysis revealed that the data for the five subscales of
the SRS were suitable for a MANCOVA given that they met the assumptions for
independent random sampling, multivariate normality, homogeneity of variance,
homogeneity of regression slopes, absence of multicollinearity (i.e., absence of
correlations greater than r = 0.90) and the absence of strong correlations among
covariates (i.e., absence of correlations greater than r = 0.80). Conversely,
preliminary screening for correlations among covariates revealed strong correlations
between the pre-test total T-score of the SRS and the five subscales, therefore it was
concluded that the data for the total T-scores were suitable for a separate one-way
between-group ANCOVA. Preliminary checks were conducted for the ANCOVA to
ensure that there was no violation of assumptions (i.e., normality, homogeneity of
variance, homogeneity of regression slopes, linearity and the absence of strong
correlations among covariates).
Preliminary screening analysis was conducted separately for the social skills
and problem behaviour domains of the SSRS. Preliminary screening for correlations
among covariates, for the social skills domain of the SSRS at pre-test, revealed
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strong correlations between the total standard score and the four subscales, therefore
it was concluded that the data for the total standard score were suitable for a separate
one-way between-group ANCOVA. Preliminary checks were conducted for the
ANCOVA to ensure that there was no violation of assumptions (i.e., normality,
homogeneity of variance, homogeneity of regression slopes, linearity and the
absence of strong correlations among covariates). For the remaining four subscales
screening analysis concluded that the data were suitable for a MANCOVA given that
they met the assumptions for independent random sampling, multivariate normality,
homogeneity of variance, homogeneity of regression slopes, absence of
multicollinearity (i.e., absence of correlations greater than r = 0.90) and the absence
of strong correlations among covariates (i.e., absence of correlations greater than r =
0.80)
Results of the preliminary screening analysis of the problem behaviour
domain of the SSRS at pre-test were similar to the social skills domain, in that
screening for correlations among covariates revealed strong correlations between the
total standard score and the three subscales and therefore it was concluded that the
data for the total standard score were suitable for a separate one-way between-group
ANCOVA. In addition to this, preliminary checks were conducted for the ANCOVA
to ensure that there was no violation of assumptions (i.e., normality, homogeneity of
variance, homogeneity of regression slopes, linearity and the absence of strong
correlations among covariates). For the remaining three subscales screening analysis
concluded that the data were suitable for a MANCOVA given that they met the
assumptions for independent random sampling, multivariate normality, homogeneity
of variance, homogeneity of regression slopes, absence of multicollinearity (i.e.,
absence of correlations greater than r = 0.90) and the absence of strong correlations
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among covariates (i.e., absence of correlations greater than r = 0.80).
4.3.3 SRS
A one-way between-group ANCOVA was conducted for post-test scores on
the participants’ total difficulties in reciprocal social behaviour, as measured by the
SRS total t-score. Participants’ pre-test total t-scores were used as the covariate in
the analyses. No significant difference between the two groups was found at post
testing, F (1, 23)= .004, p = .953, partial eta squared = .000. A paired samples t-test
did not find a significant decrease in the EXP Group’s SRS total t-score from pretest (M = 81.5, SD = 10.0) to post-test (M = 78.7, SD = 13.1), t (13) = 1.34, p = .200).
Similarly, no significant decrease was found for the WLC Group from pre-test (M =
78.1, SD = 14.7) to post-test (M = 76.0, SD = 12.0), t (11) = 1.07, p = .308.
A MANCOVA was conducted for post-test scores on the five subscales of
the SRS. Participants’ pre-test scores on the five subscales were used as the
covariates in the analyses. No significant differences between groups were found at
post-testing on the “Social Awareness” subscale [F (1, 19) = .0.21, p = .885, partial
eta squared = .001], the “Social Cognition” subscale [F (1, 19) = .000, p = .985,
partial eta squared = .000], the “Social Communication” subscale [F (1, 19) = .009, p
= .924, partial eta squared = .000], the “Social Motivation” subscale [F (1, 19) = .424,
p = .523, partial eta squared = .022] or the “Autistic Mannerisms” subscale [F (1, 19)
= 2.10, p = .164, partial eta squared = .100]. Paired samples t-tests did not find
significant decreases in scores on the subscales “Social Awareness” from pre-test (M
= 69.6, SD = 12.5) to post test (M= 70.9. SD= 14.3, t (13) = -.497, p = .627), “Social
Cognition” from pre-test (M = 76.7, SD = 12.6) to post-test (M= 74.8, SD= 13.5, t
(13) = .815, p = .430), “Social Communication” from pre-test (M = 79.3, SD = 10.8)
to post-test (M= 76.2, SD= 13.1, t (13) = 1.42, p = .179), “Social Motivation” (M =
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74.8, SD = 9.2) to post-test (M= 72.1, SD= 13.4, t (13) = .818, p = .428) or “Autistic
Mannerisms” (M = 83.7, SD = 11.2) to post-test (M= 80.7, SD= 13.1, t (13) = 1.21,
p = .248). Similarly, no significant decreases were found for the WLC Group on the
subscales “Social Awareness” from pre-test (M = 71.2, SD = 14.8) to post test (M=
69.9. SD= 14.4, t (11) = .659, p = .524), “Social Cognition” from pre-test (M = 76.1,
SD = 15.4) to post-test (M= 74.6, SD= 11.3, t (11) = .639, p = .536), “Social
Communication” from pre-test (M = 76.7, SD = 14.2) to post-test (M= 71.7, SD=
12.5, t (11) = 1.75, p = .108), “Social Motivation” from pre-test (M = 72.0, SD =
12.9) to post-test (M= 69.0, SD= 14.1, t (11) = .913, p = .381) or “Autistic
Mannerisms” from pre-test (M = 77.2, SD = 16.7) to post-test (M= 78.8, SD= 12.0, t
(11) = -.895, p = .390). Table 4.8 shows the mean performances on the SRS Total Tscore and subscales at pre- and post-testing for both the EXP and WLC Group.
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Table 4.8 Mean performance for the Experimental and Waitlist Control Group on
each dependent measure at both pre- and post-testing
Time
Period

Experimental Group
N

Mean (SD)

Waitlist Control
Group
N Mean (SD)

SRS
Total
Awareness
Cognition
Communication
Motivation
Autistic Mann
SSRS
Total Social
Cooperation
Assertion
Responsibility
Self-Control

Pre-test
Post-test
Pre-test

14 81.5 (10.0)
14 78.7 (13.1)
14 69.6 (12.5)

12
12
12

78.1 (14.7)
76.0 (12.0)
71.2 (14.8)

Post-test

14 70.9 (14.3)

12

69.9 (14.4)

Pre-test
Post-test
Pre-test
Post-test
Pre-test

14
14
14
14
14

12
12
12
12
12

76.1 (15.4)
74.6 (11.3)
76.7 (14.2)
71.6 (12.5)
72.0 (12.9)

Post-test

14 72.1 (13.4)

12

69.0 (14.1)

Pre-test

14 83.7 (11.2)

12

77.2 (16.7)

Post-test

14 80.7 (13.1)

12

78.8 (12.0)

Pre-test

13 73.5 (15.2)

13

72.1 (15.1)

Post-test

9

9

77.0 (13.4)

Pre-test

13 6.46 (4.03)

13

5.11 (3.91)

Post-test

9

9.00 (3.02)

9

7.11 (2.71)

Pre-test
Post-test
Pre-test
Post-test
Pre-test

13
9
13
9
13

10.1 (3.04)
9.84 (3.02)
9.38 (3.28)
9.76 (3.74)
7.31 (4.37)

13
9
13
9
13

11.1 (3.02)
11.8 (3.07)
8.44 (3.50)
10.0 (3.04)
8.00 (4.66)

76.7 (12.6)
74.8 (13.55)
79.3 (10.8)
76.2 (13.1)
74.8 (9.2)

77.6 (14.9)
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Total Problem

Externalising

Internalising

Hyperactivity

Post-test

9

Pre-test

8.08 (5.04)

9

7.89 (3.82)

13 122.2 (14.8)

13

116.1 (20.6)

Post-test

9

9

117.0 (15.5)

Pre-test

13 6.38 (3.55)

13

5.60 (4.30)

Post-test

9

9

6.10 (3.14)

Pre-test

13 7.85 (2.15)

13

6.40 (3.23)

Post-test

9

9

6.00 (2.79)

Pre-test

13 8.46 (2.99)

13

8.00 (2.67)

Post-test

9

9

8.10 (2.56)

120.8 (14.1)

7.00 (3.44)

7.31 (2.39)

7.46 (2.50)

4.3.4 SSRS
4.3.4.1 Social Skills Domain
A one-way between-groups ANCOVA was conducted for post-test scores on
participants’ total standard score of the social skills domain. Participants’ pre-test
SSRS total standard score were used as the covariate in the analyses. No significant
difference between the two groups was found at post testing, F (1, 19)= .016, p
= .900, partial eta squared = .001. A paired samples t-test did not find a significant
increase in the EXP Group’s SSRS total standard score from pre-test (M = 73.5, SD
= 15.2) to post-test (M = 77.6, SD = 14.9), t (12) = -1.63, p = .130. Similarly, no
significant increase was found for the WLC Group from pre-test (M = 72.1, SD =
15.1) to post-test (M = 77.0, SD = 11.7), t (8) = -2.31, p = .050.
A MANCOVA was conducted for post-test scores on the four subscales of
the SSRS social skills domain. Participants’ pre-test SSRS scores on the four
subscales were used as the covariates in the analyses. No significant differences
between groups were found at post-testing on the SSRS subscale scores for
“Cooperation” [F (1, 16) = 2.01, p = .175, partial eta squared = .112], “Assertion” [F
(1, 16) = 1.96, p = .181, partial eta squared = .109], “Responsibility” [F (1, 16)
= .653, p = .431, partial eta squared = .039] or “Self-Control” [F (1, 16) = .040, p
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= .844, partial eta squared = .002]. Paired samples t-tests found significant increases
in the EXP Group’s scores on the “Cooperation” subscale from pre-test (M = 6.50,
SD = 4.03) to post-test (M = 9.00, SD = 3.60), t (12) = -2.88, p = .014, partial eta
squared = .508). There were no significant increases in scores on the subscales
“Assertion” from pre-test (M = 10.1, SD = 3.04) to post-test (M = 9.85, SD = 3.02), t
(12) = .344, p = .737), “Responsibility” from pre-test (M = 9.40, SD = 3.28) to posttest [(M = 9.77, SD = 3.74), t (12) = -.534, p = .603) or “ Self Control” from pre-test
(M = 7.31, SD = 4.37) to post-test [(M = 8.08, SD = 5.04), t (12) = - 1.20, p = .254).
Paired samples t-tests found significant increases in the WLC Group’s scores on the
“Cooperation” subscale from pre-test (M = 5.11, SD = 3.92) to post-test (M = 7.11,
SD = 2.71), t (8) = -2.91, p = .020, partial eta squared = .513) and on the
“Responsibility” subscale from pre-test (M = 8.44, SD = 3.50) to post-test [(M = 10.0,
SD = 3.04), t (8) = -3.28, p = .011, partial eta squared = .573). There were no
significant increases in scores on the subscales “Assertion” from pre-test (M = 11.1,
SD = 3.02) to post-test (M = 11.8, SD = 3.07), t (8) = -.834, p = .428) or “ Self
Control” from pre-test (M = 8.00, SD = 4.66) to post-test (M = 7.89, SD = 3.82), t (8)
= .151, p = .884).
4.3.4.2 Problem Behaviour Domain
A one-way between-groups ANCOVA was conducted for post-test scores on
participants’ total standard score of the problem behaviours domain. Participants’
pre-test SSRS total standard scores were used as the covariate in the analyses. No
significant difference between the two groups was found at post testing, F (1,
20)= .005, p = .945, partial eta squared = .000. A paired samples t-test did not find a
significant decrease in the EXP Group’s SSRS total standard score for problem
behaviours from pre-test (M = 122, SD = 14.8) to post-test (M = 120, SD = 14.1), t
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(12) = .422, p = .680. Similarly, no significant decrease was found for the WLC
Group from pre-test (M = 116, SD = 20.6) to post-test (M = 117, SD = 15.5), t (9) = .393, p = .703.
A MANCOVA was conducted for post-test scores on the three subscales of
the SSRS problem behaviours domain. Participants’ pre-test SSRS scores on the
three subscales were used as the covariates in the analyses. No significant
differences between groups were found at post-testing on the SSRS subscale scores
for “Externalising” [F (1, 18) = .299, p = .591, partial eta squared = .016],
“Internalising” [F (1, 16) = .129, p = .723, partial eta squared = .007] or
“Hyperactive” [F (1, 16) = 1.06, p = .317, partial eta squared = .056] problem
behaviours. In addition to this, paired samples t-tests did not find significant
decreases in scores on the subscales “Externalising” from pre-test (M = 6.38, SD =
3.55) to post-test (M = 7.00, SD = 3.44), t (12) = -.693, p = .502), “Internalising”
from pre-test (M = 7.85, SD = 2.15) to post-test (M = 7.31, SD = 2.40), t (12) = 1.13,
p = .279) or “ Hyperactivity” from pre-test (M = 8.46, SD = 3.00) to post-test (M =
7.46, SD = 2.50), t (12) = 1.43, p = .177). For participants in the WLC Group, paired
samples t-tests did not find significant decreases in scores on the subscales
“Externalising” from pre-test (M = 5.60, SD = 4.30) to post-test (M = 6.10, SD =
3.14), t (9) = -.859, p = .413), “Internalising” from pre-test (M = 6.40, SD = 3.24) to
post-test (M = 6.00, SD = 2.79), t (9) = .688, p = .509) or “ Hyperactivity” from pretest (M = 8.00, SD = 2.67) to post-test (M = 8.10, SD = 2.56), t (9) = -.287, p = .780).
4.3.5 Performance
Paired samples t-tests were conducted to evaluate the impact of the
intervention from pre-test to post-test on participants’ performance of the social
skills targeted in the three modules (i.e., “I Can Do It”, “Time For School” and
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“Time For A Playdate”). Performance was measured for participants in the EXP
Group only. There was a significant increase in the performance of the social skills
in the module “I Can Do It” from pre-test (M = 54.3, SD = 18.8) to post-test (M =
77.5, SD = 16.9), t (10) = -3.52, p = .006 and this was reflected in the large effect
size of the partial eta squared statistic (.553). Performance of the social skills
targeted in the module “Time For School” significantly increased from pre-test (M =
48.2, SD = 29.6) to post-test (M = 63.7, SD = 17.3), t (10) = - 2.80, p = .019. The
partial eta squared statistic (.439) indicated a large effect. Lastly, there was a
significant increase in the performance of the social skills targeted in the module
“Time For a Playdate” from pre-test (M = 49.1, SD = 12.3) to post-test (M = 78.7,
SD = 9.65), t (10) = -15.5, p = .000. Similarly, the partial eta squared statistic
indicated a large effect (.960). Figure 6 shows the mean performance of the EXP
Group in the three modules pre- and post-testing.
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Pre and Post Mean Across Modules
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Figure 6. Pre- and post-test mean performance in social skills targeted in the
three modules

Figures 7, 8 and 9 show participants in the EXP Group’s performance of the
social skills in the three modules at pre- and post-test. In the module “I Can Do It”,
eight of the 11 participants demonstrated increases in performance of the social skills
targeted in the module from pre- to post-test. An analysis of pre-test performance
indicates that all participants demonstrated some level of the social skills targeted in
the module. For Participants 4, 9, 10, and 11 however pre-test levels were high, in
that participants performed more than half (i.e., six to eight) of the social skills
targeted in the module. Consequently, although small increases were indicated from
pre to post-test for Participants 4 and 9, performance remained at pre-test levels at
post-testing for Participants 10 and 11. For Participant 2, performance marginally
decreased from pre- to post testing. At pre-test, Participant 2 demonstrated the ability
to stay calm after losing a game. Interestingly however, under identical conditions at
post-test and having received instruction on the specific social skill (i.e., Losing),
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Participant 2 was observed to become upset, removing himself from his peers and
the game that they were playing. In addition to this, a similar trend in performance
was observed for the social skills “Teamwork” and “Criticism”, when at post-test
Participant 2 was observed to refuse to work on the same task as his peers (i.e.,
“Teamwork”) and to become upset following feedback on a task/ activity (i.e.,
“Criticism”).
Further analysis of all participants’ performance of the social skills targeted in
the module “I Can Do It” indicates that, although participants demonstrated
improvements in initiating and responding to greetings (i.e., “Birthday Party
Greetings”), doing what is asked, waiting, staying calm when a friend or peer said no
(i.e., “Friend Says No”) or when a friend or peer gave feedback on a task or activity
that the participant was completing (i.e., “Criticism”) and joining in games at
birthday parties (i.e., “Birthday Party Join In”), they continued to demonstrate
difficulties staying calm after losing a game (i.e., “Losing”) as indicated by a
decrease in performance from pre- to post-test. Additionally, performance on the
social skill “Teamwork” remained at pre-test levels at post-testing with the majority
of participants demonstrating the behaviours necessary to contribute to a team (i.e.,
doing the same task and working together).
In the module “Time for School”, eight of the 11 participants demonstrated
increases in performance of the social skills targeted in the module from pre- to posttest. Although all participants demonstrated some level of the social skills targeted in
the module at pre-test, the levels for the majority of participants were lower than
levels indicated in the module “I Can Do It”. Similarly however, for Participants 9,
10 and 11 pre-test levels were high, with participants performing over half of (i.e.,
six to eight) of targeted social skills. For Participants 2 and 3, performance
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marginally decreased from pre- to post testing. At pre-test, Participant 2
demonstrated the ability to listen to the instructor (i.e., “Listen to the Teacher”), raise
his hand to speak during lessons and to play with his peers in the absence of hitting
or pushing and in the presence of following the instructors directions in relation to
play (i.e., “Playground Behaviour”). Interestingly however, under identical
conditions at post-test and having received instruction on the specific social skills,
Participant 2 was observed to: (1) refuse to follow the directions of the instructor; (2)
speak during lessons without the participant raising his hand to speak and; (3) play
with his peers without following the directions of the instructor. Similarly and in
contrast to performance during pre-test, Participant 3, was observed to speak during
lessons without raising his hand and to stay calm in the presence of an activity that
was previously identified as a challenge for the participant (i.e., “Self- Calming”).
Analysis of all participants’ performance of the social skills in the module
“Time for School” indicates improvements in the participants’ ability to initiate and
respond to greetings (i.e., “Say Hello”), to do what is asked (i.e., “Listen to
Teacher”), to share with peers, to apologise to a peers (i.e., “Say Sorry”), to sit
quietly, to play in the absence of hitting and pushing and in the presence of
following the direction of the instructor (i.e., “Playground Behaviour”) and lastly, to
take turns across games (i.e., Take Turn). Contrastingly, participants’ performance
on the social skills “Keep Hands to Myself” and “Show Interest” remained at pre-test
levels at post-testing, with all participants demonstrating the ability to maintain
personal space when interacting with their peers (i.e., “Keep Hands to Myself”) but
demonstrated considerable difficulties showing interest in the actions and activities
of their peers (i.e., “Show Interest”). In addition to this, there was a small decrease in
performance of the social skill “ Self-Calming” as one participant demonstrated
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difficulty staying calm in the presence of an activity that was previously identified as
a challenge for the participant.
There were consistent increases indicated from pre- to post-testing, across all
11 participants, in the module “Time for a Playdate”. Although all participants
demonstrated some level of the social skills targeted in the module at pre-test,
difficulties in the social skills targeted in this module were consistent across all
participants. Analysis of the performance of the social skills across participants
indicates that the greatest improvements were indicated in the socials skills: (1)
Greet Friend; (2) Stay with Friend; (3) Play his Way; (4) Eye Contact and lastly; (5)
Clean up. Participants’ performance of the social skills “Talk on Topic” remained at
pre-test levels at post-testing as all participants demonstrated the ability to identify
the topic and to either add related comments or ask related questions. Conversely,
participants’ performance on the social skill “Losing” marginally decreased from
pre- to post-testing when two participants, who remained calm and congratulated
their peer/s at pre-test, did not do so under identical conditions at post-testing.
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Pre- and Post-test Performance for "I Can Do It"
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Figure 7. Performance of social skills per participant in the module “I Can Do
It” at pre- and post-test.
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Figure 8. Performance in social skills per participant in the module “Time for
School” at pre- and post-test.
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Pre- and Post-test Performance for "Time For A
Playdate"
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Figure 9. Performance in social skills per participant in the module “Time for a
Playdate” at pre- and post-test.
4.3.6 Social Validity
The social validity questionnaire was completed by 57% (n = 8) of the
sample of participants from the EXP Group. The majority of participants answered
that they thought the skills (i.e., social skills for school, play and everyday) that they
were working on were important, that they enjoyed the videos and practices and that
they learned a lot from the programme. When asked what was the participants’
favourite part of the programme, responses included, but were not limited to: (a)
“making friends”; (b) “watching rewards” and; (c) the scheduled freetime or “golden
time”. The social validity of procedures and skills targeted from the perspective of
the participants is important to secure and maintain motivation to take part. The
finding that a high percentage of participants enjoyed taking part is a positive
outcome for the utility of such curricula in group-based social skills interventions.
Table 4.9 shows participants’ responses to social validity questions.
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Table 4.9 Responses to Social Validity Questionnaire
Social Validity Questions

Yes (n = 8)

No (n = 8)

1

It is important to learn about skills that we
use in play

100% (n = 8) 0% (n = 0)

2

It is important to learn about skills we use in
school

100% (n = 8) 0% (n = 0)

3

It is important to learn about skills we use
everyday (in school, at home and playing
with my friends)

100% (n = 8) 0% (n = 0)

4

I think I have learned a lot from the
programme

100% (n = 7) 0% (n = 0)

5

I liked the videos in the programme

6

I liked the practices where we acted out the
skills

87.5% (n =
7)
75% (n = 6)

12.5% (n =
1)
25% (n = 2)

7

I find playing with and talking to my friends
easier

75% (n = 6)

25% (n = 2)

8

Learning skills for play, skills for school and 62.5% (n =
skills for everyday makes me happier
5)

37.5% (n =
3)

4.4 Discussion
The current research evaluated the outcomes associated with three modules
of the Model Me Kids® curriculum for increasing social skills typically observed
within childhood. The results indicated that the Model Me Kids® curriculum
positively effected the EXP Group’s performance of the social skills targeted across
the three modules as increases in social skills were observed from pre- to post-test.
Unfortunately, changes on parent-report standardised measures of social skills used
in the research (i.e., SRS and the SSRS) were not observed. Similarly, there were no
significant differences between groups at post-testing on the parent-report measure
of problem behaviours (i.e., problem behaviour domain of the SSRS).
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On further analysis of the data, the findings show that improvements in
performance were demonstrated across 79% of the target social skills. Moreover, the
greatest benefit was evidenced in the module “Time for a Playdate”, as
improvements were found to be consistent across all 11 participants. These findings
suggest that the scope and sequence of the curriculum, the didactic and behavioural
methodologies of instruction employed and delivery within small groups of same
aged peers positively impacted participants’ performance of the targeted social skills.
Additionally, the findings contribute to the paucity of research evaluating the
efficacy of social skills interventions and curricula in the context in which they occur
(i.e., play related social skills in childhood; McCoy et al, 2016).
There were no significant differences observed on the indirect measures of
social skills used in the current study. In addition to this, improvements indicated
from further analyses within group using paired samples t-tests were almost identical
for participants of the EXP and WLC groups. Maturation may provide one
explanation for the improvements found across both the EXP and WLC groups;
however, the improvements across both groups were marginal with scores remaining
in the severe (i.e., SRS) and low average (i.e., SRSS) range of social impairment.
Despite these findings, the measurement of social validity indicated that, although
participants enjoyed taking part in the programme, they particularly enjoyed the
video models and role play practices and development of new friendships.
Similar outcomes were indicated between groups on the problem behaviour
domain of the SSRS, as scores remained in the clinical range and only marginally
decreased to an almost identical degree. These findings provide evidence that the
Model Me Kids® curriculum may not impact problem behaviours such as inattention,
hyperactivity, anxiety and depression as they present in children with HFASD.
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Additionally, it is possible that the presence of and the degree to which these
problem behaviours occurred may have impacted participants’ response to
intervention in the current study. Future research is required to examine if the
presence and severity of problem behaviours moderate the impact of the Model Me
Kids® curriculum for increasing social skills in children with HFASD.
4.4.1 Limitations
The findings of the current research indicate a discrepancy in outcomes
between the standardised and direct performance measures of social skills. This
discrepancy could be explained by a mismatch between standardised measures of
social skills (i.e., SRS and the SSRS) and the practical skills applicable, and
necessary to childhood (i.e., play related social skills). Frankel et al (2010)
considered this in their recent study as the researchers used subscales of the SSRS to
measure attributes relevant to friendships and the Quality of Play Questionnaire
(QPQ; Frankel and Mintz, 2011) to measure the quality and frequency of the
participants’ playdates. It is possible that the inclusion of a measure of play related
social skills in the current research would provide information necessary for
evaluating the Model Me Kids® curriculum for young children with a diagnosis of
HFASD. Future research is required to examine this limitation.
Varying levels of social skills indicated across all three modules at pre-test is
another limitation of the current study. This finding reflects the uneven presentation
of social skills in children with HFASD (Heaton, Williams, Cummins & Happe,
2008); however, it also reflects the difficulties encountered when age was used alone
to place participants on the curriculum. For example, Participants 9, 10 and 11
performed many of the targeted social skills at pre-test but were under the
recommended age for instruction on the modules for children aged 5 to 12 years. It is,
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therefore, likely that the inclusion of these participants negatively impacted the
outcomes indicated on both the direct and indirect measures of social skills in the
current study. The development of a placement test specific to the Model Me Kids®
curriculum would help increase accuracy in placement by determining priority
modules specific to an individual and assignment to appropriate SSTGs. Chapter 5
aimed to address this by using the participants age, together with responses to items
on the standardised measures of social skills that directly related to the social skills
targeted in the modules for children to adolescents aged 9 to 17 years, to increase
accuracy in placement at pre-test.
4.5 Conclusion
Chapter 5 extends upon this current study by evaluating three different
modules that are contextually specific and appropriate to adolescents with HFASD.
Similar to Chapter 4 and in extension of previous research in the area, an RCT will
be used to examine the impact of the Model Me Kids® curriculum on the targeted
social skills. Given the differences in the presentation of social skills across the
lifespan, it was deemed important to investigate the outcomes of the curriculum for
an older cohort of participants.
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Chapter 5: A Randomised Controlled Trial of the Model Me Kids® Curriculum
for Teaching Social Skills to Children and Adolescents with High Functioning
Autism Spectrum Disorder
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5.1 Introduction
Social skills difficulties in adolescence present in a different way to
childhood for individuals with HFASD, as social interactions and friendships
become less focused on play skills and more focused on talk and conversation
(Buhrmester, 1990). In adolescence, there is an expectation to initiate and maintain
social conversations and fluently respond to the communication and interactions of
others.
Despite the importance of social skills interventions in adolescence for
individuals with HFASD, the findings of Chapter 2 indicate that the number of
studies evaluating interventions for children far outnumber studies evaluating
interventions for adolescents. Of the 29 studies reviewed in Chapter 2, only five
studies (17.2%) included adolescents as the participant sample. This finding supports
similar research in the area as the lack of empirically supported social skills
interventions for adolescents with ASD, including HFASD, has been identified as a
huge gap in the research literature (Reichow & Volkmar, 2010; Laugeson et al,
2015). The current study extended research in the area by evaluating three modules
of the Model Me Kids® curriculum for children to adolescents aged 9 to 17 years.
Similarly to Chapter 4, the current study used an RCT to identify any
significant differences between the EXP Group who received intervention and a
WLC Group. As in Chapter 4 and in extension of the pilot investigation of the
curriculum in Chapter 3, multiple types of validated outcome measures were used to
investigate the impact of the curriculum. Standardised measures of social functioning
(i.e., SRS and the SSRS) were recorded for both groups at pre- and post-test and
between-group analyses were conducted to investigate differences in scores on posttest measures. In addition to this, performance of the targeted social skills, in small
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group contexts of similar aged peers, were recorded for participants of the EXP
Group only in the current study.
The findings of Chapter 4 indicated a discrepancy in outcomes between the
standardised and performance measures of social skills. In Chapter 4, the ability of
the standardised measures of social skills (i.e., SRS and the SSRS) to measure skills
applicable and necessary to childhood (i.e., play related social skills) was one
explanation discussed for the discrepancy in outcomes. In the current research
however, the use of identical standardised measures was not considered a
foreseeable limitation as both the SRS and the SSRS include items that directly
measure the social skills targeted in the three modules investigated in the current
study; that is, “Conversation Cues”, “Friendships” and “ Tips and Tricks”. It was
therefore predicated that, participants in the EXP Group of the current study would
show greater improvements at post-testing in the standardised measures of social
skills.
The importance of accurately placing participants on the curriculum is
emphasised in the findings of Chapter 4. Accurate placement on a curriculum is
likely to impact motivation to engage, assignment to appropriate SSTGs and
outcomes of the curriculum. In Chapter 4, the participants age was used alone to
determine placement on the curriculum and, as a result, varying levels of
performance on direct observational measures of social skills were indicated across
participants at pre-test. Chapter 5 addressed this and extended research in the area by
using the age of the participant together with responses to items on the standardised
measures of social skills to increase accuracy of placement at pre-test.
As in Chapter 4, and in extension of Chapter 3, the current study delivered
the Model Me Kids® curriculum in a SSTG and participants met weekly to receive
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instruction in a small group of similar aged peers. The immediate rehearsal and
practice of social skills with the peer group that is afforded with the delivery of
social skills interventions through SSTGs was hypothesised to positively impact
outcomes on both standardised and direct observational measures of social skills in
the current study.
5.2 Method
5.2.1 Participants
Procedures for recruiting participants, obtaining consent and confirming
diagnosis were identical to those used in Chapter 4. As a result, 34 children and
adolescents, ranging from 9.04 to 17.02 years, were recruited to participate in this
study. Table 5.1 provides mean demographic and baseline variables for participants.
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Table 5.1 Mean demographic and baseline variables (standard deviation in parentheses)
Variable
Age
Percent male
IQ
Language

Total

98.15 9.34)
100.64 (14.24)

Group
Experimental (n=18)
12.45 (2.42)
77.7%
96.50 (9.56)
99.20 (12.31)

Waitlist Control (n=16)
12.86 (2.31)
62.5%
100.00 (9.03)
102.00 (16.13)

64.16 (12.24)
58.91 (11.67)
55.28 (9.96)
64.37 (13.44)
62.53 (11.85)

65.05 (13.51)
60.39 (12.04)
54.40 (9.65)
64.66 (13.98)
64.88 (12.80)

63.00 (10.06)
57.00 (11.32)
56.29 (10.61)
64.00 (13.23)
59.50 (10.17)

0.64
0.42
0.62
0.89
0.20

35.73 (7.90)
42.49 (8.60)
37.33 (8.73)
38.06 (6.70)

36.28 (9.09)
43.94 (8.42)
37.94 (9.05)
36.11 (7.48)

35.00 (6.46)
41.56 (9.09)
36.50 (8.30)
40.56 (5.61)

0.78
0.43
0.63
0.06

68.00 (8.06)
69.81 (9.76)
58.90 (8.74)

69.05 (9.37)
69.78 (10.63)
60.55 (8.47)

66.60 (5.82)
70.07 (8.61)
55.87 (8.99)

0.38
0.93
0.13

83.00 (7.82)

83.16 (8.30)

82.81 (7.51)

0.89

92.26 (16.77)

89.83 (18.83)

94.90 (14.62)

0.48

12.65 (2.34)

p
0.61
0.28
0.59

MASC
Total
Physical Symptoms Subscale
Harm Avoidance Subscale
Social Anxiety Subscale
Separation Panic Subscale
CBCL Competence Scales
Total
Activities
Social
School
CBCL Syndrome Scales
Total
Internalizing
Externalising
SRS Pre-test
Total
SSRS Pre-test
Total
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5.2.1.1 Eligibility
The criteria for determining participant eligibility in this study were identical
to those used in Chapter 4, with the exception that children and adolescents between
the ages of 9 and 17 years were considered for participation in this study.
Participants who met the criteria were assigned to either the EXP Group or the to
WLC Group.
5.2.2 Setting and Instructors
The setting where the intervention took place and the instructors that
delivered the curriculum were the same as described in Chapter 4. Procedures for
measuring treatment integrity were identical to those described in Chapter 3.
5.2.3 Materials
The materials for each intervention session were identical to those described
in Chapter 4, with the exception that the booklets provided for each participant
detailed operational definitions and associated rules for the social skills targeted in
the modules “Conversation Cues”, “Friendships” and “Tips and Tricks” (see
Appendix G).
5.2.4 Design
Similarly to Chapter 4, a between groups design was used to evaluate the
efficacy of the intervention on social skills increase. Participants who met the criteria
and therefore considered eligible to participate were randomly assigned to either the
EXP Group (n=18) or to the WLC Group (n=16).
5.2.5 Curriculum
Three modules of the Model Me Kids® curriculum, designed to increase
social skills in children to adolescents between 9-17 years, were employed in the
current study. The modules included: (1) “Conversation Cues”; (2) “Friendships”
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and; (3) “Tips and Tricks”. Tables 5.2, 5.3 and 5.4 provide operational definitions
for the social skills targeted in each of the three modules.
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Table 5.2 Operational definitions of the social skills in the module Conversation Cues from the Model Me Kids® curriculum
Social Skill
When to Start a
Conversation

Operational definition
The participant approaching another peer/s to start a conversation when the other peer/s is/are not occupied/ busy with task or
activity, when the other peer/s is not talking to other people or when it is during free time, break or lunch.

Cue: Interested

The participant facing the other peer/s and looking at the peer/s face and continuing the conversation only when the peer/s shows the
following cues: (a) the peer/s is facing the participant, (b) the peer/s is looking at the participant, (c) the peer/s is nodding his head.

Cue: Not Interested

The participant facing the other peer/s and looking at the peer/s face and either asking a question or changing the topic only when the
peer/s shows the following cues that he is not interested: (a) the peer/s is not facing the participant, (b) the peer/s is looking away and
not maintaining eye contact with the participant, (c) the peer/s is rolling his eyes, (d) the peer/s is walking a away or moving his body
away from the participant.

How to Start
Conversation

The participant: (1) approaching the peer/s, (2) standing arms length apart, (3) turning his body to face the peer/s, and (4) saying hello
or introducing a topic of conversation.

Cue: Bored

The participant facing the other peer/s and looking at the peer/s face and either asking a question or changing the topic only when the
peer/s shows the following cues that he is bored: (a) the peer/s is not facing the participant, (b) the peer/s is looking away and not
maintaining eye contact, and/or (c) the peer/s is yawning.

Take Turns

The participant waiting until the other peer/s is finished talking or there is a pause in conversation for approximately two to three
seconds before taking his turn and adding a comment or asking a question.

Maintain
Conversation

The participant (a) adding a related comment, and (b) asking a question and (c) nodding to show that that the participant understands
what the other peer/s is saying during a conversation.

Talk on Topic

The participant (a) adding related comments, and (b) asking related questions to the topic being discussed.
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Cue: Disbelief

When speaking or giving information on a topic of conversation, either generated by himself or another peer/s, the participant will
recognise when the other peer/s does not believe what he is saying by: facing the peer/s and looking at the peer/s face for the
following cues, the peer/s (a) lips are pursed, (b) head is pulled back, (c) eyes are narrowed, (d) eyebrows are raised.

Cue: Confused

The participant explaining what he/she is saying during a conversation when the other peer/s shows the following cues: (a) eyes
narrow and (b) forehead frowns.

My Cues

The participant facing the other peer/s, looking at the peer/s eyes and nodding to confirm that the participant is following the
conversation.

End Conversation

The participant waiting for a pause in the conversation or waiting until each peer/s has finished talking and explaining that you have
to leave by saying “I have to go to class”, “I have to go now”, “the teacher is here” etc. or by saying goodbye, for example, saying
“see you”, “talk to you later”, “bye” etc.
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Table 5.3 Operational definitions of the social skills in the module Friendship from the Model Me Kids® curriculum
Social Skill
Say Hello

Operational definition
The participant approaching another peer/s, turning his body to face the peer/s, looking into the peer/s eyes and saying hello.

Clubs

Can be defined as the participant following the rules to complete the activities of a club, with the rules either being verbally described
or visually presented.

Empathy

The participant offering a statement of comfort when a peer shares information about a sad or stressful event in his life or a statement
of shared happiness or excitement when a peer shares information about a happy or exciting event in his life.

Team Sports

The participant cheering on members of his team during games against other teams, using statements that are positive such as “Let’s
Go!”, “We Can Do it” etc.

Rejection

The participant staying calm when either he/she is left out of a conversation with peer/s (i.e., if the participant asks a question, the
question is not answered or if the participant makes a comment, the comment is not responded to with a question or comment from
peer/s) or when he/she is not chosen to join a team when there is a choice of other peer/s or is not asked to join a team when there is
no restriction on the number of members of a team.

Include Others

The participant inviting a peer/s to join a game or activity or conversation, when the peer/s is in close proximity to the game or
activity or conversation but is not participating by doing the game or activity or adding comments/ asking questions in the
conversation. In addition to this, the peer/s is not engaged in a solitary game or activity.
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Interests (identifying Can be described as the participant asking a peer/s what he/they like and talking to a peer/s, by asking questions and adding
mutual interests)
comments, when something that the participant likes is identified.
Invite

Can be described as the participant inviting a peer/s to get together/ to do something with the participant outside of the group context,
when the participant and the peer/s have identified something that the participant and peer/s have in common.

Showing Interest

Can be described as the participant listening to the conversation of peer/s, talking about the same topic by asking related questions.

Compromise

Can be described as the participant listening to the thoughts stated by his peer/s, given a topic of conversation or thoughts on how to
complete a task or activity, even when it is different to what the participant thinks. Following this, the participant will state what he
thinks and either state that he accepts the opinion of others or tries the task or activity the peer/s way.

Maintaining
Friendships

Can be described as the participant naming either personal information or information related to events happening at the time for his
peer/s, when asked “Can you remember two things about (PEER)?”.

Body Language

Can be described as the participant (1) continuing with a conversation (i.e., adding comments and asking questions), when a peer/s is
showing non-verbal cues (e.g., the peer/s is facing and looking at the participant during a conversation) that he is interested; (2)
changing the conversation, when a peer/s is showing non-verbal cues (i.e., the peer/s does not face or look at the participant during a
conversation) that he is not interested; (3) explaining what he is saying, when a peer/s is showing non-verbal cues that he/they are
confused (e.g., the peer/s eyes narrow and forehead frowns) or that he/she disbelieves (e.g., the peer/s lips are pursed, head is pulled
back and eyebrows are raised) what is being said.
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Table 5.4 Operational definitions of the social skills in the module Tips and Tricks from the Model Me Kids® curriculum
Social Skill
Voice Modulation

Operational definition
The participant either (1) speaking in a medium tone of voice when peer/s are within 1-2 meters of the participant; (2) speaking
in a soft voice when the participant wants to say something discretely to his peer/s; or (3) speaking in a loud voice when the
participant wants to say something and his peer/s is more than 2 meters away.

Blurting

The participant commenting suddenly, without any observable signs of stopping to think about what is being said, when asked
to provide a comment on a peer/s character, appearance or action. In addition to this, comments that are blurted are usually
descriptions or labels of fact.

Tact

The participant stopping to think about what he is going to say when asked to provide a comment on a peer/s character,
appearance or action, and providing a comment that includes an empathetic statement (i.e., in situation that a peer/s labels as sad
or disappointing for him/them) or a statement of something the participant likes (i.e., about his peer/s, character, appearance or
action) with a statement of fact.

Personal Space

The participant standing or sitting in arms length of his peer/s during a conversation or task or activity.

Grooming and
Hygiene

The participant: (1) showering/bathing every second day, (2) brushing his teeth at least twice a day, (3) washing his hands after
using the bathroom and before each meal. Grooming can be described as the participant: (1) wearing clean clothes and (2)
brushing his hair. For the purpose of this study, direct observation of the behaviours involved in grooming was measured.
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Sense of Humour

The participant telling a joke once that does not involve reference to a peer/s and does not include bad language such as curse
words.

Perspective

The participant labeling how a peer/s feels when told a story about an event that has either made the peer/s happy, sad, angry,
frustrated etc.

Being Wrong

The participant making an error (e.g., an error in information relayed or in an answer to a question etc.) and, when a peer/s
labels it as an error, staying calm and moving on with either the conversation or task or activity in place.

Flexibility

The participant accepting change in a task or activity or in the previously agreed arrangement or schedule of tasks or activities.

Deep Breathing

The participant staying calm by purposefully and slowly inhaling and exhaling larger than usual volumes of air in situations that
the participant experiences stress (e.g., a sudden and unexpected time constraint place on a task that the participant is
completing).

Forgive

The participant accepting another a peer/s apology for something they have done that may have hurt or offended the participant.
In acceptance of the apology, the participant will verbally say that it is “ok” and will not comment further on the event or
situation.

Asking for help

The participant asking for help when he/she is experiencing difficulty with a task or activity.
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5.2.6 Measures
5.2.6.1 Descriptive Measures
The measures used to describe the participant pool and to determine
eligibility were identical to those used in Chapter 4, with the exception that
participants were asked to complete additional measures to assess the presence of
clinical symptoms of anxiety and/ or anxiety disorders (i.e., MASC; March, 1997).
The function of this measure and that of the CBCL is identical to that described in
Chapter 4.
5.2.6.1.1 SB-5 (Roid, 2003)
Cognitive ability was measured in an identical format to that described in
Chapter 4.
5.2.6.1.2 CELF®-4 (Semel et al, 2003)
Expressive and receptive language was measured in an identical format to
that described in Chapter 4.
5.2.6.1.3 SCQ (Rutter, Bailey & Lord, 2003)
The screening tool used to identify children and adolescents at high risk of
developmental problems was identical to that of Chapter 4.
5.2.6.1.4 CBCL (Achenbach & Rescorla, 2001)
The assessment of various aspects of psychopathology in childhood and
adolescence was measured in an identical format to that described in Chapter 4.
5.2.6.1.5 Multidimensional Anxiety Scale for Children (MASC; March, 1997)
The MASC is a 39-item self-report scale that assesses the major dimensions
of anxiety. The 39 items included in the MASC are distributed across four basic
scales (physical symptoms, harm avoidance, social anxiety and separation/panic), a
scale for measuring total anxiety symptoms, and two major indexes (anxiety disorder
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and inconsistency). The “Inconsistency Index” is useful for identifying random and
careless responding, and the “Anxiety Disorder Index” is useful for identifying
respondents who might benefit from a more detailed clinical assessment. The MASC
is suitable for individuals aged 8 to 19 years and, for accurate administration,
requires a fourth grade reading level (i.e., 9 to 10 years old). The MASC takes
approximately 15 minutes to administer and, in previous research, has been shown to
have internal reliability (i.e., ranging from 0.50 to 0.88) within the satisfactory to
excellent range.
5.2.6.2 Dependent Measures
Similar to Chapter 4, standardized measures and tests for performance of the
targeted social skills in small groups, were administered pre- and post-test.
Standardised assessments were identical to those used in Chapter 4, with the
exception that participants themselves served as respondents for the SSRS (Gresham
& Elliot, 1990).
5.2.6.2.1 SRS (Constantino & Gruber, 2005)
The severity and type of social impairments that are characteristic of ASD
conditions in children and adolescents was measured in an identical format to that
described in Chapter 4.
5.2.6.2.2 SSRS (Gresham & Elliot, 1990)
Similar to Chapter 4, the SSRS was used to concurrently measure social
behaviours. The description of the SSRS is identical to that described in Chapter 4.
For the purpose of this current study, participants completed the rating scale for
secondary school students. The SSRS for secondary school students is a 39-item,
self-report questionnaire that uses standard scores as the method of reporting (M=
100; SD= 15). Internal consistency of self-report ratings of social skills differs
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according to gender and educational level (i.e., “Elementary Level” and “Secondary
Level”). For female elementary students internal consistency is reported as .80 and
for male elementary students internal consistency is reported as .84. For female
secondary students internal consistency is reported as .82 and for male secondary
students internal consistency is reported as.83. In addition to this, test-retest
reliability is reported as .68 for self-report ratings of social skills.
5.2.6.2.3 Performance
Performance of the targeted social skills was measured in an identical format
to that described in Chapter 4. Tables 5.5, 5.6 and 5.7 describe the discriminative
stimuli for the target social behaviours for all three modules.
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Table 5.5 Discriminative stimuli for the targeted social skills in the module Conversation Cues from the Model Me Kids® curriculum
Social Skill
When to Start a
Conversation

Discriminative Stimuli
The measure of performance began when the instructor stated that a scheduled interval of free-time was available to the participants.
During the scheduled free-time, the instructor/s did not begin a conversation with the participant and only contributed to a conversation
when the participant asked a question or made a comment that was directed at the instructor/s. Throughout the interval of free-time the
instructor/s reminded all participants that they were welcome to talk amongst themselves. The onset of the interval of free-time and the
direction that was issued to talk amongst themselves served as the discriminative stimulus for the participant to start a conversation with
his peer/s.

Cue: Interested

The measure of performance began when the participant was engaged in a conversation with a peer/s on a topic that was initiated by the
participant himself or by a peer/s (i.e., when the participant responded to the topic of conversation by either adding comments and/or
asking questions). The topics that were initiated could have been topics suggested by the instructor (i.e., topics provided in an envelope
or topics presented on a whiteboard) or topics that were initiated by the participant and/or his peer/s. During the conversation, peer/s
were observed for demonstration of non-verbal facial and body cues that indicate interest (i.e., facing and looking at the participant). The
onset of these cues served as the discriminative stimulus for the participant to continue with the topic of conversation by either
commenting or asking questions on the same topic.

Cue: Not
interested & Cue:

The measure of performance began when the participant was engaged in a conversation with a peer/s on a topic that was initiated by the
participant himself or by a peer (i.e., when the participant responded to the topic of conversation by either adding
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Bored

comments and/or asking questions). The topics that were initiated could have been topics suggested by the instructor (i.e., topics
provided in an envelope or topics presented on a whiteboard) or topics that were initiated by the participant and/or his peer/s. During the
conversation, peer/s were observed for demonstration of non-verbal facial and body cues that indicate that the peer/s was or were not
interested in the conversation. These include looking away from the participant, rolling his eyes and turning or walking away. The onset
of these cues served as the discriminative stimulus for the participant to ask a question on the topic being discussed or to change the
topic to one of interest to his peer/s.

How to start a
conversation

The measure of performance began when the instructor gave the participant an envelope that contained a number of conversation topics
and the participant selected one topic. The topics were mixed between areas of interest to the participant (e.g., the participant’s pets,
favourite television shows, favourite movies, favourite computer games) and topics that the participant neither expressed an interest nor
disinterest in but would rarely initiate himself. Examples of topics included plans for the summer holidays, plans for the weekend or
what the participant did the previous weekend, favourite food etc. The selection the topic served as the discriminative stimulus for the
participant to start a conversation with a peer or with his peer/s.

Take Turns

The measure of performance began when the participant was engaged in a conversation with a peer/s on a topic that was initiated by the
participant himself or by a peer/s (i.e., when the participant responded to the topic of conversation by either adding comments and/or
asking questions). The topics that were initiated could have been topics suggested by the instructor (i.e., topics provided in an envelope
or topics presented on a whiteboard) or topics that were initiated by the participant and/or his peer/s. The onset of the conversation
served as the discriminative stimulus for the participant to take turns in conversation.
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Maintaining a
conversation

The measure of performance began when the participant was engaged in a conversation with a peer/s on a topic that was initiated by the
participant himself or by a peer (i.e., when the participant responded to the topic of conversation by either adding comments and/or
asking questions). The topics that were initiated could have been topics suggested by the instructor (i.e., topics provided in an envelope
or topics presented on a whiteboard) or topics that were initiated by the participant and/or his peer/s. During this
probe the participant was expected to add a comment, ask a question and follow along, demonstrating non-verbal facial and body cues
necessary to maintain a conversation (i.e., nodding to show interest, smiling and laughing when appropriate and turning his body to face
the instructor). The onset of the conversation served as the discriminative stimulus for the participant to maintain the conversation.

Talking on topic

The measure of performance began when the participant was engaged in a conversation with a peer/s on a topic that was initiated by the
participant himself or by a peer/s (i.e., when the participant responded to the topic of conversation by either adding comments and/or
asking questions). The topics that were initiated could have been topics suggested by the instructor (i.e., topics provided in an envelope
or topics presented on a whiteboard) or topics that were initiated by the participant and/or his peer/s. During this probe, the participant
was expected to remain on topic in comments or question he added to the conversation. The onset of the conversation served as the
discriminative stimulus for the participant to remain on topic.

Cue: Disbelief

The measure of performance began when the participant was engaged in a conversation with a peer/s on a topic that was initiated by the
participant himself or by a peer (i.e., when the participant responded to the topic of conversation by either adding comments and/or
asking questions). The topics that were initiated could have been topics suggested by the instructor (i.e., topics provided in an envelope
or topics presented on a whiteboard) or topics that were initiated by the participant and/or his peer/s. During the conversation, peer/s
were observed for demonstration of non-verbal facial and body cues that indicate that the peer/s disbelieved content
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of the conversation. These included: (1) pursed lips; (2) head pulled back; (3) narrowed eyes; (4) raised eyebrows. The onset of these
cues served as the discriminative stimulus for the participant to explain the story with background information to support comments
made.
Cue: Confused

The measure of performance began when the participant was engaged in a conversation with a peer/s on a topic that was initiated by the
participant himself or by a peer (i.e., when the participant responded to the topic of conversation by either adding
comments and/or asking questions). The topics that were initiated could have been topics suggested by the instructor (i.e., topics
provided in an envelope or topics presented on a whiteboard) or topics that were initiated by the participant and/or his peer/s. During the
conversation, peer/s were observed for demonstration of non-verbal facial and body cues that indicate that the peer/s were confused with
content of the conversation. These included: (1) narrowed eyes and (2) frowned forehead. The onset of these cues served as the
discriminative stimulus for the participant to repeat the content and provide examples to explain what the participant was talking about.

My Cues

The measure of performance began with the initiation of the conversation. In a similar way to the skills “Maintaining a Conversation”
and “Talking on Topic”, either the participant or his peer/s could initiate the conversation and the conversation may or may not have
been selected from the envelope containing a range of preferred and less preferred topics. The onset of the conversation served as the
discriminative stimulus for the participant to demonstrate the non-verbal cues appropriate to show interest in a conversation (i.e.,
nodding during the conversation, smiling and laughing when appropriate and turning his or her body towards the person who is
speaking).

End Conversation The measure of performance began after a conversation with a peer/s, when the peer/s comments and questions lessened in frequency
but the peer/s continued to show cues of interest. This served as a discriminative stimulus for the participant to end the conversation
politely.
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Table 5.6 Discriminative stimuli for the targeted social skills in the module Friendship from the Model Me Kids® curriculum
Social Skill
Say Hello

Discriminative Stimuli
The measure of performance began when the participant either entered the room where instruction took place and when a peer/s who
the participant had not seen in a few days entered the room. The participant or peer/s entrance to the room served as the
discriminative stimulus for the participant to say hello.

Clubs

This measure of performance began when the instructor verbally described the activity that was occurring in the club and
accompanying rules to the participant and his peer/s. This served as the discriminative stimulus for the participant to follow the rules
to complete the activity of the club.

Empathy

This measure of performance began when the instructor asked the participant and his peer/s to share an event that was upsetting or
frustrating for the participant. The instructor then modeled a story for the participant and his peer/s. The onset of a peer/s story served
as the discriminative stimulus for the participant to provide an empathetic statement of comfort.

Team Sports

This measure of performance began when the instructor divided the participant and his peers into teams and explained the activity or
game that the teams were going to compete against each other for. The participant and his peers then began to participate in the
activity or game. The onset of the team activities or games served as the discriminative stimulus for the participant to cheer on
members of his team, using positive statements such as “Let’s Go!”, “We Can Do it” etc

Rejection

This measure of performance began with the instructor assigning two peers as team captains and explaining that they would choose
the members of their team one member at a time and in turns. When the team captains chose a peer to join his team that was not the
participant (i.e., instance of rejection), this served as a discriminative stimulus for the participant to stay calm.
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Include Others

This measure of performance began during an interval of free-time when the instructor explained to the participant he was free to do
an activity that he prefers. Examples of activities include games, age appropriate music or a favourite you tube clip on the laptop
available to the group or conversations with a peer/s. The participant beginning an activity when a peer/s was in close proximity but
not involved in the activity served as the discriminative stimulus for the participant to include the peer/s. An additional discriminative
stimulus for including others involved the participant choosing to have a conversation as part of his free-time and talking with a
peer/s in the group with another peer/s in close proximity but not involved in the conversation.

Interests (identifying This measure of performance began during an interval of free time when the participant and his peer/s were directed to talk freely.
mutual interests)
This served as a discriminative stimulus for the participant to ask a peer/s what he/they like and talk to a peer/s, by asking questions
and adding comments, when something that the participant and a peer/s share in common was identified.
Showing Interest

This measure of performance began during an interval of free time when the participant and his peer/s were directed to talk freely.
This served as a discriminative stimulus for the participant to showing interest by listening to the conversation and asking questions.

Compromise

This measure of performance began during the assigned team activities and games, when the instructor explained a game or activity
that could be completed in many ways but the outcome is the same. For example, pieces of a Jenga game were divided between two
teams and the instructor explained that the goal was for the teams to compete to build the tallest tower. In addition to this, the
instructor explained that each could discuss amongst themselves ways that they could achieve the goal. The opportunity for teams to
discuss methods to complete an activity or game served as a discriminative stimulus for the participant to compromise.
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Maintaining
Friendships

The measure of performance began when the participant was instructed to name two pieces of information about his peer sitting next
to him. The pieces of information could either be personal information or information related to events happening at the time for his
peer. The direction to name two pieces of information served as the discriminative stimulus for remembering information about a
peer.

Body Language

The measure of performance began when the participant was engaged in a conversation with a peer/s on a topic that was initiated by
the participant himself or by a peer (i.e., when the participant responded to the topic of conversation by either adding comments
and/or asking questions). The topics that were initiated could have been topics suggested by the instructor (i.e., topics provided in an
envelope or topics presented on a whiteboard) or topics that were initiated by the participant and/or his peer/s. During the
conversation, peer/s were observed for demonstration of non-verbal facial and body cues that indicate that the peer/s were interested
and not-interested in the participant’s conversation or when the peer was confused by the information provided by the participant or
disbelieved information that was described by the participant. The onset of these cues served as the discriminative stimulus for the
participant to either: (1) continue with the conversation; (2) ask a question or change the topic; (3) repeat the content and provide
examples to explain what the participant was talking about; (4) to explain the story with background information to support
comments made.
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Table 5.7 Discriminative stimuli for the targeted social skills in the module Tips and Tricks from the Model Me Kids® curriculum
Social Skill
Voice Modulation

Discriminative Stimuli
The measure of performance began when the participant was engaged in a conversation with a peer/s. The proximity of the
participant’s peer/s determined how the participant modulated his voice. For example, when a peer/s was/ were sitting or standing
within one to two meters, the participant was required to speak in a medium tone. When a peer/s was/ were sitting or standing more
than two meters from the participant, a tone of voice louder than a medium tone of voice was required. The onset of the conversation
served as the discriminative stimulus for the participant to modulate his voice.

Blurting

The measure of performance began when the instructor asked the participant to comment on a peer/s character, appearance or actions.
This direction from the instructor served as the discriminative stimulus for the participant to blurt by commenting suddenly, without
any observable signs of stopping to think about what is being said.

Tact

The measure of performance began when the instructor asked the participant to comment on a peer/s character, appearance or action.
This direction from the instructor served as the discriminative stimulus for the participant to use tact by providing a comment that
includes an empathetic statement or a statement of something the participant likes (i.e., about his peer/s, character, appearance or
action) with a statement of fact.

Personal Space

The measure of performance began when the participant was engaged in a conversation or task or activity with a peer/s. The presence
of the participant’s peer/s in close proximity to the participant served as a discriminative stimulus for the participant to demonstrate
personal space, by standing or sitting arms length apart.
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Grooming and
Hygiene

The measure of performance began when the participant joined the group at the beginning of the session. The scheduling of the
session served as a discriminative stimulus for the participant to groom himself before the session began.

Sense of Humour

The measure of performance began when the instructor asked the participant to tell a joke. The direction from the instructor served as
the discriminative stimulus for the participant to tell a joke once without using bad language. An opportunity was also counted when
the participant voluntarily told a joke to his peer/s.

Perspective

This measure of performance began when the instructor asked the participant and his peer/s to share an event that was happy,
upsetting or frustrating for the participant. Following a peer/s story the instructor asked the participant how he thought the peer/s felt.
The direction from the instructor served as the discriminative stimulus for the participant to label the emotion of his peer/s from his/
their perspective.

Being Wrong

The measure of performance began when either the participant was engaged in a conversation with a peer/s and relayed information
or answered a question that was incorrect, or when the instructor divided the group into teams and began asking questions as part of a
quiz. The participant relaying information or answering a question incorrectly served as the discriminative stimulus for the participant
to demonstrate staying calm and moving on with the task or activity when he was incorrect/ wrong.

Flexibility

The measure of performance began when the instructor changed the agreed schedule of tasks or activities or changed the agreed rules
associated with the tasks or activities. The change, that was verbally directed, served as the discriminative stimulus for the participant
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to demonstrate flexibility by accepting the change.
Deep Breathing

The measure of performance began during the assigned team activities and games, when the instructor explained that the game or
activity must be completed with a short interval of time (i.e., 30 seconds or 1 minute or 2 minutes). The instructor then explained that
there was an additional challenge to the game that would make completing the game or activity within the allocated amount of time
more difficult. For example, when competing against each other to complete the tallest tower, the instructor gave the teams a short
interval of time with the additional challenge of using one hand only. The start of the interval served as the discriminative stimulus to
stay calm and use deep breathing techniques if necessary.

Forgive

The measure of performance began when a peer/s apologised to the participant when the peer/s did something that hurt or offended
the participant. For example, when the participant and peer/s were asked to comment on each others character, appearance or actions
and when a peer blurted the comment, the instructor prompted the peer to apologise. This served as a discriminative stimulus for the
participant to forgive his peer.

Asking for help

The measure of performance was conducted during the team games and activities, when in one of the games the team captain
nominated all but one team member to complete the game or activity. The instructor then explained to the team captain and
nominated team members that were completing the game or activity that they could ask the remaining member for help if the task
was difficult. The teams were then given games or activities that were time based and therefore challenging to complete in the
interval of time. The onset of the activity served as the discriminative stimulus for the participant to ask the peer that was observing
from the sidelines.
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5.2.7 Inter-Observer Agreement (IOA)
IOA was conducted on performance of the social skills in 25% of
observations at pre-test and in 64% of observations at post-test. The procedure used
to measure IOA was identical to that described in Chapter 4. Percent agreement for
observations at pre-test was 95% and for observations at post-test was 90%.
5.2.8 Social Validity
A brief questionnaire to assess social validity was administered to
participants subsequent to the intervention (see Appendix H). 12 of the 18
participants (i.e., 66.6%) in the EXP Group completed the questionnaire. Questions
focused on the participants’ enjoyment of the social skills intervention and the
procedures used, their perceived importance of the social skills targeted in the
modules and whether or not they thought the intervention positively impacted their
learning. Participants were required to select “yes” or “no” after reading a question
related to the intervention.
5.2.9 Procedure
5.2.9.1 General Procedure
Similarly to Chapter 4, the Model Me Kids® intervention consisted 18
sessions delivered over the course of 12-weeks. Each session lasted 2.5 hours and
occurred every Saturday and every second Wednesday afternoon. Prior to
intervention each participant was assigned to a small group of three to five
participants. During each session, instructors sequentially delivered two lessons from
any of the three modules, namely “Conversation Cues”, “Friendship” and “Tips and
Tricks”. Following the 12-week intervention, post-tests were administered to
participants in the EXP and WLC groups.
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5.2.9.2 Social Skills Sessions
The format of the social skills sessions were identical to those described in
Chapter 4.
5.2.9.3 Parent Information Sessions
The format and time points of the parent information sessions were identical
to that described in Chapter 4.
5.2.9.3 Corrective feedback
The procedure for corrective feedback and the delivery of social
reinforcement for engagement during the social skills lessons were identical to that
described in Chapter 4. Additionally, the token economy described in Chapter 4 was
used for four participants only. The rationale for use of the token was identical to that
described in Chapter 4. These participants were 9 years old and were members of the
same SSTG.
5.2.9.4 Treatment Integrity
The procedures used to measure treatment integrity were identical to those
described in Chapter 4. Treatment integrity was 100% for the delivery of the
components of each lesson outlined in the lesson plans for the Model Me Kids®
curriculum.
5.2.10 Statistical Analysis
The procedure used to conduct statistical analysis was identical to that
described in Chapter 4.
5.3 Results
5.3.1 Sample Characteristics and Descriptive Statistics
Table 5.1 presents the mean demographic and baseline variables for
participants in the EXP and WLC Groups. T-tests for age, abbreviated IQ, core
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language, self-report symptoms of anxiety (i.e., MASC), parent report symptoms of
psychopathology (i.e., CBCL) and baseline scores of outcome variables all failed to
reach significance, suggesting group equivalence across conditions. The mean age of
participants in the EXP Group was 12.4 (SD = 2.42) and participants in the WLC
Group was 12.9 (SD = 2.31). Additionally, participants in the EXP Group were
77.7% male and participants in the WLC Group were 62.5% male. At baseline,
participants in the EXP and WLC groups self-reported symptoms on the “Total
Anxiety Scale” to be above average (i.e., between T-scores of 61 to 65). High scores
on the “Total Anxiety Scale” reflect numerous symptoms across the four main
anxiety scales assessed by the MASC (i.e., “Physical Symptoms Scale”, “Harm
Avoidance Scale”, “Social Anxiety Scale” and the “Separation/Panic Scale”). This is
applies to participants in the current study who, on all but one subscale (i.e.,
“Physical Symptoms Scale”, “Social Anxiety Scale” and the “Separation/Panic
Scale”), reported symptoms in the slightly above average to above average range. On
the “Harm Avoidance” subscale, participants in both groups reported symptoms in
the average to slightly above average range. On the measure of psychopathology (i.e.,
CBCL), participants in the EXP and WLC Groups were reported to experience
symptoms in the clinical range (i.e., T-score of > 63). For participants in the EXP
Group, T-scores on the “Internalising” broadband scale were at the higher end of the
borderline clinical range, whereas T-scores for participants in the WLC Group were
just above the clinical range. In contrast, for participants in both groups, T-scores on
the “Externalising” broadband scale were in the normal range.
5.3.2 Data Screening
Scrutiny of skewness and kurtosis values for all continuous variables
(skewness range = - 0.06 to – 1.7; kurtosis range = 0.058 to 2.64) as well as visual
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inspection of histograms, stem- and leaf plots and QQ plots for outliers, indicated
that the data were normally distributed (i.e., absolute skewness value <2 and absolute
kurtosis value <7; Curran, West & Finch, 1996).
Preliminary screening analysis revealed that the data for the five subscales of
the SRS were suitable for a MANCOVA given that they met the assumptions for
independent random sampling, multivariate normality, homogeneity of variance,
homogeneity of regression slopes, absence of multicollinearity (i.e., absence of
correlations greater than r = 0.90 on dependent variables) and the absence of strong
correlations among covariates (i.e., absence of correlations greater than r = 0.80).
Conversely, preliminary screening for correlations among covariates revealed strong
correlations between the pre-test total T-score of the SRS and the five subscales,
therefore it was concluded that the data for the total T-scores were suitable for a
separate one-way between-group ANCOVA. Preliminary checks were conducted for
the ANCOVA to ensure that there was no violation of assumptions (i.e., normality,
homogeneity of regression slopes, linearity and the absence of strong correlations
among covariates).
Similarly to the SRS, preliminary screening analysis revealed that the data
for the total standard score and four subscales of the SSRS were suitable for a
MANCOVA given that they met the assumptions for independent random sampling,
multivariate normality, homogeneity of variance, homogeneity of regression slopes,
absence of multicollinearity (i.e., absence of correlations greater than r = 0.90) and
the absence of strong correlations among covariates (i.e., absence of correlations
greater than r = 0.80).
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5.3.3 SRS
A one-way between-group ANCOVA was conducted for post-test scores on
participants’ total difficulties in reciprocal social behaviour, as measured by the SRS
total t-score. Participants’ pre-test SRS total t-scores were used as the covariate in the
analyses. No significant difference between the two groups was found on the SRS
total t-score at post testing, F (1, 31)= 2.68, p = .112, partial eta squared = .080. A
paired samples t-test did not find a significant decrease in the EXP Group’s SRS total
t-score from pre-test (M = 83.2, SD = 8.30) to post-test (M = 79.5, SD = 11.6), t (17)
= 1.97, p = .065. Similarly, no significant decrease was found for the WLC Group
from pre-test (M = 82.8, SD = 7.51) to post-test [(M = 82.8, SD = 8.69), t (15) = .000,
p = 1.00].
A MANCOVA was conducted for post-test scores on five social skills
subscales. Participants’ pre-test scores on the five subscales were used as the
covariates in the analyses. A significant difference between the groups was found on
the “Autistic Mannerisms” subscale, F (1, 27) = 14.53, p = .001, partial eta squared
= .350. The EXP Group scored lower than the WLC Group at post-testing. No
significant differences between groups were found on the “Social Awareness”
subscale [F (1, 27) = .746, p = .395, partial eta squared = .027], the “Social Cognition”
subscale [F (1, 27) = 3.04, p = .093, partial eta squared = .101], the “Social
Communication” subscale [F (1,27) = 2.71, p = .111, partial eta squared = .091] and
the “Social Motivation” subscale [F (1, 27) = 4.14, p = .052, partial eta squared
= .133]. Paired samples t-tests found significant decreases in the EXP Group’s scores
on the “Social Cognition” subscale from pre-test (M = 80.4, SD = 10.9) to post-test
[(M = 76.1, SD = 10.4), t (17) = 2.54, p = .021], the “Social Communication”
subscale from pre-test (M = 81.2, SD = 9.84) to post-test [(M = 76.9, SD = 11.2), t
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(17) = 2.33, p = .033] and on the “Autistic Mannerisms” subscale from pre-test (M =
84.4, SD = 10.4) to post-test [(M = 80.1, SD = 14.2), t (17) = 2.59, p = .019]. There
were no significant decreases in scores from pre-test to post-test on the subscales
“Social Awareness” and “Social Motivation”. In addition to this, no significant
decrease was found for participants in the WLC Group on any of the five subscales
from pre-test to post-test. Table 5.8 shows the mean performances on the SRS Total
T-score and subscales at pre- and post-testing for both the EXP and WLC Group.
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Table 5.8 Mean performance for the Experimental and Waitlist Control Group on
each dependent measure at both pre- and post-testing
Time
Period

Experimental Group
N

Mean (SD)

Waitlist Control
Group
N Mean (SD)

SRS
Total
Awareness
Cognition
Communication
Motivation
Autistic Mann
SSRS
Total
Cooperation
Assertion
Empathy
Self-Control

Pre-test
Post-test
Pre-test

18 83.2 (8.30)
18 79.5 (11.6)
18 74.8 (10.1)

16
16
16

82.8 (7.51)
82.8 (8.69)
70.6 (6.24)

Post-test

18 69.8 (10.7)

16

69.2 (10.1)

Pre-test
Post-test
Pre-test
Post-test
Pre-test

18
18
18
18
18

80.4 (10.9)
76.1 (10.4)
81.2 (9.84)
76.9 (11.2)
77.5 (14.0)

16
16
16
16
16

78.0 (7.62)
77.8 (12.9)
79.25 (7.90)
78.6 (8.79)
80.4 (11.7)

Post-test

18 72.8 (13.3)

16

80.1 (10.9)

Pre-test

18 84.4 (10.4)

16

81.3 (9.80)

Post-test

18 80.1 (14.2)

16

84.4 (9.09)

Pre-test

12 89.8 (18.8)

11

94.9 (14.6)

Post-test

12 97.8 (17.1)

11

92.1 (16.4)

Pre-test

12 12.9 (2.78)

11

14.1 (3.39)

Post-test

12 14.7 (2.26)

11

14.0 (2.93)

Pre-test
Post-test
Pre-test
Post-test
Pre-test

12
12
12
12
12

8.83 (4.93)
10.2 (4.22)
12.5 (4.96)
13.6 (3.82)
9.67 (3.37)

11
11
11
11
11

8.91 (2.95)
8.54 (2.46)
14.0 (2.79)
13.3 (2.87)
10.6 (4.29)

Post-test

12 10.7 (3.84)

11

9.81 (4.60)
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5.3.4 SSRS
A MANCOVA was conducted for post-test scores on both the SSRS total
standard score and on the four social skills subscales. Participants’ pre-test SSRS
total standard scores and scores for the four subscales were used as the covariates in
the analyses. No significant differences between groups were found on either the
SSRS total standard score [F (1, 16) = 3.72, p = .072, partial eta squared = .189], or
the “Cooperation” [F (1, 16) = 4.22, p = .057, partial eta squared = .209], “Assertion”
[F (1, 16) = 1.85, p = .192, partial eta squared = .104], “Empathy” [F (1, 16) = 1.35,
p = .261, partial eta squared = .078] and “Self-Control” [F (1, 16) = 3.28, p = .089,
partial eta squared = .170] subscales.
A paired samples t-test did not find a significant increase in the EXP Group’s
SSRS total standard score from pre-test (M = 89.8, SD = 18.8) to post-test (M = 97.8,
SD = 17.1), t (11) = -1.92, p = .082. Similarly, no significant increase was found for
the WLC Group from pre-test (M = 94.9, SD = 14.6) to post-test [(M = 92.1, SD =
16.4), t (10) = .956, p = .362]. Further paired samples t-tests found significant
increases in the EXP Group’s scores on the “Cooperation” subscale from pre-test (M
= 12.9, SD = 2.66) to post-test [(M = 14.9, SD = 2.25), t (12) = -3.07, p = .010,
partial eta squared = .439], the “Self Control” subscale from pre-test (M = 10.1, SD =
3.55) to post-test [(M = 11.2, SD = 4.06), t (12) = -2.35, p = .037, partial eta squared
= .315]. There were no significant increases in scores from pre-test to post-test on the
subscales “Assertion” or “Empathy”. In addition to this, no significant increase was
found for participants in the WLC Group on any of the four subscales from pre-test
to post-test. Table 5.9 shows the mean performance on the SSRS total standard score
and subscales at pre- and post-testing for both the EXP and WLC Group.
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5.3.5 Performance
Paired samples t-tests were conducted to evaluate the impact of the
intervention from pre-test to post-test on participants’ performance of the social
skills targeted in the three modules (i.e., “Conversation Cues”, “Friendships” and
“Tips and Tricks”). Performance was measured for participants in the EXP Group
only. The paired samples t-test indicated a statistically significant difference in
performance of social skills in two of the three modules. In the module
“Conversation Cues”, participants’ performance increased from pre-test (M = 39.0,
SD = 15.1) to post-test (M = 55.6, SD = 14.9), t (10) = -3.02, p = .013. The partial eta
squared statistic (0.48) indicated a large effect. Similarly, in the module “Friendship”
participants’ performance increased from pre-test (M = 37.3, SD = 13.6) to post-test
(M = 50.5, SD = 18.1), t (10) = -2.26, p = .047. The partial eta squared statistic (0.34)
indicated a large effect. There was a marginal increase in performance from pre-test
(M = 73.6, SD = 17.0) to post-test (M = 74.6, SD = 19.1), t (10)= -.197, p= .847 in
the remaining module “Tips and Tricks”; however, the increase failed to reach
traditional levels of significance. Figure 10 shows the mean performance of the EXP
Group in the three modules pre- and post-testing.
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Pre- and Post Mean Performance Across Modules
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Figure 10. Pre and post-test mean performance in social skills targeted in the
three modules.
Figures 11, 12, and 13 show participants in the EXP Group’s performance of
the social skills in the three modules at pre- and post-test. In the module
“Conversation Cues”, eight of the 11 participants demonstrated increases in
performance of the social skills targeted in the module from pre- to post-test. An
analysis of pre-test performance indicates that although all participants demonstrated
some level of the social skills targeted in the module, Participants 2 and 4 performed
more than half of the social skills targeted in the module. Consequently, performance
remained at pre-test levels at post-testing for Participant 4 and marginally decreased
at post-test for Participant 2. At pre-test, Participant 2 demonstrated the ability to
continue with the topic conversation, that was either initiated by Participant 2
himself or arranged by the instructor, having recognised his peer/s non-verbal facial
and body cues (i.e., facing and looking at the participant) of interest in the topic of
conversation. Interestingly, under identical conditions at post-test and having
received instruction on the specific social skill (i.e., Cue: Interested), Participant 2
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did not continue the topic of conversation. For Participant 2, a similar trend in
performance was observed for the social skill “Cue: Confused”. Similarly to
Participant 2, Figure 11 indicates that performance marginally decreased from pre- to
post-test for Participant 10. The marginal decrease observed reflects the performance
of Participant 10 on one social skill, that is “How to Start a Conversation”. At pretest, Participant 10 demonstrated the ability to start a conversation with his peer/s,
having selected a conversational topic that was previously arranged by the instructor.
Under identical conditions at post-test however, Participant 10 failed to start a
conversation.
Further analysis of all participants’ performance of the social skills targeted in
the module “Conversation Cues” indicates that, although participants demonstrated
improvements in identifying the right time to start a conversation (i.e., “When to
Start a Conversation) and whether their conversational partners were interested in
their topic of conversation (i.e., “Cue: Interested”), they continued to demonstrate
difficulties identifying when their conversational partners were not interested or
bored in their conversation (i.e., “Cue: Not Interested & Cue: Bored”), with
performance remaining at zero levels from pre- to post testing. In addition to this,
instruction on the module did not impact participants’ performance on the social skill
“My Cues” from pre- to post-testing as identical low levels were indicated.
In the module, “Friendships”, six of the 11 participants demonstrated increases
in performance of the social skills targeted in the module from pre- to post-test. An
analysis of pre-test performance indicates that although all participants demonstrated
some level of the social skills targeted in the module, pre-test levels were, on average,
low (e.g., Figure 12). Participant 6, however, was the only participant to perform
more than half of the social skills targeted in the module at pre-test. In addition to
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this, and as indicated in Figure 12, performance marginally decreased from pre- to
post-test for Participant 6. The marginal decrease observed reflects the performance
of Participant 6 on one social skill, that is “Showing Interest”. At pre-test, Participant
6 demonstrated the ability to show interest in the conversation of his peer/s by
listening to the conversation of his peer/s and asking related questions. Under
identical conditions at post-test however, Participant 6 listened to the conversation of
his peer/s but failed to ask related questions. Similarly to Participant 6, Figure 12
indicates that performance marginally decreased from pre- to post-test for Participant
11. Contrary to performance at pre-test, Participant 11 failed to demonstrate the
ability to compromise on ways to complete a task and to maintain a friendship by
naming two pieces of information that was either personal or related to events
happening at the time for her peer/s. Lastly, Figure 12 indicates that for the three
remaining participants (i.e., Participants 1, 9 and 10), performance remained at pretest levels at post-testing.
Further analysis of all participants’ performance of the social skills targeted in
the module “Friendships” indicates that, although participants demonstrated
improvements in greeting a peer/s, identifying mutual interests and showing interest
a peer/s topic of conversation, they continued to demonstrate difficulties in showing
empathy and participating in team sports, with performance remaining at zero levels
from pre- to post testing. In addition to this, the participants’ ability to manage
instances of “Rejection” (i.e., remaining calm when excluded from a conversation or
game/ activity) marginally decreased but remained at high levels from pre- to posttesting.
In the module “Tips and Tricks”, four of the 11 participants demonstrated
increases in performance of the social skills targeted in the module from pre- to post-
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test. An analysis of performance indicates that all but one participant (i.e., Participant
1) demonstrated above half of social skills targeted in the module at pre-test.
Consequently, there were no observed changes in performance indicated for
Participants 6, 10 and 11. In addition to this and as indicated by Figure 13, the
remaining four participants (i.e., Participants 2, 4, 8 and 9) demonstrated marginal
decreases from pre- to post-test. For Participant 2, the marginal decrease observed
reflects performance on one social skill, that is “Tact”. Participant 8 demonstrated
similar trends in his ability to comment on a peer’s character, appearance or action
by using tact. In addition to this and contrary to performance at pre-test, Participant 8
demonstrated difficulty remaining calm when: (1) Participant 8 was incorrect
relaying information to a peer or answering a question (i.e., “Being Wrong”) and; (2)
Participant 8 participated in an activity that was challenging to complete (i.e., Deep
Breathing). Similarly, Participant 9 demonstrated difficulties staying calm in
identical conditions to Participant 8 at post-test. In contrast to her peers, the marginal
decrease in performance from pre- to post-test observed for Participant 4 reflected
her ability to label emotions from her peer/s perspective and to tell a joke in the
absence of bad language.
Further analysis of all participants’ performance of the social skills targeted in
the module “Tips and Tricks” indicates that, although participants demonstrated
improvements in voice modulation, immediately stating thoughts that come to mind
(i.e., “Blurting”), maintaining personal space, telling a joke and asking for help, they
demonstrated difficulties using tact, labeling emotions from the perspective of others
and remaining calm when relaying incorrect information or answering information
incorrectly (i.e., “Being Wrong”) and when experiencing difficult tasks (i.e., “Deep
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Breathing”). Lastly, across participants, performance on the social skills “Grooming
and Hygiene” and “Flexibility” remained at pre-test levels at post-testing.
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Figure 11. Pre and post-test mean performance in social skills in the module
“Conversation Cues”.
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Pre- and Post-Test Mean Performance For
"Friendships"
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Figure 12. Pre and post-test mean performance in social skills in the module
“Friendships”.
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Figure 13. Pre and post-test mean performance in social skills in the module
“Tips and Tricks”.
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5.3.6 Social Validity
The social validity questionnaire was completed by 66.6% (n = 12) of the
sample of participants from the EXP Group. The majority of participants answered
that they thought the skills (i.e., social skills for school, play and everyday) that they
were working on were important to learn about and that they enjoyed each part of the
programme that worked on skills that are important to conversations (i.e.,
“Conversation Cues” module), friendships (i.e., “Friendships” module) and across
everyday contexts (i.e., “Tips and Tricks” module). Although the majority of
participants agreed that the programme was suitable for teaching skills that are
important for conversations, friendships, and across all contexts and that they
enjoyed participating in the programme, only just over half of the participants t (i.e.,
58.3% or n = 7) reported that they enjoyed the videos and practices that were part of
the curriculum. In relation to this, when asked what did the participants like least
about the programme, half of the participants reported that they thought the videos
were “unrealistic” and representative of an American teenage population. When
asked what the participants liked most about the programme, responses included, but
were not limited to: (a) “meeting new friends”; (b) “the interaction between the
participants”; (c) “the discussions” and; (d) “helped to build confidence when
socialising with friends and family and when making new friends”. The finding that
a high percentage of participants enjoyed taking part is a positive outcome for the
utility of such curricula in group-based social skills interventions. The social validity
of the curriculum and skills targeted from the perspective of the participants is
important to secure and maintain motivation to take part in the social skill
interventions. Table 5.9 shows participants’ responses to social validity questions.
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Table 5.9 Responses to Social Validity Questionnaire
Social Validity Questions

Yes
(n = 12)

No
(n = 12)

1

I think it is important to learn about skills that are
used in conversations, friendships and across
contexts (e.g., home, school, social life)

83.3%
(n = 10)

16.7%
(n = 2)

2

I enjoyed the part of the programme that focused on
skills that are important for conversations

81.8%
(n = 9)*

18.2%
(n = 2)*

3

The programme was suitable for teaching skills that
are important for conversations

91.7%
(n = 11)

8.3%
(n = 1)

4

I enjoyed the part of the programme that focused on
skills that are important for friendships

72.7%
(n = 8)*

27.3%
(n = 3)*

5

The programme was suitable for teaching skills that
are important for friendships

90.9%
(n = 10)*

9.10
(n = 1)*

6

I enjoyed the part of the programme that focused on
skills that are important for all contexts

81.8%
(n = 9)*

18.2%
(n = 2)*

7

The programme was suitable for teaching skills that
are important for all contexts

90.9% (n =
10)*

9.10 (n =
1)*

8

I think I have learned a lot about skills that are
important in conversations

72.7%
(n = 8)*

27.3%
(n = 3)*

9

I think I have learned a lot about skills that are
important for friendships

66.7%
(n = 8)

33.3%
(n = 4)

10

I think I have learned a lot about skills that are
important across contexts

75.0%
(n = 9)

25.0%
(n = 3)

11

I enjoyed the videos and the practices where we
acted out the skills

58.3%
(n = 7)

41.7%
(n = 5)

12

I enjoyed participating in the programme

13

The duration of each session was good

14

I will practice the skills that were taught outside of
where the programme was delivered

91.7%
(n = 11)
91.7%
(n = 11)
83.3%
(n = 10)

8.3%
(n = 1)
8.3%
(n = 1)
16.7%
(n = 2)

15

The skills that were taught are important to me at the
moment

63.6%
(n = 7)

36.4%
(n = 4)
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16

I would recommend the programme to others my age 72.7%
(n = 8)*
5.4 Discussion

27.3%
(n = 3)*

The overall findings from the current study indicate that the Model Me
Kids® curriculum positively effected outcomes on both direct and indirect measures
of social skills for participants in later childhood and adolescence. More specifically,
between-group analyses indicated that participants in the EXP group showed
significant improvement in symptoms of ASD (i.e., “Autistic Mannerisms” subscale)
from pre- to post-test. There was no significant difference on parent report SRS total
t-scores and on the four remaining subscales of the SRS; however, further analyses
(i.e., Paired Samples T-tests) demonstrated positive outcomes. There were similar
findings using between-group analyses and paired samples t-tests on the self-reported
measure of social skills (i.e., SSRS). Lastly, the Model Me Kids® curriculum
positively impacted outcomes associated with the performance of the social skills in
small-group contexts with peers.
Positive findings indicated between groups on indirect measures contribute
significantly to the literature as they show that the broader domain of social
functioning is positively impacted by instruction on the Model Me Kids® curriculum
and that implementation of the curriculum for, on average, three hours a week has a
significant impact on the core symptoms related to HFASD. These findings provide
support for similar research, which examined the effects of the UCLA PEERS
intervention on social skills and social anxiety in adolescents with ASD (Schohl et al,
2013) and concluded that decreases in core symptoms of ASD allow adolescents to
better function in day-to-day life, increasing successful and meaningful social
interactions.
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Self-report standardised assessment of social skills (i.e., SSRS) did not yield
significant differences between groups at post-test; however, trends towards
statistical significance were observed in overall social functioning and in
“Cooperation” and “Self-Control” subscales. This finding was supported by further
analyses using paired samples t-tests as statistically significant changes in both the
“Cooperation” and “Self-Control” subscales from pre- to post-test were indicated for
participants in the EXP group only. The number of participants who completed the
self-report SSRS in the current research could possibly contribute to the nonsignificant findings between the EXP (N= 12) and the WLC Groups (N= 11). In both
the EXP and WLC Groups, a number of participants did not complete the self-report
measure of social skills for reasons such as increased feelings of anxiety when rating
their own social experiences. Additionally, a number of self-report measures at preand post-test included missing items above the minimal threshold and, therefore,
could not be included in the analysis.
The findings of the current study indicate that participants’ performance of
the specific social skills was positively impacted by instruction on the curriculum.
Additionally, the findings indicate that children and adolescents with HFASD are
likely to benefit greatest from the modules “Conversation Cues” and “Friendships”,
as increases in performance reached traditional levels of statistical significance.
Specifically, in the module “Conversation Cues”, participants showed improvements
in recognising the right time to start a conversation and if others were interested in
his/ her conversation. In the module “Friendships” participants showed
improvements in their ability to initiate and respond to greetings, to include others in
conversations and games, to listen to the conversation of others and to ask related
questions (i.e., “Showing Interest”) and lastly, to remember personal information
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about peers (i.e., “Maintaining Friendships). The impact on performance of such
social skills on the quality of the participants conversations and friendships in
contexts beyond the clinical setting is currently unknown; therefore, further research
examining the transfer of social skills from contrived to natural contexts is required.
These findings together with those indicated on indirect measures of social
skills suggest that, similarly to Chapter 4, the scope and sequence of the curriculum,
the didactic and behavioural methodologies of instruction employed and delivery
within small groups of same aged peers positively impacted both participant
performance of the targeted social skills and areas of social functioning. Furthermore,
responses to the measurement of social validity indicate that the majority of
participants enjoyed taking part in the programme and reported that the programme
improved their confidence when socialising with friends and making new friends.
5.4.1 Limitations
There are a number of variables that could account for the differences
indicated between the current study and previous research in the area, that has
demonstrated a greater number of significant findings in social responsiveness
(Laugeson et al, 2014; Schohl et al, 2013; Van Hecke et al, 2013; Yoo et al, 2014).
The context in which the intervention was delivered (i.e., clinical context versus
natural contexts) is an example of one such variable; however, analyses of previous
research suggests that concurrent and intensive psycho-education for parents is a
variable that will likely affect how a curriculum positively impacts the development
of social skills. Although parental psycho-education was provided in the current
research, it may be considered low in intensity (i.e., two 2 hour parental psychoeducational sessions over 12 weeks of intervention). Future research is necessary to
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investigate the outcomes related to both different methods of parental psychoeducation and the intensity at which parental psycho-education is delivered.
The use of both parent- and self-report measures, in the current study, marks
a contribution to the literature, as there has been a recent move to include more than
one independent report from persons who are familiar enough to provide accurate
judgment of social functioning (i.e., parent, teacher, clinician and self reports). There
is a possibility, however, that the parent- and self-report measures conducted were
influenced by expectations following participation. This possibility is made less
likely by the findings of direct measures of performance at pre- and post-test as there
was similar improvements were reported to those of the parent and self-report
measures of social skills. Future research could extend upon these efforts in the
empirical measurement and evaluation of social skills, as such variables that likely to
confound and impact internal validity will be eliminated.
Similarly to Chapter 4, the current study indicated that participants
demonstrated varying levels of social skills in the module “Tips and Tricks” at pretest. Such varying levels at pre-test are likely to explain the lack of significant
improvements indicated following instruction in the module. Despite the efforts to
address the varying presentation of social skills in individuals with HFASD and to
accurately place participants on the curriculum, the findings highlight that further
research and clinical efforts are required to develop a placement test that is both
accurate and specific to the Model Me® Kids curriculum.
5.4.2 Conclusion:
The purpose of the current study was to add to the paucity of research
evaluating social skills curricula for children and adolescents with HFASD. The
study extends previous research in the area and Chapter 3 by using an RCT, together
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with multiple types of validated outcome measures of social skills, to investigate
outcomes associated with the Model Me® Kids curriculum. The findings of this
study indicate that the Model Me® Kids curriculum impacts both performance in
contrived contexts and standardised measures of social skills. Additionally, the
findings augment knowledge accrued in the previous studies of the current thesis and
propose procedural modifications that could potentially enhance outcomes across
both research and clinical contexts.
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Chapter 6:
General Discussion
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6.1 Overview of Research Area and Aims
Social skills interventions that are governed by the principles of behaviour
are used to teach children and adolescents with HFASD a range of social skills, from
the skills necessary for successful play and interactions to the development of
meaningful friendships (e.g., Nikopoulous & Keenan, 2006; Kassardjian et al, 2014;
Leaf et al, 2012; Scattone, 2006; Sansoti & Powell-Smith, 2008; Radley et al, 2014).
Empirical studies investigating the efficacy of social skills interventions for children
and adolescents with HFASD are growing; however, much of what we know is
derived from samples of the broader ASD population. Researchers have argued that
definitive evidence, indicating for whom the varying range of social skills
interventions benefit, is lacking (Rayner et al, 2009). In addition to this, there is a
growing demand to identify interventions that are informed by quality research and
that are, therefore, evidence-based in practice. Chapter 2, in the current programme
of research, sought to investigate the evidence-base and treatment efficacy of three
social skills interventions that are frequently used for increasing social skills in
children and adolescents with HFASD, namely; VM, role play, and virtual and
animated CBI.
There has been a recent shift in the clinical application and empirical
investigation of social skills interventions towards social skills curricula. Social skills
curricula can be characterised by their: (1) implementation of didactic methods of
instruction together with social skills interventions that are governed by the
principles of behaviour; and (2) ability to target multiple social skills that are related
and grouped according to the stages of development. These characteristics serve to
benefit children and adolescents with HFASD as they provide multiple and repeated
opportunities to practice social skills. When SSTGs are used to deliver social skills
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curricula, outcomes can be further enhanced as peers become realistic and natural
role play partners, models of social skills and mediators of performance feedback
(Spain & Blainey, 2005). Model Me Kids® is a social skills curriculum that employs
VM and role play, together with a didactic methodology of instruction to teach a
range of social skills to children and young adolescents to adults diagnosed with
ASD. The Model Me Kids® curriculum offers advantages over other available
curricula as it uses interventions that are governed by the principles of behaviour
together with a developmental presentation and sequence of social skills. In the
current thesis, the Model Me Kids® curriculum was evaluated for a sample of
children and adolescents with HFASD. Chapter 3 sought to contribute to the
literature by providing a pilot investigation of the outcomes associated with the
curriculum using a SSRD, while Chapters 4 and 5 used RCTs to conduct an
empirical validation of the curriculum. Findings are discussed in terms of their
ability to inform best practice in applied settings.
6.2 Summary of Thesis Findings
Chapter 2 presents a systematic review of the evidence-base and treatment
efficacy of VM, role play, and CBI, for increasing social skills in children and
adolescents with HFASD. The systematic search procedures and the application of
the inclusion criteria resulted in the review of 29 studies. Of the 29 studies, eight,
nine and 12 studies evaluated the use of VM, role play and animated or virtual CBIs,
respectively. Following from this, outcomes for a total of 235 participants were
included in the review.
Reichow’s (2011) Evaluative Method for Determining Evidence-Based
Practice in Autism was used to assess the evidence-base of studies that satisfied the
inclusion criteria set forth in the systematic review. Using Reichow’s (2011) method
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for determining EBPs, methodological variables that impact research quality or
report rigor for both studies that employ SSRD and group-comparison designs were
examined. Examples of the variables examined include: (a) the characteristics of the
participants; (b) the setting of the intervention; (c) the research design and
measurement procedures; (d) the programming for and measurement of
generalisation and maintenance; (e) the measurement of treatment fidelity and social
validity and; (f) the target social skills and outcomes following the social skills
intervention. According to Reichow’s (2011) method for determining EBP, only
animated and virtual CBI had the accumulated evidence necessary to be classified as
an established EBP, while both VM and role play did not have the evidence
necessary to be classified as EBP.
Analysis of the research report ratings indicated that all but one study (i.e., n=
7) evaluating VM as a social skills intervention received weak strength ratings.
Similar but slightly more positive ratings were found for studies evaluating role play
interventions, as five of the nine received weak strength ratings, with the remaining
four studies receiving adequate strength ratings. Despite being the only intervention
with enough evidence to be classified as EBP, nine of the 12 studies employing a
CBI intervention received weak strength ratings. A further two of the 12 studies
received adequate strength ratings, with the remaining and only study of the three
interventions evaluated rated as strong.
Insufficient information on participant and methodological characteristics
were identified as variables responsible for weak strength ratings. For example,
consistent across studies employing SSRDs was the failure to provide: (a) an
operationalised definition of the characteristics of the participants; (b) adequate
information on the characteristics of the interventionists; (c) sufficient demonstration
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of experimental control for studies employing SSRDs and; (d) a sufficient number of
demonstrations of experimental control. For studies employing group comparison
designs, variables contributing to weak strength ratings included a failure to provide:
(a) comparison control groups; (b) operationalised information regarding the
participants characteristics; (c) sufficient sample sizes and; (d) operationalised
definitions of the dependent variables.
In Chapter 2, efforts to determine the evidence-base of the three social skills
interventions were enhanced by measuring treatment efficacy for studies that
employed an SSRD. The efficacy of each intervention was calculated using the NAP
statistic. Positive findings were indicated across all three interventions, as treatment
efficacy results for studies employing CBI interventions accumulated to reflect an
intervention of large effect and for studies employing VM and role play results
accumulated to reflect interventions of medium effect. It is important to interpret
these results in the context of the methodological weaknesses previously discussed
and, therefore, they should be interpreted with caution. Across all three interventions,
there is an imminent need for an emphasis on methodological rigor in future research.
The findings of Chapter 2 show a propensity to evaluate outcomes for
samples of child participants. For example, 23 of the 29 studies included in the
review investigated the efficacy of the three social skills interventions for children
with a diagnosis of HFASD. The remaining six studies investigated the efficacy of
the three interventions for samples of adolescent participants. Despite the focus on
the evaluation of outcomes for children across the three social skills interventions,
additional findings of Chapter 2 indicate that the dependent variables were less
focused on play related social skills and more focused communication, emotional
expression and recognition and social problem solving.
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Following from the systematic review, Chapter 3 comprised of a pilot
investigation of the Model Me Kids® curriculum for increasing the social skills of
two child and three young adolescent participants with diagnoses of HFASD (n=2)
and AS (n=3). Participants were between the ages of 5 years 10 months and 12 years
1 month. A multiple baseline design across behaviours was used to investigate the
outcomes associated with the curriculum. For child participants, three social skills,
individual to each participant, were selected from the module “Time for a Playdate”.
For the young adolescent participants, three social skills were selected from the
module “Conversation Cues”. Similarly to the child participants, the three social
skills selected were individual to each participant.
Performance of the social skills with instructors and generalisation of the
social skills across persons (i.e., peers) and settings (i.e., school) were measured as
dependent variables in Chapter 3. In addition to this, knowledge of the social skills as
an additional dependent measure in Chapter 3 as knowledge of the content that is
delivered is often the focus of didactic approaches to instruction.
The findings of Chapter 3 indicate that direct measures of knowledge and
performance were positively impacted by instruction on the Model Me Kids®
curriculum. These findings were consistent across the social skills targeted for
increase, as well as the five participants. Despite these findings however, variability
in the rate at which the pre-determined mastery criterion was achieved was observed,
across both measures of knowledge and performance. This resulted in the delivery of
additional instruction, in the form of booster sessions, to reach the pre-determined
mastery criterion. The requirement for booster sessions indicates that other variables
(i.e., participant or procedural characteristics) may have moderated the participants’
understanding and performance the social skills and, as such, the Model Me Kids®
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curriculum may need to be individualised according to the needs of children and
adolescents with HFASD.
In Chapter 3, results indicate that generalisation across persons and settings
were impacted to a lesser extent. Statistical analysis, using the NAP statistic, showed
small to medium increases across the majority of social skills that was consistent
across the five participants. This finding is particularly significant as it provides
evidence that generalisation does not automatically occur because a behaviour
change is accomplished (Stokes & Baer, 1977). Additionally, these findings suggest
that additional procedural variables may be required to affect the use of social skills
in everyday interactions and natural contexts.
Chapter 4 evaluated three modules of the Model Me Kids® curriculum that
targeted social skills necessary in childhood. Findings of Chapter 2 indicated that the
social skills intervention research places insufficient emphasis on the use of RCTs
and multiple types of validated outcome measures in examining the effects of an
intervention and understanding the impact of social skills interventions on measures
of performance and overall social functioning, respectively; therefore, Chapter 4
aimed to extend research in the area by using an RCT to detect statistically
significant differences between an EXP and WLC group. Additionally, the impact of
the Model Me Kids® curriculum was evaluated in Chapter 4 using direct and indirect
measures of social skills.
In Chapter 4, there was an emphasis on social skills for successful: (a) play
(i.e., “Time for a Playdate”); (b) interactions in school (i.e., “Time for School”) and
(c) interactions in across everyday contexts (i.e., “I Can Do It”). 26 children, ranging
from 5.5 years to 10.8 years, participated in the study. All 26 participants had a
previous diagnosis of HFASD or AS. The EXP Group comprised of 14 participants
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who received the intervention on the social skills curriculum and the WLC Group
comprised of the remaining 12 participants.
Paired samples t-tests of the performance of the social skills targeted across
the three modules was positively affected for participants of the EXP Group, as there
were significant increases from pre-test to post-test in the small group context. In
addition to this, the partial eta squared statistic across all three modules indicated
large effects. These findings provide support for the gains in knowledge and
performance shown in Chapter 3 of the current thesis and further evidence that the
Model Me Kids® curriculum positively impacts social skills as they present in
childhood.
The findings of the between-group analyses in Chapter 4 contrast to those
indicated for measures of performance, in that the Model Me Kids® curriculum
failed to impact the parent-report standardised measures of social skills used in the
research (i.e., SRS and the SSRS). Although there were marginal decreases in the
total score and four subscale scores of the SRS for participants in the EXP Group,
changes in the same direction were observed for participants in the WLC Group.
Similarly, the marginal increases that were observed in the total and subscale scores
of the SSRS for participants in the EXP Group were also observed for participants in
the WLC Group. Despite these findings, the measure of social validity conducted
with 57% of the sample revealed that he majority of participants thought that the
skills they were working on were important and that they enjoyed the procedure and
learned a lot from the programme.
The findings of Chapter 4 indicated that there were no significant differences
between groups at post-testing on the parent-report measure of problem behaviours
(i.e., inclusive of both the standard and subscale scores of the problem behaviour
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domain of the SSRS). Despite this, marginal decreases were observed from pre- to
post-test on the standard and two subscale scores (i.e., “Internalising” and
“Hyperactivity”) for participants of the EXP Group. Concurrently, marginal
increases were observed on the standard and two subscale scores (i.e., “Externalising”
and “Hyperactivity”) for participants of the WLC Group.
Chapter 5 evaluated three modules of the Model Me Kids® curriculum that
targeted social skills necessary in late childhood to adolescence. Similarly to Chapter
4, an RCT was used to detect statistically significant differences between an EXP
and WLC group and, for participants of the EXP Group only, direct measures of
performance were used to evaluate the impact of the curriculum in small group
contexts with similar aged peers.
In Chapter 5, there was an emphasis on social skills for successful
conversations and for building and maintaining friendships. Similarly to Chapter 4,
Chapter 5 also evaluated a module of the Model Me Kids® curriculum that targeted
the social skills necessary for successful interactions across everyday contexts. 34
children and adolescents, ranging from 9.04 to 17 years, participated in the study. All
34 participants had a previous diagnosis of HFASD or AS. The EXP Group
comprised of 18 participants who received intervention on the social skills
curriculum and the WLC Group comprised of the remaining 16 participants. The
findings of Chapter 4 indicated that the standardised measures of social skills used
were insensitive for detecting changes in social skills applicable to childhood;
therefore, it was argued that they would be better suited to measure the social skills
targeted in the curriculum for later childhood and adolescence (i.e., social skills for
conversation, friendship and everyday contexts). Therefore, the standardised
measures of social skills remained the same in Chapter 5.
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Between-group analyses indicated significant improvements between groups
in symptoms of ASD (i.e., “Autistic Mannerisms” subscale), as measured by the SRS,
from pre- to post-test. For participants in the EXP Group symptoms of ASD
decreased at post-testing, while the report of symptoms increased for participants of
the WLC Group. The between-group analyses indicated that the Model Me Kids®
curriculum failed to significantly impact the total t-score or remaining four subscales
of the SRS; however, paired samples t-tests found decreases that were statistically
significant, from pre- to post test, in the EXP Group’s scores on the “Social
Cognition” and “Social Communication” subscales. For participants in the WLC
Group, paired samples t-tests found no decreases that were statistically significant
from pre- to post-test on all five subscales of the SRS. These findings provide
evidence that the Model Me Kids® curriculum impacts impairments in social skills
as they present in adolescence and to a meaningful degree. Additionally, the findings
provide support for research positing that adolescents experience greater outcomes
following instruction from social skills interventions and curricula (Wing, 1992;
Stitchter et al, 2010).
Self-report standardised assessment of social skills (i.e., SSRS) did not yield
significant differences between groups at post-test; however a trend towards
statistical significance was observed in overall social functioning and in
“Cooperation” and “Self-Control” subscales. This finding was supported by further
analyses using paired samples t-tests, as there were statistically significant changes in
both the “Cooperation” and “Self-Control” subscales from pre- to post-test for
participants in the EXP group only. The measure of social validity provides support
for these findings, as participants responded that they thought the skills (i.e., social
skills for conversation, friendships and everyday) they were working on were
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important to learn about and that they enjoyed the discussions on the curriculum, the
interactions between participants and the development of new friendships.
Similar to the findings reported in Chapter 4, paired samples t-tests of the
performance of the social skills in the small group context was positively affected. In
addition to this, the partial eta squared statistic across all three modules indicated
large effects. This measure was conducted for participants of the EXP Group only.
6.3 Theoretical and Applied Implications
Chapter 2 represents an addition to the literature as it extended reviews in the
area beyond the narrative methodology and employed a quantitative method for
determining the EBP that has not been previously used in the literature for examining
social skills interventions for more homogenous populations of ASD (i.e., HFASD).
Additionally, this study significantly contributed to applied practice, as there is a
growing demand on clinicians and educators to identify and deliver social skills
interventions that have the accumulated evidence necessary to be considered EBPs.
Chapters 3, 4 and 5 further supported the investigation of VM and role play
for teaching social skills to children and adolescents with HFASD. Across these
studies, VM and role play were incorporated with a didactic methodology of
instruction within modules from the Model Me Kids® curriculum. The examination
of the curriculum was achieved by conducting an initial pilot using an SSRD (i.e.,
Chapter 3), which was then used to inform methodological features of two
proceeding RCTs (i.e., Chapters 4 and 5). This systematic approach to research
design permitted a more robust method of evaluating the outcomes associated with
the curriculum (Odom et al, 2005). Additionally, Chapters 4 and 5 extend research in
the area by examining the curriculum using both direct and indirect measures of
social skills. The concurrent use of direct and indirect measures in the evaluation of
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social skills interventions and curricula has been examined in few research studies to
date (McCoy et al, 2016), despite evidence indicating that best practice in assessment
should involve the gathering of information using multiple types of validated sources
(Demaray et al, 1995). This approach of the current thesis to the empirical
examination of the Model Me Kids® curriculum is not only a significant addition to
the literature but also provides evidence of the efficacy of, and benefits associated
with, the Model Me Kids® curriculum. Such evidence is imperative to the selection
of effective social skills interventions and curricula in applied settings. The following
sections discuss the theoretical and applied implications of the findings of the
research in more detail.
6.3.1 Evaluation of Evidence-based Practice
Research has indicated that evaluations of the evidence-base of social skills
interventions through systematic review are few, and when evaluations have been
conducted, they have investigated studies employing samples of individuals across
the broader spectrum of ASD (Bellini & Akullian, 2007; Ramdoss et al., 2012; Reed
et al, 2011; Reichow & Volkmar, 2010; Wang & Spillane, 2009). This has resulted in
ambiguity surrounding for whom the varying social skills interventions are effective
(Reichow & Volkmar, 2010). Chapter 2 contributed to the literature by conducting a
specific and focused review of the evidence-base and efficacy of three interventions
commonly employed, across empirical and applied contexts, to increase social skills
in children and adolescents with HFASD, namely; VM, role play and CBI.
In a further contribution to the literature, Chapter 2 employed a method for
determining interventions that are evidence-based and that synthesise information
and findings derived from RCTs and SSRDs (i.e., Evaluative Method for
Determining Evidence-Based Practice in Autism; Reichow, 2011). This method is of
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particular value to the social skills intervention and HFASD literature as the use of
SSRDs dominates the evaluation of intervention outcomes but RCTs are being
increasingly employed (Odom et al, 2005). This method permits all empirical
evidence to be considered in the identification of EBPs; therefore, directly impacting
the identification and use of quality and effective interventions in applied settings.
The discrepancy indicated between the classification of EBP and
identification of treatment efficacy (i.e., NAP; Parker & Vannest, 2009) offers an
important contribution to the literature. The discrepancy serves as a reminder that
accurate interpretation of empirical studies requires the critical evaluation of the
findings in the context in which they occur. Critical evaluation limits both the
detection of an effect that may not be present (i.e., type I error) and the failure to
detect an effect that, in fact, is present (i.e., type II error). In Chapter 2, the findings
for treatment efficacy reflect a more positive and promising outlook for the three
interventions evaluated; however, caution should be used when interpreting these
findings, as when methodological rigor is questioned the certainty of treatment
efficacy is compromised. These findings imply that that a greater emphasis on
improved methodological rigor is required in the examination of social skills
interventions across the research base.
Recent research has indicated that empirical studies evaluating social skills
interventions for children with HFASD far outnumber studies evaluating
interventions for adolescents (Reichow & Volkmar, 2010; Laugeson et al, 2015).
Such paucity of studies was replicated in the findings of Chapter 2 as, in the 29
studies reviewed, only five studies included adolescents as the participant sample.
These findings imply that the extent to which social skills interventions impact the
social difficulties experienced in adolescence is relatively unknown. Additionally,
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when these findings are considered in the context of the deteriorating social inclusion
experiences and the increasing risk of co-occurring psychiatric disorders frequently
reported in adolescents with HFASD, the need for social skills interventions that
have been repeatedly shown to be effective in rigorously controlled studies becomes
apparent. Future and continued research in this area is therefore required.
6.3.2 Direct Measures of Social Skills
There has been an emphasis on the measurement of performance of social
skills under contrived and natural conditions when SSRDs have been employed to
evaluate effects of social skills interventions and curricula. Conversely, when RCTs
have been used, performance of social skills has not been emphasised as a primary
outcome measure. The current thesis adds to the literature, by investigating the
efficacy of the Model Me Kids® curriculum on the performance of the social skills
in both the SSRD (i.e., Chapter 3) and using the research outcomes to inform RCTs
(i.e., Chapters 4 and 5) that robustly investigate the effects of the curriculum. This
research further adds to the literature by measuring performance across both
contrived (i.e., antecedent stimulus changes that occasion the occurrence of the social
skills; Chapters 3, 4 & 5) and natural (Chapter 3) conditions.
The positive findings in performance of social skills, following the
presentation of discriminative stimuli, demonstrated across Chapters 3, 4 and 5 has
meaningful implications for applied practice. Such findings provide evidence that the
curriculum could positively affect learning in mainstream educational settings, as the
formation of small groups of same aged peers and contrived opportunities to practice
social skills, similar to those used in Chapters 4 and 5, are possible. Previous
research suggests that when neurotypical peers receive instruction together with
children and adolescents with HFASD it may be possible to positively impact the
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isolated and peripheral experiences that children and adolescents with HFASD too
frequently encounter (Kasari et al, 2011). Further research is warranted to replicate
the findings of Chapters 4 and 5 and to investigate the relationship between delivery
of the curriculum in mainstream educational settings, and the development of
meaningful and quality friendships.
Despite the overall positive findings in performance that extended across the
experimental chapters of the current thesis, differences in the participants’ rate of
learning were observed in Chapter 3. As this study required participants to meet a
pre-determined mastery criterion, before moving to subsequent lessons, booster
teaching sessions were, at times, required. This finding suggests that other participant
characteristics (e.g., age, co-occurring diagnoses, problem behaviours and/or cooccurring symptoms of anxiety or depression) and/ or procedural (e.g., intervention
intensity, cultural sensitivity of video models, the number of opportunities to role
play each social skill and the addition of parental psycho-educational sessions)
variables may moderate performance of social skills. Future research examining
which variables are likely to impact performance outcomes on Model Me Kids®
curriculum is therefore required. For applied contexts, these findings provide
evidence that the curriculum may need to be individualised according to the needs of
the child or adolescent.
Chapter 3 contributed further to the literature by measuring the generalisation
of social skills across persons (i.e., peers) and settings (i.e., school); however, the
findings indicate that the curriculum only marginally impacted this outcome. As
indicated in Chapter 2, previous research successfully impacted generalised
outcomes when both multiple exemplars of responses and stimuli common to the
generalisation or natural context (Apple et al, 2005; Gena et al, 2005; Nikopoulos &
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Keenan, 2003; Radley et al, 2014; Sansosti & Powell-Smith, 2008) and
implementation of interventions with relatively little control over the stimuli
presented or the correct responses allowed (Leaf et al, 2009; Leaf et al, 2010; Leaf et
al, 2012) were employed. In Chapter 3, the Model Me Kids® curriculum was
delivered individually with an adult instructor and did not represent the most
common or salient stimuli that would be present in natural contexts, nor did the
curriculum train sufficient exemplars of the stimuli or persons (Stokes & Baer, 1977).
It is possible that the instructional format used in Chapter 3 negatively impacted the
generalisation of social skills across persons and settings. Future research is required
to investigate if the addition of these and/or other technologies of generalisation
(Stokes and Baer, 1977; Stokes & Osnes, 1989) to the Model Me Kids® curriculum
would facilitate generalisation across stimuli, persons and settings.
In addition to the measurement of performance across contrived and natural
conditions, Chapter 3 extended research into the area by measuring knowledge of
social skills as an outcome of the Model Me Kids® curriculum. The large increases
in knowledge found across all participants and behaviours in this study represent a
significant contribution to the literature and applied practice. The findings of Chapter
3 provide initial evidence that, of the three direct measurement procedures
investigated, the Model Me Kids® curriculum impacted knowledge to the greatest
extent; however, the findings also indicate that increases in knowledge may not be
predictive of performance of social skills across both contrived and natural contexts.
The findings associated with the measure of knowledge and performance
following completion of the Model Me Kids® curriculum may be explained by
Gresham et al’s (2001) “Social Skills Deficit Classification Model”. Gresham et al’s
(2001) model views social skills in the context of whether there exists an acquisition,
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performance or fluency deficit. Acquisition deficits refer either to the absence of
knowledge for the performance of a social skill or a failure to discriminate social
skills that are appropriate in specific situations. Performance deficits refer to the
failure to perform a social skill to acceptable levels in given situations, despite the
presence of the social skill in an individual’s behavioural repertoire. Lastly, fluency
deficits refer to a lack of exposure to sufficient or skilled models of social behaviour
and insufficient rehearsal or practice of a skill. Chapters 3, 4 and 5 provide evidence
that the Model Me Kids® curriculum may positively impact social skills when there
are acquisition deficits; however, when performance or fluency deficits occur the
Model Me Kids® curriculum may require additional interventions and/ or
technologies (Stokes and Baer, 1977; Stokes and Osnes, 1989) that promote true
mastery of the performance of social skills across persons and settings.
6.3.3 Indirect Measures of Social Skills
Research examining social skills interventions, for children and adolescents
with HFASD, is dominated by the investigation of intervention effects at an
individual level using SSRDs (McCoy et al, 2016; Reichow et al, 2013); however,
there is increasing evidence of the use of group comparison designs in the
examination of social skills interventions, especially interventions via social skills
curricula (Frankel et al, 2010; Laugeson et al, 2009; Laugeson et al, 2012; Laugeson
et al, 2015; Schohl et al, 2013). Of the group comparison designs, RCTs have been
thought to offer the strongest possible basis for empirical validations of interventions
(Odom et al, 2005). Therefore, it not surprising that the use of RCTs has been
repeatedly emphasised by researchers in the area (Reichow et al, 2012; Kaat &
Lecavalier, 2014). The current thesis represents an important addition to the
literature as outcomes associated with the Model Me Kids® curriculum were
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examined using RCTs (i.e., Chapters 4 and 5). Additionally, the thesis extends
research in the area by combining direct measures of social skills with indirect
measures that are norm-referenced and include a wide variety of items representing
social functioning.
Research has indicated that when compared to children with HFASD,
adolescents respond greater to social skills interventions and curricula as they are
thought to experience social changes that are more significant and challenging (Wing,
1992; Stichter et al, 2010). The current thesis provides support for this, as significant
improvements on standardised measures of social skills were indicated for older
child and adolescent participants of Chapter 5 only. Such findings imply that age
should be considered when determining the impact of social skills interventions and
curricula; however, other findings of Chapter 2 caution this interpretation. In Chapter
2, the numbers of studies evaluating interventions for children with HFASD were
found to far outnumber studies evaluating interventions for adolescents. This
imbalance negatively impacts the ability to assert, with confidence, that in fact
adolescents HFASD respond greater. Further and comparative investigations in this
area are therefore warranted.
The clinically significant decreases in the core symptoms of ASD detected in
Chapter 5 are of significant value to both applied and research contexts. The findings
indicate that instruction on the modules “Conversation Cues”, “Friendships” and
“Tips and Tricks” positively impacts the stereotypical behaviours and highly
restrictive interests as they present in children and adolescents with HFASD. In
addition to this, the findings provide support for research that has documented
similar decreases in the symptoms of ASD following the implementation of the
UCLA PEERS programme (Schohl et al, 2013). The UCLA PEERS programme is
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comparable to the Model Me Kids® curriculum in that it combines a didactic
methodology of instruction with role play to teach social skills that are similar to
those targeted in Chapter 5 of the current thesis.
Schohl et al (2013) asserted that decreases in the core symptoms of ASD
might allow individuals to better function in daily life and to increase successful and
meaningful social interactions. The positive findings indicated within groups on
subscales of the parent (i.e., SRS) and self-report (i.e., SSRS) measures of social
skills used in Chapter 5 provide support for this. Concurrent to the decreases in core
symptoms of ASD, participants of the EXP Group improved, from pre- to post-test,
in their ability to interpret social cues (i.e., “Social Cognition” subscale of the SRS)
and to expressively communicate, both verbally and non-verbally (i.e., “Social
Communication” subscale of the SRS) with others. Additionally, the positive
findings within groups, on the “Cooperation” and “Self-Control” subscales of the
SSRS, suggest that participants in the EXP Group perceived improvements in a
range of social skills from helping others, sharing and complying with rules (i.e.,
“Cooperation” subscale) to responding to teasing and compromising in conflict
situations (i.e., “Self-Control” subscale). These findings offer an addition to the
literature in the area and to applied practice as they show that instruction on the
modules “Conversation Cues”, “Friendships” and “Tips and Tricks” of the Model
Me Kids® curriculum impacts the broader domains of social functioning, as
measured by the SRS and the SSRS.
Few studies have investigated the impact of interventions via social skills
curricula on the social skills and problem behaviours of children with HFASD (i.e.,
Frankel et al, 2010). Chapter 4 represents a significant contribution to literature in
this area, despite the contrasting findings indicated in the number of statistically
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significant gains on measures of social skills and problem behaviours (e.g., anxious,
depressive and withdrawal type behaviours). Chapter 4 was comparable to previous
research on key features such as the interventions (i.e., didactic methodologies of
instruction, modeling and role play) and levels of treatment intensity (2.5 hours of
intervention delivered on average 3 days a week for 12 weeks) employed and
delivery through SSTGs; however, Chapter 4 differed in several ways ranging from
the social skills targeted to the inclusion of neurotypical peers in SSTGs and to the
concurrent delivery of parental psycho-educational sessions. Such procedural
differences are likely to have created multiple opportunities for social learning
outside of the clinical, group context and, therefore, offer plausible explanations for
the contrasted outcomes indicated on measures of social skills and problem
behaviours in Chapter 4. Future research is required to investigate if variables as
such moderate outcomes associated with the Model Me Kids® curriculum.
Social validity questionnaires exploring the perspectives of participants to
social skills instruction using the Model Me Kids® curriculum were also examined
for 57% and 66.6% of the total sample of EXP Group participants in Chapters 4 and
5, respectively. Questions regarding the importance of the goals of instruction and
the procedures used were incorporated in the questionnaires. Results indicated that
the majority of participants enjoyed taking part in the programme and considered the
skills targeted to be of particular importance. Additionally, the development of
friendships between participants was cited across Chapters 4 and 5 as a favourite part
of the programme; however, adolescent participants considered the video models to
be unrepresentative of a teenage population in Ireland. These findings imply that
although participants are motivated with the content and delivery (i.e., SSTGs),
probability to engage could be increased by creating video models that take
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important variables such as culture into account. Future research should investigate
the ability of culturally sensitive video models to impact both direct and indirect
measures of social skills.
6.3.4 Direct and Indirect Measures Combined
The current thesis indicates discrepancies in the findings between direct and
indirect measures of social skills, whereby the Model Me Kids® curriculum was
shown to positively impact performance within contexts when discriminative stimuli
were arranged and only marginally impact measures of social functioning. There are
a number of variables, indicated in both the current thesis and in the social skills
intervention research, that could serve to explain these discrepancies and that could
significantly implicate theory and applied practice in the area.
6.3.4.1 Conceptualisation of Social Skills
There are several conceptualisations of social skills; however, only a small
number have significantly influenced social skills intervention literature and yet
contributed to the less than unanimity in the precise conceptualisation of social skills
(Gresham, Cook, Crews & Kern, 2004; Holloway et al, 2014). These include, but are
not limited to, the socio-metric and behavioural conceptualisations.
A socio-metric conceptualisation views social skills as the individual’s
degree of acceptance within a peer group. According to a socio-metric
conceptualisation, individuals who are well accepted by their peers tend to
demonstrate a higher degree of social skills such as greeting others, asking for and
giving information and extending offers of inclusion (Gottman, Gonso & Rasmussen,
1975), while those who struggle to be accepted are more likely to make fewer
initiations to engage with their peers and are less responsive to initiations for social
interactions from their peers (Sigman et al, 1999).
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A behavioural conceptualisation somewhat compares to a socio-metric
conceptualisation in how it operates on environment; that is, a behavioural
conceptualisation is concerned with how others respond to rather than perceive the
(i.e., socio-metric conceptualisation) social interactions of the individual.
Additionally, a behavioural conceptualisation recognises social skills as response
classes of topographically dissimilar social behaviours that are grouped according to
their ability to produce the same outcomes or to serve the same function for
individuals (e.g., positive social attention from peers; Johnston & Pennypacker,
1993; Gresham, Van & Cook, 2006) and that occur within situational parameters
such as time and place (i.e., antecedents; Foster & Ritchey, 1979; Gresham, 1981).
Gresham and Elliot (1990) provide an example of a comprehensive conceptualisation
of social skills in their assessment system, the SSRS. Within the SSRS, social skills
are conceptualised as one of three broad domains of functioning. These include: (1)
social skills (cooperation, assertion, responsibility, empathy, self-control); (2)
problem behaviours (externalising, internalising, hyperactivity) and: (3) academic
competence (reading, mathematics, overall achievement). Within each domain,
subscales provide information on specific skills that would either serve to enable
effective interactions with others (i.e., social skills domain) or to inhibit socially
unacceptable behaviours (i.e., problem behaviour domain). In addition to this,
Gresham and Elliot’s (1990) system considers the presentation of social and
academic skills and problem behaviours across settings (i.e., home and school).
The socio-metric and behavioural conceptualisations provide ways in which
to view social skills that have solely and collectively impacted literature in the area
and approaches to social skills intervention. Both conceptualisations provide
information on social skills that may facilitate positive relationships and improve an
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individual’s socio-metric status; however, they have been critiqued for their
definitions of social skills according to peer standards (i.e., socio-metric
conceptualisation) and of the impact an individual’s social behaviour has on others in
their environment (i.e., behavioural conceptualisation; Foster & Ritchey, 1979). In
their critique, Foster and Ritchey (1979) caution that adopting a socio-metric
approach requires an understanding that peer standards of socially desirable
behaviour may differ from those of society and that, in fact, may be unacceptable to
society as a whole. The researchers then proceed to caution that behavioural
conceptualisations may have a propensity to teach individuals to be overly aware and
sensitive to peer approval, disapproval and popularity. Foster and Ritchey’s (1979)
critique indicates the critical need to emphasise the construct of social validity when
defining and selecting social skills and, therefore, to continually question what is
known about the “right” social skills to target such that individuals contact
meaningful social outcomes over time.
The degree to which the social skills targeted are the most socially significant
or valid to the individual or population under investigation is a major critique of the
social skills intervention research (Gresham et al, 2004). Additionally, this critique is
particularly relevant when prescribed social skills programmes or curricula are used.
In the context of the current thesis, the validity of the social skills targeted may in
part explain the discrepancies indicated in the findings between the direct and
indirect measures of social skills. Across Chapters 3, 4 and 5, the direct measures
assessed deficits in the specific social skills targeted within the curriculum.
Conversely, the indirect measures assessed parental perceptions or judgments of
overall social functioning. It is, therefore, possible that the social skills targeted
within the Model Me Kids® curriculum may not be the most important skills, or
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indeed those of significant concern, for parents of children and adolescents with
HFASD. Research is required to address and challenge this conclusion by
investigating if the social skills targeted within the Model Me Kids® curriculum are
considered socially valid from the perspective of children and adolescents with
HFASD themselves, as well as their respective peers and parents.
6.3.4.2 Measurement of Social Skills
Identifying social skills that are unanimously agreed to be socially significant
across individuals, populations, peers, parents and society, and that have been
evidenced to promote positive social interactions in the short term and to access
meaningful social outcomes over time, would considerably increase the social
validity of any social skills intervention. Equally as important, however, is the
identification and use of measurement procedures or systems that accurately assess
socially validated skills and outcomes and that gather such information from multiple
sources.
Gresham (1983) provides a useful classification system of social skills
measures based on a social validity criterion. In Gresham’s (1983) classification
system, social skills measures are grouped according to three types. Type I measures
represent those that are considered inherently socially valid as they predict outcomes
that are important to society. Type I measures include, but extend beyond, measures
of socio-metric status and parental and teacher judgments of social skills to measures
of mental health difficulties, experiences of bullying and delinquency (Gresham et al,
2004). Exclusive use of Type I measures is cautioned against however, as it is
thought that overreliance on Type I measures may lead to a failure to detect a great
deal of significant behaviour change (Kazdin, 1992; Gresham et al, 2004).
Additionally, the amount of change in social behaviour required to impact Type I
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measures is currently unknown; therefore, it is recommended that Type I measures
are augmented with the use of Type II measures. Gresham (1983) defines Type II
measures as indicators or correlates of an individual’s standing on Type I measures.
Direct observations across settings generally encompass Type II measures. Lastly,
Type III measures are considered the least socially valid measures of social skills, as
they show the weakest relationship to either Type I and Type II measures (Gresham,
1983, 1986). Examples of Type III measures include indices of social cognition,
social-problem solving test and behavioural role-play tests.
Gresham’s (1983) classification system of social skills measures provides an
explanation of, and supporting evidence for, the discrepancies indicated between
direct and indirect measures of social skills in the current thesis (i.e., the probable
failure of indirect measures to detect significant changes in social skills); however,
Gresham’s (1983) system also prompts reflection on whether the indirect measures
used were the most important and socially valid. Gresham’s (1983) system indicates
that the measurement of the social impact (Kazdin, 1992) of an intervention requires
a balance between the judgments of adults (i.e., parents and teachers), peers and
individuals or populations themselves, in addition to the measurement of outcomes
deemed important to the wider society (Gresham et al, 2004). It can, therefore, be
concluded that the system used in the current thesis could be improved by including
dependent measures of: (1) social skills from the perspective of the participants’
teachers; (2) the participants’ acceptance within their peer group (i.e., socio-metric
status) and, lastly; (3) psychopathology and adjustment in childhood and adolescence.
It follows that greater attention should to paid to the social validity of measurement
strategies adopted in the area, across both research and applied practices.
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6.4 Limitations and Future Directions
A number of limitations and future directions warrant consideration. The
following section elaborates on such limitations, suggesting directions for future
research.
6.4.1 Co-occurring Psychopathologies
Research indicates that children and adolescents with HFASD present cooccurring symptoms of inattention, hyperactivity, anxiety and/or depression (De-laIglesia & Olivar, 2015; Kuusikko et al, 2008). In both RCT studies, co-occurring
symptoms of inattention, hyperactivity, anxiety, and depression, varied across
participants, but averaged in the clinical range. In addition to this, it is likely that the
presence of co-occurring symptoms negatively impacted the ability of participants to
fully engage with the curriculum and may explain variances in motivation to
participate. For example, a small number of participants in both the child and childadolescent RCTs showed reluctance to participate in the role play activities. Across
both RCTs, participants who showed reluctance were those with parent and selfreported clinical symptoms of inattention, hyperactivity, anxiety and/ or depression.
The thesis did not control for baseline symptoms as such, or did the thesis conduct an
analysis of the extent to which these variables moderate intervention effects. Future
research is therefore required to investigate the extent to which co-occurring
symptoms of inattention, hyperactivity, anxiety, and/ or depression moderate
intervention effects.
6.4.2 Impacting Generalisation
Gresham et al (2001) maintain that performing social skills to acceptable
levels in a range of situations is an important pre-requisite to the fluent use of social
skills in natural contexts (i.e., generalisation). In Chapter 3, repeated practice in the
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form of booster sessions was necessary for participants (n=5) to perform the target
social skills to acceptable levels following the presentation of specific discriminative
stimuli; however, the contexts presented were narrow in range. Such a narrow range
of contexts likely impacted measurable change in the generalised or natural contexts
in Chapter 3. Research investigating the relationship between the performance of
social skills in a range of situations, and the fluent use in generalised or natural
contexts would contribute to a better understanding of the variables that impact
generalised outcomes.
In addition to this, when the Model Me Kids® curriculum is considered in
the context of the inclusion of technologies that are designed to programme for
generalisation, it appears that the curriculum fails to include sufficient exemplars of
stimuli and persons that would be commonly present in the generalised or natural
context (Stokes & Baer, 1977). In fact, the exemplars of stimuli (i.e., video models)
used in the Model Me Kids® curriculum include peer groups from culturally
dissimilar backgrounds to that of the participants of the current research. It is,
therefore, possible that the motivation of the participants in the current research to
engage with the content of the curriculum negatively impacted their ability to
meaningfully relate to the stimuli presented. It follows that future research should
investigate whether generalised outcomes can be facilitated by employing exemplars
of the video models that are sufficient in number and specific to children and
teenagers in Ireland.
6.4.3 Impacting Indirect Measures of Social Skills
The findings of Chapter 4 indicate that the Model Me Kids® curriculum
failed to impact indirect measures of social skills. This finding could be explained by
the ability of the standardised measures of social skills used in the current research
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(i.e., SRS and the SSRS) to measure skills applicable and necessary to childhood (i.e.,
play related social skills). For example, in Frankel et al’s (2010) study subscales of
the SSRS were used to measure attributes relevant to friendships and the Quality of
Play Questionnaire (QPQ; Frankel and Mintz, 2011) was used to measure quality and
frequency of the participants’ playdates. Future research is necessary to investigate
whether standardised measures of play related social skills could provide a more
accurate measure of the social skills targeted in Model Me Kids® curriculum for
children with HFASD.
The ability of individuals with diagnosis of HFASD to reliably report on their
own social experiences has recently been called into question despite conflicting and
contrasting findings reported in the research base (DeRosier et al, 2011; Kasari,
2000; Bauminger et al, 2003). In a recent study conducted by DeRosier et al (2011),
children with HFASD were purported to experience considerable difficulty in
meaningfully reflecting on their own social experiences. Neither of the EXP or WLC
Groups of the study showed significant change on self-report measures of the
dependent variables from pre- to post intervention (i.e., loneliness and social selfefficacy). Although children were the sample investigated in DeRosier et al’s (2011)
study, it is likely that these findings could be extended to adolescents with HFASD
and therefore may provide an alternative and plausible explanation for the nonsignificant findings indicated between the EXP and WLC Groups of this current
study. Future research is required to examine the reliability of self-report measures;
however self-report measures should continue to be used in conjunction with other
report sources (i.e., multi-rater), as multi-perspective information and evidence of
reports (i.e., parent, self- and/ or teacher) influencing expectations following
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participation in research are gathered by adoption of this approach. Consequently,
this impacts and increases the internal validity of a research study.
6.4.4 Placement on the Curriculum
The findings of Chapters 3, 4 and 5 indicate that accurate placement of
children and adolescents with HFASD on the Model Me Kids® curriculum is an
important avenue for future research. In Chapter 4, varying levels of social skills
were indicated at pre-test when age was used alone to place participants.
Consequently, accuracy was then increased in Chapter 5 when age was combined
with responses to items on standardised measures of social skills at pre-test. The
greatest accuracy in placement, however, was indicated in Chapter 3 as age was
combined with responses to items on the standardised measures of social skills and
observations in both contrived (i.e., with an adult instructor) and natural contexts (i.e.,
free time in school, free time/ free play at home with peers) at pre-test. Beyond the
current thesis, accuracy in placement could be enhanced by the development of a
placement test specific to the Model Me Kids® curriculum. A placement test as such
would help determine modules that are priority to an individual and to assign
individuals to appropriate SSTGs, thereby enhancing the outcomes associated with
the curriculum.
6.5 Summary and Conclusion
This thesis represents a comprehensive investigation of the Model Me Kids®
curriculum for increasing social skills in children and adolescents with a diagnosis of
HFASD. The aims of the current research were to: (1) conduct a systematic review
evaluating the treatment efficacy and evidence-base of VM, role play and CBI; (ii)
conduct a pilot (i.e., SSRD) investigation of the outcomes associated with the Model
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Me Kids® curriculum and; (iii) evaluate the effects of the curriculum on both direct
and indirect measures of social skills using RCTs.
There is a growing demand in the ASD intervention research and practice, to
identify interventions that have the accumulated evidence necessary to be considered
EBPs. EBPs exist when quality research provides empirical evidence to inform
practice and to identify the best interventions available in a field (Camargo et al,
2014; Reichow et al 2008). EBPs are identified by combining standards for
determining the evidence-base of interventions with systematic reviews. Much of
what is known about the evidence-base of social skills interventions for children and
adolescents with HFASD is derived from samples across the broader ASD spectrum.
The current thesis contributes significantly to the search in the literature for social
skills interventions that are evidence-based in practice, as it indicates an impending
need for improved methodological rigor across the research base. Further to this, the
findings caution that social skills interventions found to be effective through the
measurement of treatment efficacy may not, in fact, satisfy standards for determining
EBPs.
An individual’s performance of social skills is pivotal to experiencing
positive social interactions with others (Elliot and Gresham, 1987; Gresham, 1986)
and is linked to peer acceptance, the development and maintenance of friendships,
academic achievement and positive mental health across the lifespan (Hartup, 1989).
It is widely agreed that impairments in social skills are core deficits of HFASD
(Mitchell et al, 2010), but that the deficits differ in presentation from childhood to
adolescence. Social skills curricula are becoming a popular treatment for the
impairments in social skills experienced by children and adolescents with HFASD;
as a result, there are a myriad of social skills curricula available that have not been
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empirically investigated for their ability to positively impact social skills.
The thesis conducted a robust evaluation of the Model Me Kids® curriculum
using an SSRD to conduct an initial investigation of individual effects, and
subsequently, RCTs to evaluate the between-group differences following delivery of
the curriculum. Several outcomes are indicated that have considerable implications
for applied practice and that suggest ways in which the Model Me Kids® curriculum
could possibly be improved as function of the findings of the current studies. In
general, instruction on the Model Me Kids® curriculum positively effected
knowledge and performance of social skills in the clinical context and appeared to
lesson the impact of stereotypical and repetitive patterns of behaviour as they present
in HFASD. The following is a list of these outcomes, among others indicated in the
investigations conducted in the current thesis:
1. The Model Me Kids® curriculum positively impacts direct measures of
knowledge and performance across the three experimental studies of the current
thesis.
2. The Model Me Kids® curriculum only marginally impacted outcomes when the
generalisation of social skills across persons (i.e., peers) and settings (i.e., school)
were measured.
3. The Model Me Kids® curriculum significantly and positively impacts the
seterotypical behaviours and restrictive interests as they present in children and
adolecents with HFASD; however, overall findings indicate that the curriculum
only marginally impacts the indirect measures of social skills.
4. A number of children and adolescents with HFASD and co-occurring symptoms
of inattention, hyperactivity, anxiety and/or depression experienced difficulties
fully engaging with the teaching methodologies used in the Model Me Kids®
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curriculum (i.e., attending to video models and discursive exercises and
participating in role play practices).
5. The teaching methodologies used within the he Model Me Kids® curriculum are
accepted to a greater extent by children with HFASD and as children with
HFASD enter into adolescence the cultural sensitivity of the methodologies used
becomes an impending issue.
The outcomes of the current thesis were subject to a number of limitations that
caution the interpretation of the results and that may have contributed to the lack of
significant effects, indicated by the indirect measures of social skills, following
instruction on the curriculum (i.e, type II error). Firstly, it is possible that the indirect
measures used across the RCTs in Chapters 4 and 5 did not represent those that are
most important and socially valid for detecting effects generated by the curriculum.
Secondly, it is also possible that the indirect measures used (i.e., SRS and SSRS) in
Chapter 4 were incongruous for measuring social skills that are applicable and
necessary in childhood. Lastly, the outcomes indicated in both RCTs could have
been negatively impacted by sample size and moderated by the co-occurring
presence of psychopatholgies. Across both RCTs conducted in the current thesis, the
size of the sample recruited was affected by the prevalence of HFASD and age of
diagnosis in Ireland, in that both variables restricted the size of the pool from which
the sample could be recruited.
The current thesis provides initial evidence of the positive outcomes associated
with Model Me Kids® curriculum; however, further empirical investigations that
address the limitations identified in the current thesis are warranted to reveal the
scope and efficacy of the curriculum. In lieu of outcomes from futher research in the
area, the findings of the current thesis indicate adaptations of the curriculum and
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measurement strategies may be required to meaningfully affect outcomes within
educational and clinical settings. Table 6.0 details preliminary adaptations to the
instructional methodologies used in the Model Me Kids® curriculum and the
assessment and measurement strategies. Additionally, further adapations to the
instructional methodologies, together with antecedent and consequence-based
procedures are indicated in Table 6.1 with the view to reducing the difficulties and/or
problem behaviours experienced by children and adolescents with HFASD and cooccurring psychopathologies.
Table 6.1 Preliminary Adaptations to the Model Me Kids® Curriculum
Preliminary Adaptation
Instructional Methodologies
1

Using video models that are sensitive to the varying cultures from
whom the Model Me Kids® curriculum is readily available.

2

Using video self-monitoring and/or schedules of reinforcement to
enhance social skills when performance deficits occur.

3

Making video models from the wide range of modules offered in the
curriculum portable and, therefore, available for reference and use in
natural settings.

4

Programming for generalisation using multiple exemplars of video
models.

5

Application of the curriculum in natural settings such that
neurotypical peers can be involved in the SSTGs.

6

Concurrent parent and teacher support to facilitate practice of the
targeted social skills in natural contexts.

7

Active involvement of children and adolescents with HFASD in the
selection of modules and/or specific target social skills.
Assessment and Measurement of Social Skills

8

Including outcome measures from multiple validated sources and
from the perspectives of those who are actively involved in the child
or adolescent’s life.

9

Consider assessing target social skills using Gresham et al’s (2001)
“Social Skills Deficit Classification Model”.
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10

Investigate the social validity of the modules and/or social skills
selected for instruction prior to implementation of the curriculum.
Children and Adolescents with HFASD and
Co-occurring Psychopathologies

11

Arranging additional sessions prior to beginning instruction on the
curriculum when the group meets for the sole function of getting to
know eachother and the instructors delivering the curriculum.

12

Planning age appropriate and preferred activities during these
sessions is important to support this process and to reduce anxiety or
problem behaviours that are related to participating in group related
activities.

13

Verbally mediating and/ or using visually schedules to outline the
tasks and activites that are scheduled for the session.

14

Scheduling frequent and brief breaks through the session.

15

Using conditioned reinforcement procedures and behavioural
contracting to reduce the occurrence of behaviours that are a barrier
to learning.

16

Participation as re-actors in role-play excercises with peers, with
participation as actors practiced using individual instructional
methodologies with adult facilitaors.

17

Altering group responses to comprehension questions and discursive
exercises from veral means to using written text.
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Appendix C

Time For A Playdate
Behaviour

Description

Good rules

Greet Friend

Can be described turning your body to face the
person, looking at their eyes, and then saying hello.

•
•
•

Turn your body to face the person
Look in his/her eyes
Say Hello

Share

Can be described as allowing another person to play
with a toy/ item that you are playing with or handing
a toy to a friend if he/she has asked for it

•
•
•

I let my friend play with my toys
I give my toy to my friend
We play together

Guest/Friend Chooses

Can be described as allowing another person to
choose the activity or game he/she would like to
play. After he/she chooses, you might respond
verbally by saying ‘ok I’ll play that’ or non-verbally
(nodding)

•
•

Ask your friend“what would you like
to play?”
Say “I’ll play that”

Can be described as being in close proximity to the
person/friend you are playing with i.e., standing
/walking/running near your friend or playing as a
group.

•
•

I play with the same toys
Follow what he is doing

Staying with our Friends
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Social Validity Measure
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Appendix F

Name:

Date:

1. It is important to learn about skills that we use in
play
2. It is important to learn about skills we use in school

3. It is important to learn about skills we use everyday
(in school, at home and playing with my friends)
4. I think I have learned a lot from the programme

5. I liked the videos in the programme

6. I liked the practices where we acted out the skills

7. I find playing with and talking to my friends easier

8. Learning skills for play, skills for school and skills
for everyday makes me happier
9. What was your most favourite part?

10. What was your least favourite part?

11. Is there anything else you would like to say about
the programme?
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Yes

No
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Appendix G
Sample from Booklet of Social Behaviours
Chapter 5
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Social Validity Measure
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Appendix H

Name:

Date:

1. I think it is important to learn about skills that
are used in conversations, friendships and across
all contexts (for example home, school, social life;
Tips & Tricks Module)
2. I enjoyed the part of the programme that
focused on skills that are important for
conversations
3. The programme was suitable for teaching skills
that are important for conversations
4. I enjoyed the part of the programme that
focused on skills that are important for building
friendships (that is starting new friendships and
maintaining friendships that I already have)
5. The programme was suitable for teaching skills
that are important building friendships (that is
starting new friendships and maintaining
friendships that I already have)
6. I enjoyed the part of the programme that
focused on skills that are important for all
contexts (home, school, social life; Tips & Tricks
Module)
7. The programme was suitable for teaching skills
that are important for all contexts (home, school,
social life; Tips & Tricks Module)
8. I think I have learned a lot about skills that are
important in conversations
9. I think I have learned a lot about skills that are
important for building friendships
10. I think I have learned a lot about skills that
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Yes

No

Appendix H
are important across all contexts (home, school,
social life; Tips & Tricks Module)
11. I enjoyed the videos and the practices where
we acted out the skills
12. I enjoyed participating in the programme
13. The duration of each session was good
14. I will practice the skills that were taught
outside of where the programme was delivered
15. The skills that were taught are important to
me at the moment
16. I would recommend the programme to others in
my age group
17. I would be interested in partaking in a similar
programme again
18. What I liked most about the programme:

19. What I liked least about the programme:
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